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ABST7RACT

Formal cooperaves were first introduced in sub-Saharan Africa by colonial governments,
often for the pupose of promoting production of cash crops by peasant frmers. After
independence, many SSA governments adopted policies that fiLrther accentued the role of
cooratives and other rural organmzations in the agricultura sector. They became important

anels for government-sponsored credit input supply and marketing programs, and often had
to operate under close guidance and control by the state.

This study, shows that past efforts by governments to promote efficient and sustainable nrua
oanizations have been constrained by inappropriate policies. Extensive goverment intervention
has tended to reduce member participation and has militated against the objective of building self-
s ing organizions. Regulations of prices and markets have frequently prevented rural
organizations from becoming commercially and financially viable.

In this report- based on an analysis of cooperatives and odter farmer organizations in several
SSA countries - great emphasis is put on the need for policy reforms to facilitate the
development of sustainable rural organizations. In order to make cooperatives effective private
sector enterprises, their freedom to operate without undue restrictions on their management and
business activities must be ensured. This calls in most SSA countries for a change of cooperative
policies and legislation, which in the past have perceived cooperative organizations as being
within the public sector domain and subject to close control by government authorities. The
World Bank can play a central role in this process by assisting govemments in the identification
of legislative, policy and instutional reforms which enable cooperatives and other runl
organizaions to evolve into efficient and sustinable organizations managed by their members and
capable of providing competitive services.

Capacity-building is an essential element of action to promote the development of rural
organizations. This study advocates that capacity-building measures, e.g., member education,
staff training and management systems development, should be included in project involving
cooperatives and other farmer groups. To the fullest extent possible, they should be planned and
implemented through the beneficiary organizations themselves.
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FOREWORD

The agricultural sectr remains the positions towards existing and prospective
primary determint in many African coun- farmer organizations.
ties of whedher the target of 4 percent
economic growth, as established by the World This paper is the first result of a study
Bank's report, Sub-Saharan Afica From initiated by the World Bank's Africa Region
CSisis to Sustahlc Groih: A Long-Tenn under the coordination of its Technical
Perspcdve Stdy, can be reached. This Department Because of the extreme diversity
ambitious goal will not be achieved without of experience across the continent with formal
well-functioning system capable of providing and informal organizations, the study was
farmers with the servces they need, including undertaken in stages. This paper focuses on
farm input distribution, output processing and understag the experience of cooperatives,
marketing, and financial services. The deve- the most formal of rural organizations, and on
lopment of genuine, member-controlled, and drawing lessons and preliminary guidelines for
efficient farmer organizations could contnbute Bank staff and their countparts. A focus on
to the creation of such systems. While many cooperatives was a logical fi.-st step, since
donors have atempted to faciitate the many African governments and development
development of such organizations, it remains agencies are rethinking their strategies and
constrned by inadequate policy and poorly operational guidelines on formal organiza-
designed operations. tions. But it is not sufficient by itself. Much

work remains to be done to learn from the in-
It is necessary and timely to take stock of novative approaches used by diverse informal

the experience, both successes and failures, groups and non-governmental organizations in
accumulated throughout Afica with varous Afnca and esewhere
forms of formal and informal rural organiza-
tions, especialy cooperatives. It is necessary We hope that farmer organzation in
because the difficulties highlighted in recent Africa and elsewhere will recognize some of
reviews should be addressed. It is timely be- their concerns and approaches in these pages
cause the current interest in the development and that they will view this paper as a means
of the private sector and the increased recog- of learning from their experience so that
nition of the importance of people's dialogue is facilitated between the various
participation for sustainable development actors.
are incentives for governments to rethiink their

Kevin Cleaver
Director

Technical Department
Africa Region
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION policy formulation and by supporting capacity-
building in the rural organizations.

in their efforts to assist African states in
their economic development, donor
organizations have provided significant THE WORID BANK EXPERIENCE
amounts of financial and technical support for
the promotion of rural organizations. Despite A World Bank Operations and Evaluation
these efforts, cooperatives and other farmer Department (OED) report covering the period
groups have often failed to develop into 1965 to 1986 stated that agriculture projects
viable, self-managed organizations capable of including group participation often did not
extending efficient services to their members. work because the groups were not committed
The disappointing results are to a large extent to the project and acted more as an extension
explained by an inappropte policy of the govermment than as organiions
f-amework Followingindependence, thenew representing beneficiaries. The OED report
govenments in most African countries and other studies have drawn attention to the
promoted rural cooperatives as part of a following issues:
regulated, state-controlled agricultural
mnarketing system. In many cases,
cooperatives were not allowed sufficient 0 Identification and formulation of
margins to cover their operating expenses and project sategies often resulted from
could therefore not evolve into commercialy negotiations between Bank staff and
viable business enterprises. At the same time, government representatives without
they were subjected to close control by the involvement of the people and
government agencies. This compromised the rural organizationsconcerned;
their inherent charauer as member-controlled
organizations and discouraged member a Inadequate analysis of institutional
participation. issues and the overly complex

designs of components to be
Recent initiatives by govermments and implemented by rural organizations

donors to restructure African economies have contributed to unsatisfactory results;
included efforts to redefine the policy
framework for, and the role of cooperatives * Sufficient capacity-building
and other farmer organizations. There is an measures were not included to
emerging realization that cooperatives must be enable rural organitions to play
seen as prvate sector enterprises and that the their role in project implementation;
primary role of government is not to control and
or reule their activities, but to provide a
conducive policy and business environment * In some cases, when institutional
for their operations. This is a process which strengthening was included in a
the World Bank, in collaboration with other project, it was directed to
donors and non-govermental oraizations, government departments and not to
can facilitate by assisting governments ithe rural organizatons concerned.

xv



These findings underline the need for cooperatives and other fornally registered
comprehensive country-specific studies of groups. In practically all the countries
cooperatives and other rural organizations as reviewed, the current legislation gives
part of preparations for their participation in extensive powers of intervention to
projects. They also accentuate the necessity govermnent departments or ministries
of involving beneficiary organizations more concerned with cooperatives. Existing laws
extensively in project identification and are also overly detailed and complex. They
formulation in order to ensure that projects cannot be readily utilized by the average
conform with the priorities of the citizen to set up and participate in a
organizations themselves and that they take cooperative. The legal framework governing
into account their implementing capabilities. cooperatives should be changed to:

THE NEED FOR AN ENABLING * Reduce the role of government
ENVIRONMENT agencies in the control and

supervision of cooperatives, and
In spite of recent liberalization measures, allow the transfer of promotional

the policy framework in many SSA countries and development functions to
continues to be characterized by: organizations created by the

cooperatives themselves.
* An interventionist policy which

gives govermment authorities a high * Simplify the legal requirements for
degree of control over rural the formation and operation of
organizations and which cooperatives and other group-based
compromises the self-reliant business enterprises.
character of such organizations.

The following aspects should form the
* A complex legal framework which backbone of a stategy to create an

inhibits the formation and operations appropriate business environment for
of cooperatives and other formally cooperatives and to provide incentives for
registered groups. them to become competitive, efficient and

commercially viable:
* Regulations of markets and prices

which restrain the commercial * Cooperatives must be free to
viability and business development determine their own lines of
potential of cooperatives and other business without being directed by
farmer organizations. governments to involve themselves

in non-viable activities.
As regards the role of government in the

promotion and control of cooperatives and * The trading conditions under which
other rura organizations, a liberalized policy cooperatives operate should be such
framework should include an explicit that they allow efficiently operating
recognition by goverment that cooperatives societies to realize sufficient returns
are private sector enterprises which are to cover their expenses and to
formed and managed by their members, and generate capital for the development
which are not subject to intervention by of their activities.
government authorities in their internal
management. * Cooperatives should not be subject

to adminisatively imposed price
Implementation of more liberal policies controls, but should be allowed to

calls for a revision of the legal framework for determine their prices and margis

xvi



on the basis of the conditions in an belts' for goods and services has
open competitive market. They not proved to be a feasible way of
should not be promoted as part of a promoting sustainable rural
single-channel marketing system. organizations.

* Groups must be based on member
TYPES AND CHARACTERIMCS OF contributions and participation.
RURAL ORGANIZATIONS Adequate share capital contributions

are important as a means of
There is a great variety of legal formats financing business activities and as

under which rural organizations can be a reflection of member commitment
formally registered, but there is also and participation. When members
throughout the continent a variety of informal have a significant financial stake in
groups which are not registered at all. In their organization, they tend to
many countries, cooperatives, despite past participate actively in an effort to
problems, remain the most widespread form ensure that the group operates
of rural organizations. efficiently.

When considering the type of groups to 0 Groups must have a business
be involved in a rural development project, potential, be competitive and must
the advantages of various types of groups make economic sense to members
need to be considered. Cooperatives often by providing goods and services
have a comparative advantage in that they which are not available from other
have a formal legal status, normally a sources on more favorable terms.
minimum of administrative resources, and a
physical infrastructure which enable themn to If rural organizations involved in projects
participate in project implementation. do not have these basic characteristics,
Building on existing capabilities and resources activities implemented in collaboration with
rather than creating new orgnizaions should them are unlikely to be sustainable.
be the preferred strategy. Cooperatives-and
other types of formally registered groups-are FUNCIlONS AND SIZE OF RURAL
often best suited for business activities which ORGANIZATIONS
are carried out on a substanfial scale and
which require a permanent management Rural organizations are adaptable to a
structure and legal framework In situations large variety of economic activities.
where the need for joint activities by group Experience documented in this study
members is seasonal and the volume of indicates, however, that cooperatives function
activities small, informal groups may be a best when they focus their activities on the
more cost-efficient alternative than provision of commercial services, such as
cooperatives. marketing and processing of agricultural

commodities, supply of production inputs,
Whatever formal status rural groups may provision of savings and credit facilities, etc.

have, there are three basic conditions which The track record of cooperatives formed for
must be met in order for them to have a general community development activities is,
development potential. on the other hand, discouraging. They have

often proved to be unsustainable when
* There must be a felt need for implemented with donor support through

association. Formation of rural organizations which do not have a strong
organizations at the initiative of financial foundation based on viable
outsiders and as mere "conveyor- commercial activities.

xvii



There is considerable evidence that committed participation by members
cooperatives with a high business turnover and the development of adequate
and a multi-purpose commercial activity skills to enable elected leaders to
pattern are more viable and sustainable than run the affairs of the societies in a
their smaller counterparts. The fragmented business-like manner.
structure of small societies is an impediment
to the development of a strong cooperative COOPERATIVE SUPPORT
movement capable of serving the needs of SMRUCTURES
members and competing effectively with other
private sector enterprises. There are, One of the conclusions of this study is
however, some drawbacks associated with that cooperatives and other rural organizations
large, multi-functional groups. They call for need to build a capacity to assume
management capabilities which are not readily responsibility for promotional and
available in rural areas, and they tend to development functions which hitherto have
reduce (due to large membership) social been vested with govermment departments.
cohesiveness, which often is an important However, the track record of secondary
characteristic of rural groups. support structures is far from uniform. In

some countries, secondary cooperatives were
The development of cooperatives into formed as part of the state-controlled

multi-functional societies is a long-term cooperative structure and provided few
process and requires special efforts to develop services to their affiliates. In other cases,
sufficient management capabilities and to however, there is evidence that unions of
ensure the full participation of members. primary societies have played an important
Capacity-building measures need to include at role in the provision of commercial and
least the following basic components. promotional services to the primary societies.

Practically all countries in the region have a
0 Development and implementation of national cooperative apex body established

accounting, recording and other with the primary objective of functioning as a
management systems which spokeperson of cooperative interests and to
contribute to efficient internal influence cooperative development policies
control and which provide for the and programs. In most countries, their impact
effective planning, execution and has, to date, been negligible.
monitoring of business activities.

Secondary cooperatives have a potentially
* Design and implementation of job- useful role to play in supporting the

oriented staff training programs development of grassroots organizations and
based on the management systems should therefore be considered as partners in
referred to above. The experience the design and implementation of projects
available from a number of involving cooperatives. When, as advocated
cooperative development projects in this document, the state-controlled
clearly show that training programs cooperative support and marketing structures
direcdy linked to standardized are dismantled, the need for movement-based
systems yield better results than support organizations will increase. Donors
general, non-specific training. can be instrumental in speeding up the process

of reducing government involvement by
* Programs for the training of supporting the transfer of functions previously

management committee members vested in government departments and
and the education of the general parastatal marketing organizations to
membership. This is an element secondary cooperatives or other types of
which is necessary to ensure autonomous organizations. It is essential,
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* They are normally more efficient for private sector group activities.
than assistance through govermnents
because they are channeled directly The World Bank strategy to promote
to beneficiaries without interme- participatory development through rural
diaries. organizations should build on the comparative

advantages of the World Bank as a major
* They facilitate the direct transfer of lending institution. The Bank's advantage lies

business management know-how. in its interaction with governments regarding
policy and institutional reforms. This gives

* They have the potential to promote the Bank the opportunity to contribute to the
trading relations and joint ventures emergence of a policy framework which is
between cooperatives in industria- conducive to the achievement of the objectives
lized and developing countries. enumerated. The Bank is also well placed to

interact with official development agencies
OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES FOR and NGOs and can thereby facilitate the
WORID BANK ASSISTANCE harmonization of efforts to support the

development of rural organizations. The role
By assisting in the development of of the World Bank would thus be to:

sustainable rural organizations, the World
Bank can contribute to the achievement of the
following overall objectives. * Assist governments in the

identification of legislative, policy
• Enhancing people's participation in and institutional reforns which

decisions and processes which affect enable cooperatives and other rural
their lives, and which provide them organizations to evolve into efficient
with a learning experience which and sustainable organizations
can contribute to strenmthen managed by their members and
individual and group productive capabe of providing competitive
activities. services.

. Building the capacity of theprivate 0 Collaborate with donors and rural
* Building the capacity of the private organizations in the design and

sector to compete in a market coordination of strategies and
economy and to provide efficient programs for support to coopera-
services to rural communities. tives and other rural organizations.

* Improving governance and * Facilitate capacity-building in rural
clariflying the respective roles of organizations through direct support
governments and the private sector to, and in collaboration with,
through a legislative, policy and institutions involved in assisting
regulatory framework that provides cooperatives and other types of
minimal but transparent regulations farmer associations.
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I THE FARMERS AND THEIR ORGANIZAT7ONS:
MAJOR ACTORS IN DEVELOPMENT

CHANGING CLIMATE FOR RURAL ensure that no one in that sub-set became
ORGANIZATIONS dangerously deprived, or (just as important),

that no one became overly better off than the
Tremendous changes are taking place rest of the group. Rural inhabitants, who

throughout the world in the role that the state continue to maintain traditional exchanges of
plays in decisions affecting the lives of labor and various forms of group savings, are
citizens. Most of the countries in which the thus familiar with key principles of the
government had taken a major or omnipresent associative movement and are often keen to
role in setting production capacities and find ways to build upon their traditional
controlling the economy are now moving systems to address new opportmities and
towards a less centalized system in which needs.
initiatives by the private sector are
encouraged. In Africa, this is reflected in The main categories of formal and
efforts to decentralize and diversify the informal organzations currently active in
provision of inputs and services to farmers Africa will be described in Chapter 2, but it is
and in the dismantling of parastatal agencies. important to clarify here some key terms

which are often misunderstood. While there is
a general consensus among practitioners on

Tfhese changes offer new opporunities the definition of the term 'cooperative", it is
for farmers to expand and strengthen their often loosely (and inaccurately) applied to
own organiaions to reach their full eonomic other forms of self-help groups. There is
and social potential. Organizations created by much less consensus, however, about the
the people because of a common felt need can tenminology applied to these other types of
help their members both from a business point groups. For largely historical reasons, the
of view, as they enable private farmers to terminology has evolved differently in dif-
benefit from economies of scale and simulate ferent areas of the continent, a fact which
competition, and from a social point of view, sometimes hinders the exchange of experience
since they encourage cohesion and cooperation from one country or one region to another,
at the community level. and can lead to incorrect conclusions about

the appropriateness of one or another form of
African farmers have a long tradition of organization.

performing certain productive activities as a
group rather than as individuals. Group In this document, the word cooperative is
endeavors ranged from informal mutual aid used in its conmonly-accepted technical
between neighbors to more systematic definition, i.e. a legally recognized form of
interactions within groups defined on the basis association of persons, owned by its members,
of age-class or kinship ties. Although one whose main principles include voluntary
should not hold a naive view of an egalitarian, membership to achieve a common end and
Utopian society, traditional rules did help equal voting rights for each member.
define the rights and obligations of individuals
and of society. These group endeavors took The term "other rural organizations" will
place as an expression of solidarity within a be used in the broad sense of any group of
sub-set of the population, a mechanism to individuals of rural people getting together,
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formally or informally, for a common in this study; they were not tmly owned and
purpose. This includes terms like " Rural controlled by their members, but simply
Women (or Farmers') Associations', served as buying points, providing the
'Farmers Organizations', 'Peasants commercial link between the producer and the
Organizations", "Small Farmers Groups-, parastatal marketing board.
"Credit Groups", "Pastoral Associations",
"Unions or Confederations of Groups", In their efforts to assist African states in
"Community Groups", and "Village their economic development, donor
Committees.' A joint feature of mru organizations provided significant amounts of
organizaions discussed in this report is that financial and technical support for the
they are member-based. They differ in scope promotion of cooperatives. The rapid
and management systems. Some emerged expansion of cooperatives, without adequate
under government control, some others under preparation and without a fill consideration of
the guidance of NGOs, and some without too their basic principles and potential for eco-
much external support. One issue in this nomic viability, led to many problems and
report is to appraise their performances, failures. However, for many countries, the
without a priori classification. essential developmental role assigned to the

cooperatives rendered them too important to
Fornal cooperatives were first introduced be allowed to die. Efforts to salvage them,

in Africa during the colonial period, most however, usually resulted in greater govern
frequently to provide their members with such ment control and, in many instances, the
services as the marketing of produce or the cooperatives simply evolved into parastatal
distribution of inputs. Following indepen- organizaions.
dence, the new governmnents tended to look
upon cooperatives as instruments of rural Recent initiatives by governments and
development and helpful in implementing donors to restructure Afiican economies have
government policies. Membership was often included efforts to restructure the cooperatives
compulsory and civi servants were frequently by eliminating subsidies and moving them
assigned to management positions. The extent fully into the private sector, as well as efforts
of goverment involvement led the members to encourage a diversity of associative forms,
to regard the cooperatives as state agencies as detailed subsequently. At a seminar on
rather than as their own organizations. Donor Support for the Promotion of Rural

Cooperatives in Developing Countries
Governments also used cooperatives as organized by the World Bank in 1990, the

channels for the provision of credit, often participants agreed unanimously that the
linced to the distribution of agricultural donors' approach to cooperative development
inputs. Typically, the cooperatives were needed to be redefined and that this should be
extended credit by a govermment agency and, done in closest possible collaboration among
in urn, provided inputs on credit to their the agencies involved (see Braverman and
members. Because the cooperatives were others 1991, for a summary and conclusions).
Largely unprepared to handle this type of
responsibilit, this has been one of their The problems experienced by the gov-
principal areas of failure. Govermments also ermnent-initiated cooperatives, which often
tended to set up cooperatives to serve the resulted in significant losses of member
needs of official marketing agencies dealing assets, alienated large segments of the popula-
with export crops. Membership was usually tion from the cooperative concept, and in
compulsory and farmers were required to recent years other forms of associations and
market their produce through the coopera- purely informal activities have multiplied.
tives. These organizations were not genuine During the last deca -, many projects tried to
cooperatives in the sense that the term is used channel services, inputs, or credits through
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small groups or commuity committees. The transformation of existing structr into sdf-
resuts have been mixed. When govemnment managed, self-supporting, private sector esti-
agencies have been involved in management, ties. Many of the existing structures ae not
it seems that the famers have often been kept viable and will not survive the tansition, but
away from these projects. While they took as others may be able to reorganize, reduce
many benefits as they could, they did not costs, and adjust to the demands of a market
really contribute, nor pay back (in the case of economy.
loans). When volunteers from NGOs or
missionaries were involved, they often Other African governments, for a variety
managed the organizaions quite efficiendy for of reasons, continme to exert control over
a few years, but the costs appeared to be quite cooperatives and subsidize their operations.
high: the members did not really participate; The mental atttdes and the vested interests
and the rura organiions did not last long that have evolved during the post-colonial
after outside assistance ceased. It would period are highly resistant to change. Because
appear that members considered many of these the cooperatives filled key roles in the market-
organiztions as foreign or outside institutions ing of produce or the distribution of
and because they were not really involved in agricultural inputs, there are often strong
designing activities, did not really care to pressures against allowing them to become
make their contributions with respect to autonomous, with the consequent possibility
internal rules, managing the infrastructures, or of failure. In many instances, government
paying back loans. officials responsible for the oversight of coo

eratives also obtain significant benefits from
Though some rural organizations enjoyed the current situation and consider any change

the substantial participation of their members, as detrimental to their own interests.
and substantial management capacities were
developed, they faced socio-economic In those countries which have initiated a
constraints relative to land tenure, supplies, policy of privatizing the existing cooperative
marketing, or credit facilities. structures and allowing the development of

cooperatives and other forms of org tions
TRANSITION FROM STATE CONTROL as private, autonomous businesses, the
TO A MARKET ECONOMY transition period offers new opporunities for

strengthening the private sector and assisting
Generally, cooperatives have been the rural development. Often, the existing

most widespread type of formal rural cooperatives are the only formal institutioas
organization, with the most complete network involved with serving the needs of rural farm-
of institutional relationships, from local to ers. To the extent that these rura
international levels. Although the existing cooperatives can be assisted to complete the
cooperatives may be the product of transition to effective, private sector
government initiative rather than genuine businesses, they can play an important role in
associations created by their members out of improving rural incomes and contributing to
a common felt need, they may still provide a agricultural development.
potentially effective framework for
development intervention in the rural sector. In recent years, emphasis has often been
In some of these countries, cooperatives have put on searching for new methodologies to
already entered a period of transition. As engender genuine responsibility, participation,
some governments have become more and self-reliance so as to evolve sustainable'
concerned about the costs of using coopera- rural organizations. Emphasis was put on
tives as de facto parastatal organizations and sensitization, preliminary experiences through
subsidizing cooperative activities, they have initial savings, investment without outside
begun to take steps to allow for the support, and training. The whole mechanism
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has been viewed as a learning process for pilot projects, and also over the last two or
farmers' empowerment through institution- throe years, in the form of strategy papers.
building. Similar strategies had been tested in Many cases illustrated what should not be
the 1950s and in the beginning of the 1960s: done (not too much direction, not too much
in Senegal, for example, in 1958, *animation money, not too much involvement from
rurale' had the socio-political objective of outsiders, not too fast), but there are fewer
farmers' empowerment. Such organizations indicatons on precise methodologies for
did not flourish at that time due to the high providing this support. This study will provide
level of control of rural development by the some guidelines from various case studies,
government and parastatals. and summarize what appear to be the basic

precautions to be taken when promoting these
In a few cases, such efforts demonstrated kinds of rural organizations.

encouraging results by providing efficient
services to the members, together with HOW RURAL ORGANIZATIONS
institution- building: they were able to CAN CONTRIBUTE TO
increase analysis and management capacities, RURAL DEVELOPMENT
to develop self-reliance and responsibility, and
to exert more influence on decisions To the extent that they are member-
concerning rural development in their areas. owned and member-controlled businesses,
One example is the Association de well-operated rural organizations demonstrate
Developpement de la Region de Kaya a mumber of characteristics that can make
(ADRK) in Burkina Faso. This organization them a positive factor in rural development.
manages its own staff at the regional, district, Formal organizations can:
and village levels and provides services to its
members, in the form of agricultural supplies, * Provide their members with the
technicai advice, marketing facilities, and advantages of economies of scale:
saving and credits. Most of the association's By combining their resources, pro-
budget comes from members' contributions ducers can obtain needed goods and
through grassroot groups, and farmers play services more efficiently and market
important roles in the orientation and the them in larger volumes, thus giving
control of the activities. The ADRK, has a them a stronger bargaining position
strong influence on many decisions related to in dealing with traders and proces-
rural development in the Kaya region. sors.

Other efforts succeeded in revitalizing 0 Serve to link small-scale and me-
traditional groups, who used their dynamism diwn-scaleproducers to the nadonal
to confront new rural development problems. economy: By serving as channels for
Again, an example is the Naams federation in obtaining inputs and for the market-
Burkina Faso. It seems that some impetus for ing of produce for their members,
rural development can be drawn from those various forms of organizations can
kind of traditional organizations, but they help to incorporate the smaller pro-
have to adapt to new activities, different, in ducers into the larger economy of
many ways, from the institutions of the past the country.
(Gentil 1990).

* Provide an element of competiion
Most international development agencies doth is often laczdng in rural areas:

have demonstrated their interest in and their By providing an alternative to other
support for facilitating the development of commercial interests, farmers'
such "self-reliant and autonomous groups." organizations add an element of
Much analytical work has been published on competition, which can serve to
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hold down costs and improve development projecs, and the reasons for
market conditions. their successes or failures. An Operations and

Evaluation Department (OED) Report, on the
* Conribute to rural stabiiity: By World Bank Experience with Rural

providing an institutional Development, 1965-1986, stated that
permanence as self-help, commu- agriculture projects including group
nity-based organizations, these participation often do not work because the
groups can provide their services to groups are not committed to the project or
their members over the long term. were created specifically for the project and
When collaborating with develop- consequentdy acted more as an extension of
ment projects, they can continue the government than as a organization
project-related activities after exter- representing beneficiaries. The report also
nal assistance is concluded. stated (para 6.32) that "Beneficiary

participation played a very limited role in the
* Form an effective means of implementation of the Bank projects and

channeing assistance to women: virualy no role in project design.' The
Cooperatives and various forms of report pointed out more specifically that
group activities undertaken by institutional development suffered most when
women have a strong record of cooperatives and other similar organizations
success in Africa. Credit and had been used for facilitating project
savings associations, marketing and implementation, but without developing their
consumer cooperatives operated by capacity to assume the management of the
women or primarily by women, project functions when the project ends. In
have provided their members with the absence of this institution-building aspect,
significant economic benefits as well the sustnability of the efforts started under
as experience in business the project was often very much in doubt.
maagement.

A World Bank report on Rural
These characteristics of formal rural Cooperatives in World Bank-Assisted Projects

organizations indicate their potential for (1980 indicated that more than 50 percent of
contributing to sustainable development. But the Bank's agricultural operations in the 1970s
their potential can be fully realized only if and early 1980s involved cooperatives and
they are integrated into the development other similar orgaizations. The study
process as full partners, recognized as such reviewed altogether over 100 projects at three
both by their own governmental authorities different points of time, 1974, 1980 and 1985
and by the donor community. Associations and concluded that the institution-building
which are intimidated or cajoled by either process of cooperative enterprises had not
government or donors to take on a role in a always been adequately dealt with in Bank-
particular development scheme as a channel financed operations. Cooperatives were often
for government services are not being given expected to perform additional functions, or to
an opportuiity to fulfill their economic and serve non-members, without sufficiently
human potential. evaluating their institutional capacity to do so.

Greater emphasis seemed to have been given
THE WORLD BANK EXPERENCE to the physical infrastructure required for

cooperative operations than to financial
Background viability and the sustainability of such

organizations.
The World Bank has undertaken various

studies to determine the types of organizations The inclusion of rural organizations in
involved in its agricultural and rural project activities, whether explicidy identified
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or ad actors in project implementation, is supervision, and have faded away. Only a
monitored regularly in the Bank's database. few supervision reports mentioned the
Between fiscal 1983 and fiscal 1991, 230 implementation of these components and
agricultural projects with a component dealing raised the following issues: (a) unstable
with types of rural organizations (with a politica; situation in the country had delayed
broader definition than used in the study just implementation, (b) implementation had been
mentioned) were approved for Sub-Saharan slow because the operation was considered
Africa. The total Bank/IDA lending in these very complex, (c) the government policy on
projects amounted to US$3,388.1 million. cooperatives was not clear, and (d)
Within the same period, a total of 251 coordination was lacking among the donors
agriculural projects was approved for the with respect to farmer organizations.
Africa Region, Bank/IDA lending amounting
to US$5,177 million. These figures clearly Eightprojectscurrently under preparation
indicate the importance assigned to community or planned for 1993-96 continue to present the
and beneficiary participation in project same problems. In a few cases, the proposed
activities. objectives for farmer organizations have been

quite well formulated in the Executive Project
At the same time, however, this data Summaries but no specific project component

reveals great variation from year to year and has been developed which would make the
between different types of organizations. The realization of those objectives possible. Often
number of projects with farmer organization the statements are very general and vague,
or cooperative components approved in any e.g. "strengthening of producer organizations'
given year was highest in fiscal 1990 (39 or 'strengthening institutional capacity of key
projects) and lowest in fiscal 1984 (13 participating agencies, including service
projects). About one-third of these projects cooperatives", etc. Whatever efforts are
involved cooperatives, the rest addressing eventually made during implementation and
other types of formal and informal supervision, this type of component will most
organizations. There does not seem to be any likely fail as its predecessors did for a lack of
clear trend as far as the number of c!drity as to how the objectives are to be
cooperative components is concerned, but it achieved, and a lack of specifics as to the
could be noted that the increase in total actions needed to strengthen cooperatives and
numbers, from about 20 in fiscal 1983 to other rural organizations participating in the
about 30-35 in the last few years, has been in project. Safeguards will have to be taken,
the category of 'other groups", i.e. non- therefore, at the time of identification and
cooperative organizations. In addition to formulation of projects, rather than waiting
these data, Project Performance Audit Reports for project implementation.
and Project Completion Reports completed
since July 1987 include 12 projects with Major Issues
lessons of relevance to rural organizations.

In addition to the more general studies
There are no free-standing cooperative or undertaken by the Bank, 25 current or

rural organization projects financed by the recently completed projects were selected for
Bank. Most of the current 38 projects with more detailed review, with the aim of
some kdnd of reference to cooperatives or identifying some commnon issues for further
other agricultural/rural organizations included consideration and for a better definition of the
these aspects in the objectives and/or as a role that the Bank could play in developing
component co the project, but seemingly and supporting various t-pes of rural
without a clear idea as to what they were organizations. Before going into the detailed
intended to achieve. These components fndings of this review, some points raised in
received very little attention during project a Bank report, Instiuio.-zal Development in
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World Bank Projects - a Cross-sectoral longer-term perspective. The need to use
Reew, 1990 are discussed briefly as useful appropriately qualified specialists, either from
backg;round material for this analysis. within or outside the Bank, is also strongly
According to that report, project sustainability emphasized. The paper concludes (page v)
and institutional development are positively that "Bank staff working on different sectors
correlated. The widening scope of do observe the factors which constantly inhibit
institutional development work in Bank sustainability. Some of them are country- or
projects, however, has added to the sector- specific, and others are more generic.
complexity of institutional analysis and They may well be aware of the kinds of
design. Although the paper reviews the interventions necessary to remedy them and to
salient features of the Bank's institutional strengthen project sustainability. But there is
development work in different sectors of the at present [early 19901, no systematic way in
economy in the 1980s, many of its findings which this knowledge and cumulative project
are highly relevant to the agricultural sector experience on institutional constraints can be
and grassroots level organizations serving that tapped and used to evolve selective country
sector. strategies in which the Bank and borrowers

The paper first points out that the can work together. The country
attention given to institutional development in implementation reviews being held in recent
the Bank projects has increased significantly years seem to focus so much on the current
during the 1980s. Nearly 90 percent of the project implementation problems that issues
projects at the end of the decade had an germane to sustainability do not perhaps get
istitutional development component in addressed adequately."
contrast to 72 percent in 1978. It should be
noted, however, that the attention to When talking about country-level
institutional development is primarily related institutional analysis, the paper states that in
to facilitating project implementation, a short- general, institutional analysis was guided by
term objective. Much less attention had been one or more of the following three objectives:
given to the objectives of sustainability and (a) one or more organizations had to be
the long-term strengthening of sector-wide restructured or reorganized, but the precise
institutions. Country-specific sector strategies areas or aspects for restructuring were yet to
for institutional development were rare. The be identified and analyzed, (b) capacity-
achievement of the institutional development building, broadly defined, partly to facilitate
objectives in Bank projects has declined project implementation, but also to support
somewhat in recent years and this decline is sustainable development, and (c) development
only in part due to the problems in the of appropriate systems for one or more
macroeconomic environment. The weak organizations. There was no case where
analysis of institutional issues and overly diagnosis was attempted simply to better
complex designing of components dealing understand institutional constraints. It is,
with institutional development, which failed to therefore, reasonable to conclude that Bank
consider local capacity constraints, have staff had some initial hypotheses as to the key
contributed to the declining performance. institutional gaps which they probed more

systematically through a diagnostic process.
The primary need regarding institutional

development is not necessarily to extend it to The paper deals with a number of other
more projects since, as noted earlier, the issues which also have relevance to this study,
numerical coverage is already quite but there is one particular point which needs
impressive. istead, the focus, quality and to be stressed, and that is the legal
relevance of institutional development should framework. This has been identified as an
be sharpened in selected lending operations, issue in many projects covered by the PRE
with a ularniination to support it within a study, and was discussed in some detail. The
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focus was on the laws governing the key organizations, particularly cooperatives, in
project agencies, although there are several projects to fcilitate the implementation of the
other dimensions of the legal framework project activities (agricultural development
which might be relevant in the context of an projects in Nigeria). It has not, however,
institutional diagnosis. The list of such issues been established that cooperatives are the most
includes possible regulatory constraints which appropriate types of organizations for the
inhibit efficient transactions between purpose, and consequently, they have been
beneficiaries and public agencies or which assigned tasks which they have not been able
make the enforcement of contracts between to undertake. Very little attention has been
parties difficult or costly, both of these being paid to strengthening them and improving
extremely important when talking about their capacity to perform the tasks they were
grassroots- level institutions in the agricultural expected to handle.
sector. A couple of more points should be
added to this list and they deal with the right Bank staff in borrowing countries
to associate and the specific cooperative traditionally make contact with the
legislation. government and consequently the views of the

representatives of organzations such as
Twenty-five projects with cooperative cooperatives are not adequately taken into

and/or rural organization components were consideration. In some cases when
reviewed in the framework of this institutional institutional strengthening was included in the
development report. A number of issues can project it was directed to government
be identified for discussion: departments (Zambia: Smallholder

Rehabilitation Project, Strengthening
* Project formulation Cooperative Departments in Two Provinces).

In any event, the selected strategies resulted
- Institutional structures versus fiom negotiations between Bank staff and

individual institutions government represeaives, a process in
which rural organizations were not involved.

• Policy, legislation, and government In most cases, however, they were accepted
intervention by the target organizations, perhaps because

they did not see any other alternative. A
3 Implementation, supervision, and good example of a different reaction can be

performance quoted from Senegal where the groups
proposed for participation in the project

3 Coordinationwithotherdevelopment support activities refused to do so because
agencies. they felt that they would lose their

independence under the terms and conditions
Project Formulation offered to them.

Even without a full-fledged institutional Institutional Structures versus
analysis,it is normally fairly easy to identify Individual Istitutions
gaps in the institutional system serving the
agricultural sector in particular, and rural Closely related to and perhaps even part
areas in general. The ready-made solutions of the project formulation process is the
that are offered often include cooperatives and question of whether cooperatives or other
other rural organizations, which are known to groups of rural people should be looked at
have succeeded in a number of cases, and are only in the context of project activities, or
very popular elements of rural development in whether a wider perspective should be
SSA countries. A common feature in World adopted. Almost without exception, Bank-
Bank projects has been to include such financed projects have taken the more narrow
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approach. Organizations have been included supportive legal framework are essential
in the project by virtue of falling within the prerequisites for creating such environment.
project area, without analysing how they fi This is perhaps an area where the Bank has
into the overall institutional structure of the done more constructive work through its
country in that particular economic sector. efforts to develop rural organizations,
Even in cases where special efforts have been particularly cooperatives. Extensive work was
made to strengthen these organizations, long- done four to five years ago to introduce new
lasting results have not been achieved, and cooperative legislation in Cameroon and
this was due, at least partly, to the lack of Burundi, with the main focus on reduced
national-level support after the end of the intervention of government in the operation
project. and management of cooperatives.

Subsequently, similar work has been initiated
A better approach would be to first in other countries as well, including Benin,

undertake a comprehensive review of Edtiopia, Kenya and Tanzania. In Benin,
cooperatives and other similar organizations savings and credit cooperatives were covered
once the need has been identified for by the general cooperative legislation, but
improving services which could be provided some chapters of the legislation were revised
by such organizations. Such a review could and some new principles added to create a
surely be of great assistance in formulating more appropriate legal framework for this
relevant components or even free-standing type of cooperative. The adoption of these
projects addressing the provision of new statutes was made a condition for the
agricultural support services either through disbursement of the IDA credit.
cooperatives of other farmer organizations.
Since 1988, this kind of sector review has Many World Bank-financed projects end
been undertaken in three SSA countries, up supporting or strengthening government
Zimbabwe (1988), Ghana and Nigeria (1991). departnents. In the case of two projects in
However, these reviews were not a direct part Burundi, strengthening of the cooperative
of project preparation, but were undertaken as department was actually among the specific
independent exercises, the latter two as project objectives. In Guinea, the government
contributions to a regional study on decided to create a special body for
cooperatives and other rural organizations in supporting cooperatives, with the ultimate aim
SSA countries, which resulted in the of developing it into a national cooperative
preparation of this document. apex organization. The revised cooperative

law confirmed this, but the overall supervision
In Burundi, Cameroon and Guinea, a and control nevertheless remained with the

more comprehensive approach to the government. Although a significant reduction
development of cooperatives has been used in of the role of government authorities is
the last couple of years. More detais of those desirable, this cannot be expected to happen
cases will be provided in the section dealing without adequate preparation. The transfer of
with policies and legislation in Chapter 3. promotional functions from government

departments to cooperative institutions should
Policy IAgislation be carried out in a phased manner in order to
and Government Intervention allow the concerned organizations time to

establish themselves.
It is not possible to meaningfilly develop

even a part of the cooperative sector or Implementation, Supervision
related rural organizations, and even less the and Performance
entire sector, unless there is a conducive
environment for their operation. The The detailed review of 25 projects
existence of clear govermment policy and a confirmed the earlier findings regarding the
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treatment of components dealing with participation in input supply and marketing
cooperatives and other rural organizations. In through assistance to cooperatives and private
most cases, the objectives had not been clearly enterprises to procure inputs, obtain credit and
defined and adequate provision had not been improve enterprise management.' However,
made for achieving even those unclear the supervision report confined itself to
objectives. Very few comments were made remarks about extension and research.
regarding any complications in connection
with implementation and practically nothing
was said in the supervision reports about the Coordination with other
performance of these components. However, Development Agencies
major implementation issues were raised in
the Africa Region's Annual Review of Among the very few comments made
Implementation and Supervision of regarding the implementation of the
Agriculture Projects for 1991. A few cooperative and related components, there are
observations have been made in some a couple of cases referring to conflict or the
supervision reports, and in some project lack of coordination between various
completion reports. But, generally, Bank government ministries. Coordination among
supervision neglects these components. the local organizations, particularly various

government agencies, among the external
In Burkina Faso (as per the Project development agencies and finally between

Completion Report of the Niena Dionkele these two groups is vital for the success of
Rice Development Project) the use of a these components. In Mauritania, the Second
cooperative specialist was included in the Livestock Project aimed at improving resource
original plan, but the person was never management through the establishment of
recruited. This was considered a major pastoral associations. A conflict was caused
reason for the poor performance in developing by the fact that in the government system, the
viable rice producer groups. While already pastoral associations were under the Ministry
existing - groups were used for distributing of Interior, but the cooperatives under the
inputs and credit to producers, the creation of Ministry of Rural Development. In Benin,
new cooperative societies was delayed. If the the implementation of the project was said to
existing system worked well, perhaps the need have been delayed due to the lack of adequate
for creating new cooperatives should have coordination among the major donor agencies
been reconsidered. In Togo (the Third Coffee in addition to the lack of government policy
and Cocoa Development Project), encouraging on cooperatives.
performance was reported in the case of the
establishment of 250 new farmer associations. There are, however, a number of positive

examples of collaboration and coordination
One specific issue related to supervision among international and bilateral development

should be emphasized. If the mission has not agencies and NGOs, although these cases are
reviewed the performance of the components not always reported in project-related
dealing with cooperatives and other rural documents. In the effort to reorganize the
organizations, mention should be made of this cooperative sector in Cameroon ,close
in the supervision report. If there is no such collaboration had been established between the
statement, one assumes that there was nothing Bank, ILO, and the French and German
to say about those components, good or bad. development authorities. In connection with
A representative example of such a situation the cooperative sector reviews in Ghana and
is the supervision mission on the Rwanda Nigeria, a number of other agencies were
Agricultural Services Project (August 1991). directly involved, or at least were kept
According to project objectives: 'The project informed of the work done. These
would include the promotion of private sector organizations include EEC, FAO, ILO,
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UNDP, USAID, the Cooperative Centers and amounts in searching for relevant
official aid agencies in the Nordic Countries, methodologies for the development of
the Rabobank Foundation from the cooperatives and other similar rural
Netherlands and Technoserve (a US-based organizations and that use should be made of
NGO). It should be borne in mind that some their research and experience through the
donor agencies have invested considerable closest possible collaboration.
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2 DIVERSITY OF ORGANIZATIONAL FORMS,
COMMONALITY OF PURPOSE

TYPES OF RURAL ORGANIZATIONS To succeed in promoting services to
farmers, cooperatives should be able to meet

There is a great variety of legal formats the needs of their members at least as
under which rural organizations can be efficiently as other market intermediaries.
formally registered, but there is also a variety Having, as any business organization in the
of informal groups throughout the continent, formal sector, to comply with certain legal
which are not registered at all. A cooperative requirements (even if the cooperative
as an organizational form may not always be legislation is simplified) in terms of
the most appropriate for a particular group or accounting and auditing, filling of tax returns,
a particular activity. In some countries, and so forth, cooperatives need a formal
because of the negative attitudes associated management structure and a certain level of
with cooperatives and because they are often business knowledge and management ability
identified as agencies of the government, that may not be readily avail-ble among rural
other forms of organization may be people. Therefore, these capacities need to be
preferable. This is the case, for example, in developed and professional management
Senegal, where other types of formal and obtained from outside for the interim period.
informal groups have arisen to take over the
roles that the official, government-established Informal groups, on the other hand, do
cooperatives failed to fdl. not need to meet these requirements to the

same extent and can operate with lower
Despite past problems with cooperatives, administrative overheads. Generally,

they remain, in many countries, the preferred therefore, informal groups would appear to
form of organization, and perhaps the only have a comparative advantage over formally
organzation with which rural people are registered cooperatives when involved in
familiar. The cooperatives of Niger were small-scale undertakings of seasonal
state-established and had a very chequered activities. Cooperatives are normally a more
history. When the donor agency funding the appropriate form of organizaton when the
project (see 'The Development of complexity and volume of business become
Cooperatives and other Rural Organizations: large.
The Role of the World Bank, Selected
Country Studies,' forthcoming) sought out Registering as a cooperative provides a
rura organizations with which to work, the group with legal recognition (often a require-
old cooperatives, although mostly inactive, ment for access to credit), a status which is
were the only alternative. Project leaders not always available to other types of
decided it was preferable to work with the old organizations. In Senegal, however, the law
established structures rather than attempt to on economic interest groups provides the legal
develop new ones. Although many of the basis for the recognition of a wide variety of
former members were pessimistic about the autonomous associations. In some other
revival of the cooperatives, the success of countries (Guinea, Niger, and Equatorial
their business activities eventaly overcame Guinea) the only other groups specifically
their scepticism. covered by legislation are the upre-
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cooperatives." Cameroon has a policy It is also becoming more widely recognized
permitting the establishment of all types of by the governments of developing countries
groups fbr economic purposes, but does not and incorporated into revisions of cooperative
yet have a specific law for group-based legislation. This is the definition employed
businesses other than cooperatives (see in this paper, and the one recommended by
Chapter 2 for a more detailed review). the Environment and Sustainable Development

Division, Africa Region, for use throughout
Although cooperatives have attributes the World Bank.

which suit them to organize services in the
smallholder agricultural sector, they should Several key concepts in the definition
not be promoted indiscriminately. In tie require further comment and clarification.
early 1970s, Guy Hunter argued that man The essential nature of a cooperative is that it
obsession with cooperatives is one of the is an 'association of persons' (at the primary
major impediments to agricultural level), meaning that the members are
development' (Gyllstrom 1988, p. 8). If they individuals rather than enterprises, interest
are promoted without regard to their potential groups, or a mixture of individuals and
and performance, and especially if they are groups. It is a longstanding principle of
given a protected status, they restrain the cooperatives that membership is open and
emergence of alternative sources of marketing unrestricted. All interested persons, male or
and other services and may therefore be female, in the geographic area in which the
counterproductive from the farmer's point of cooperative operates, and having the same
view. economic needs and objectives, should be

eligible to participate in it.
Cooperatives Defined

People form a cooperative to achieve,
Not aU organized groups are "coopera- through joint effort, an objective that they are

tives." The term is applied to a very specific unable to achieve by themselves. Most often,
type of organization, and not simply to a this is a needed service (such as farm-to-
group of people "cooperating' on some type market transportation), or needed goods (such
of activity. Although based on the principle as agricultural inputs). In essence, the
of people worldng together to achieve members of a cooperative are both its owners
common objectives, a cooperative is a legally and its customers. Membership in a
established organization operating on the basis cooperative is voluntary and consists of per-
of a specific set of principles. The ILO has sons "who have voluntarily joined together"
summarized the essential characteristics of a rather than participating because of a
cooperative as: government directive, or as a condition for re-

ceiving subsidies. As is the case with all
An association of persons who have other forms of business, the owners share the
voluntarily joined together to costs and the risks by investing their own
achieveacommonobjectivethDough resources to establish the capital for their
the formation of a democratically organization. This investment is known as
controlled organization, making member share capital.
equitable contibutions to the capital
required and accepting a fair share Democratic control is also a key
of the risks and benefits of the cooperative principle. Based on the concept of
undertaking (ILO 1966; B. one member, one vote (regardless of the
Youngiohns 1977). number of shares owned), it means that all the

organization's members, and not just the
This definition is generally accepted by management or an oligarchy of elites, under-

most multilateral and bilateral donor agencies. stand the business and participate in decision-
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making. Members govem the cooperative by distributed to the members. The usual method
means of a general meeting (general assem- for distributing part of the surplus is to
bly) at which a governing committee (board of allocate it on the basis of each member's
directors) is elected and general policies and volume of business with the cooperative.
objectives established. The governing com- Ihis kind of distribution is known as a
mittee is responsible for overseeing the opera- upatronage bonus' or 'patronage refund (ris-
tions of the cooperative between the general tournes).
meetings.

In summary, the generally accepted
The principle of democratic control is principles of cooperative businesses are:

closely linked to another cooperative
principle, member education. For democratic * Open and voluntary membership
control to be effective, the management of the
cooperative must be fully transparent and the 0 Democratic control (one member,
members informed and knowledgeable about one vote)
all of the organization's business activities.
Member education may extend beyond the 0 Limited interest on share capital
business operations of the cooperative into
such areas as improved production techniques * The promotion of member education
and literacy programs.

- Equitable distribution of economic
As a business organization, the gains (to the extent they are

cooperative must be viable and profitable. distributed) based on the volume of
Cooperatives differ from many other types of the member's business with the
voluntary associations in that they are business cooperative.
organizations; they exist to provide a service
and to earn a surplus after covering all their Cooperatives may be adapted to a large
costs. This means that a cooperative should variety of economic needs and situations. As
be operationally efficient. At the minimum, extensions of the economic activities of their
a cooperative must break even while members, however, their only objective
providing effective services for its members. should be to serve member needs. There are
Financing for the cooperative is provided by many different kinds of cooperative businesses
the members through contributions of share in developing countries. The most prominent
capital and al members accept an equitable are agricultural input supply, agriculural
share of the risks involved. Usually, the marketing, and savings and credit
financial liability of a member is equal to the cooperatives. Consumer, housing, and
amount of the person's share capital (limited handicraft cooperatives also exist ia a number
liability), although the laws governing of countries.
cooperatives or the interal by-laws may sub-
stantially increase that responsibility. Agriculural serice cooperatives are

created to provide various services required
In contrast to a corporation such as a by farmers. Most commonly, these services

limited company, societe anonyme, the include the marketng of agricultura produce
shareholder members of a cooperative do not and the distribution of agricultural inputs.
invest in share capital to make a profit, but to The primary functions of a marketing
obtain needed goods and services. For this cooperative are the collecting and marketing
reason, it is a principle that a cooperative pays of member produce. This may include
only limited interest on share capital. At the grading and quality control and, at times, the
close of the fiscal year, the organization's provision of transport In Africa, marketing
surplus is allocated to reserves and/or cooperatives are most commonly used for the
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export of various cash crops, but in other savings and credit cooperatives, the African
parts of the world, they frequently engage in Confederation of Cooperative Savings and
a greater variety of activities, such as the Credit Associations (ACCOSCA) ia
processing and packaging of fruits and vegeta- headquartered in Nairobi and is affiliated with
bles. This provides additional value to the the World Council of Credit Unions, based in
members' production and brings a higher level Madison, Wisconsin, United States.
of return to the cooperative.

In many industrial countries and in most
In some cases, a cooperative is developing countries, cooperatives at the local

established solely to meet the needs of its level have joined together to form secondary
members for agricultural inputs when other cooperatives at the district or regional level
sources do not exist or where they are not and cooperative federations at the national
available on a timely or cost-effective basis. level to meet the needs for volume
The cooperatives seek to provide their purchasing, marketing and training. For the
members with economies of scale in procuring local cooperatives, these secondary and
the inputs, making them available in the tertiary organizations have much the same
quantities required by farmers, and sometimes purpose that the cooperatives have for their
assisting with transport. Some supply cooper- individual members. ITey enable the
atives also provide equipment rental, tillage individual cooperatives to obtain goods and
and spraying services for their members. services at better terms than they can by
Outside the farming sector, the most frequent acting alone. The unions and federations can
examples of supply cooperatives are those also provide a voice for the local cooperatives
established by fishermen to obtain equipment in dealing with agencies of government.
and supplies.

The special nature of a cooperative busi-
Cooperatives providing both farm input ness is generally recognized by governments

supply and marketing services are often called worldwidethroughspecificlegislationdirected
mudsipurpose cooperatives, and may also be at regulaing their formation and operation.
engaged in other economic activities aimed at In this sense, within a particular country,
providing a full range of services to their cooperatives are organizations established and
members. Ihe marketing of a member's registered in conformity with that country's
produce also gives the cooperative a direct cooperative law. The use of the term wcoop-
opporunity to recover any outstanding credit erative' is generally restricted to these
balances on the provision of farm inputs. In organizaions. While accepting a certain
the more remote areas of Africa, some multi- governmental role in registering and
purpose cooperatives often provide limited regulating cooperative businesses, the World
amounts of consumer goods and pharmacy Bank and other donors should recognize the
services to their members. private sector nature of cooperatives in the

design of projects.
Savings and acdk cooperatives, perhaps

most commonly known as credit unions, are The day-to-day operations of a
member-owned cooperative businesses cooperative are govemed by a set of
designed to mobilize member savings and regulations or by-laws adopted by the
provide loans to members. In a number of membership. These internal regulations,
African countries, credit unions have been the which must be consistent with the country's
most successfUl type of cooperative, cooperative law, establish the organization's
demonstrating greater success and usually objectives, membership crieria, reporting
enjoying greater autonomy than cooperatives procedures, the system for handling profits,
in the agricultural sector. A continent-wide management controls, and a schedule for
advisory and coordinating organization for general meetings. In general, the by-aws
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establish several internal bodies: the general is not one of an evolutionary hierarchy, with
assembly (all-member meeting), which is the cooperatives at the apex of preferred
highest authority in the cooperative; the organizational forms and other types being
governing committee (board of directors); and considered as temporary or somehow inferior.
special committees responsible for such tasks In revising existing cooperative legislation or
as auditing and member education. The by- in the drafting of new cooperative laws, the
laws are adopted by the general assembly of term "pre-cooperative is no longer in general
each cooperative society. use. The current perspective is that an

organization either is a cooperative or is not
Other Types of Rural Organzations a cooperative. To apply the term pre-

cooperative to other types of organizaions,
The lines of distinction between the many whether formal or informal, implies that their

other types of groups are fluid and preclude a goal is to eventual[y become a cooperative,
clear definition of categories. Various names which may or may not be the case.
are used (producer groups, village
associations, farmer associations, all of which The legislation on freedom of association,
designate organizations that are involved with and the development of specific statutes for
the development of economic activities or the various types of organizations can provide a
provision of goods and services for their legal framework for rural groups to be
members (Mercoiret 1990, p. 14). They established. This has been particularly true in
range from informal local groups established Francophone countries, which used the French
to achieve a particular short-term objective, to legislation on non-profit, civil, and
formal associations orgamzed at local, commercial societies, as well as the law on
regional and national levels. While many of cooperatives, as a basis for their legislative
these groups are involved with agriculturln fiamework, although some countries modified
production and marketing, others function in it over time. More recendy, innovative forms
such areas as fisheries, livestock, and small- of societies were created in France to answer
scale industries. Some were established solely to new needs, and these have influenced some
on the initiative of the participants, while new legislation in a few African countries.
others were created through the initiative of For example, the Society with Common
governments, extemal NGOs and projects Agricultural Concerns (Societe d'Intdret
financed by donor agencies. Many of them Collectif Agricole, SICA) shares the same
function along the same lines as cooperatives status as a cooperative, but with a broader
and provide similar services to their members. objective. While a cooperative has an

objective to 'decrease, to the advantage of its
The fact that such groups are not members and through a common effort on

registered as cooperatives may be the result of their part, the net cost ... of goods or
conscious choice or because they do not meet services, or to improve the quality of
the requirements of the cooperative legisla- marketable products,' a SICA is organized to
tion. Although some cooperative laws 'create or manage some apparatus or
provide for the organization of pre- equipment or to provide services, either for
cooperatives", most frequently other types of the benefit of farmers in a rural area, or for
organizations, such as farmer associations and all inhabitants...." While a cooperative is a
economic interest groups are not registered category of society, neither civil nor
under the same legislation as cooperatives, or commercial, a SICA can be registered as a
in some cases not registered at all. A 'pre- civil society, or as a limited responsibility
cooperative' is commonly considered to be a society.
cooperative in the process of organizing, but
which does not yet conform fully with the An Economic Interest Group
requirements of the law. However, the issue (Groupement d'Interet Economique, GIE) can
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be formed by two or more individuals or legal In some cases, village associations have
entities, for a specified duration, to facilitate proved very efficient in many different
or develop the economic activity of its activities: in Mali2 for example, vilage
members, to improve or increase the results associations started in 1973, and they have
of this activity; (the objective) is not to make accumulated considerable experience. Similar
a profit for the group." The group must write efforts have been conducted in Niger and in
is own by-laws, and is not obliged to respect some provinces of Burkina Faso since 1958,
the one member, one vote standard of with the first 'animateurs ruraux" (rural
cooperatives. It is able to enter into all animrs). Those examples, with three
commercial actions in the name of the group. decades of cumulative efforts in training local
This form of association, more flexible than a capacities and transferring them into precise
cooperative and easier to create, was responsibilities are now viewed as major
sanctioned in France in 1967 and has been references: they demonstrate some
adapted by several Francophone countries, sustainability, and show the way forward.
including Cote d'Ivoire (1978) and Senegal These instances are worthy of detailed
(1984). analysis in future regional and country

studies.
Some groups may be able to enter into

contracts or open bank accounts, and thus CHARACTERISIICS OF EFFECTIVE
conduct their business wansactions without RURAL ORGANIZATIONS
having any formal legal status, and
consequendy find that informal structures are The importance of a conducive policy
sufficient for their purposes. In some African and legal framework to facilitate the
countries, these mostly single-purpose farmer development of sustainable, efficient, and
groups function alongside more permanent effective rural organizations cannot be
formal groups. These are organized to overemphasized. The generally unsatisfactory
achieve a particular objective, such as the performance of cooperatives in Sub-Saharan
joint purchase of fertilizer, the hiring of labor, African countries is, however, not only
or joint storage or marketing activities. Often explained by inappropriate policy and
these groups are dissolved when the objective legislation. Like most organizations in SSA,
is accomplished. If another combined effort ranging from state-owned enterprises to
is required, another group is formed, informal farmer groups, they are also affected
sometmes with the same membership, by a variety of internal constraints. These
sometimes with other farmers. However, include the lack of business experience, poor
some informal groups may survive in the accounting and internal control systems, and
same combination for several years (World undercapitalization. In addition, their
Bank 1992, para 4.2). It is likely that project operations are, to a significant extent,
assistance directed at strengthening local shapedby the socio-cultural environment in
initiatives and local capacities will be more which they operate. As Gyllstrom aptly stated
effective through working with the types of in a study of the Kenyan cooperatives,
organizations already functioning in the 'Member households are not only linked to
project area. For sustainability reasons, their cooperative society but also constitute
however, more permanent group-based orga- part of social constructs with built-in parochial
nizations offer greater potential. (sic) elements. Individual behavior is
Nevertheless, an understanding of these conditioned by value systems related to
informal groups can provide significant in- edifices such as kinship, age group and
sights into farmer-initiated development gender. These ties, it is argued, hinder the
efforts. management of the cooperative to secure the
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Bo 1. V Wage A ssodadons an Alernaiv to Cooperatives. CMDT, Mai

In the comon aus, in Mali, the Compagnie Maline de Devdoppemnet de Tcxtiles (CMD), has ued
Via 8 Amociatios (VA) mince 1975. CMDT helped the villages to instl their VAL Committ, and adult
Ikacy programs prepued 44,SOO vilagers to participate in organizing and managing their VAs.

ln 193, 1,1 19 villag. had VAs. lbece VA were involved in arketing 70 percent of the cotton produced
In the ar. Tey wete managing 3.5 billion CFA Francs3 out on short-term loans. The recovery rate on thes
loam. WAN 99.9 perceL

From their expriecc in coton-related activities the VA moved to social invedmts, community
development, naurl rources mnagement, and to new incozo-gcncrating activities. This developmcat wam
seppoad by continuous assistance to adult literacy programs focusing on management problem.

he VA. devdoped a strong negotiation capacity with outsiders, and are now involved in many sectorn,
havig become the m_in parutes i many devdopment activities.

Similar resulto have been achieved in other countries, in cotton production areas. Th organizational
proem has been facilited through critical tra ining support (adult literacy, and peat litcracy ovcr two decades)
ad tbroug support by the govcrnmnt and all development agencies in the Aras concerned.

' IUSS - 25 CFA Frac (1992)

ieasure of autonomy required for efficient encourage improper practices by
and stable operations. Patron-client cooperative leaders and staff as they
relat.onships and other dependencies will are not made fully accountable to
penetrate the organization and limit both the uninformed membership.
employees' and members ability to exercise
effective control of their societies" (Gyllstrom S Share capital contributions by
1988.) members are typically insufficient.

This is reflected in an
The following internal wealnesses have undercapitalization of the

been identified as typical of agricultural cooperatives and consequently, in
cooperatives in the region, but many of them the shortage of working capital as
may hold true for other types of rural well as financial zesources needed
organizations as well.

for investments in marketing and other related
* There is often a low degree of infrastructure.

member participation in the
management of the societies and in 0 The financial weakness of the
the control of their operations. This societies is often aggravated by the
phenomenon, which is explained at regulated business environment in
least partly by members' inadequate which they have been operating (as
knowledge of the operations of a discussed in Chapter 3) and by the
business enterprise and of their lack of sufficient business
rights as members, tends to experience among cooperative
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leaders and staff. This prevents the In the case of agricultural service
societies from takng full advantage cooperatives, the felt need usually originate
of business opportunities for from deficiencies in existing marketing and
genain capital through profitable input supply arrangements, and in access to
opealtions, and from competing credit and other financial services. There are,
effectively with other business however, also examples of cooperatives which
enterprises. have gone into other service activities in

response to the needs of their members. In
* The management performance of Niger, for instance, where cooperatives are

cooperatives is often deficient in a promoted under a project sponsored by
technical and administrative sense. NCBAJCLUSA cooperatives have opted to go
Accounting and financial into secondary activities such as the sale of
management systems are often not consumer goods (see "The Development of
of the standard required for Cooperatives and Other Rural Organization:
effective interal control of the The Role of the World Bank, Selected
finances and operations of the Country Studies," forthcoming.) In Zambia,
societies. This is due to a variety of a number of societies operate successful
factors-including poorly-trained consumer shops and small agro-processing
staff, and the failure of members to units. The important aspect is, however, not
insist on full information regarding the type of activities carried out by the
the performance of their groups, but the necessity of these activities
cooperatives. Financial losses in the corresponding to the needs of members. In
cooperatives often result. order to be sustainable, an organization must

make economic sense to members, by
Ientfication of the iternal cooperative providing goods and services which cannot be

weaknesses is of little explanatory value and obtained on more favorable terms from other
provides no guidance for action to improve sources. Although other factors play a role in
the situation unless the constraints are related sustaining an organization, such as the social
to their underlying causes. The purpose of and cultural homogeneity of the membership,
this chapter is therefore to identify, in the its tangible benefits in financial terms are of
light of experience available from a number of paramount importance.
SSA countries, the internal factors which
explain the mediocre performance of most The Niger experience also provides an
agricultura cooperatives in the region, and to illustration of the importance of basic
also determine the characteristics of genuine, cooperatives and their activities based on
efficient, and sustainable cooperative needs identified by the membership. The
organizations .

great majority of business activities identified
by members have produced positive results.

Felt Need for Association The high success rate is due, in large
measure, to the thorough preparations

An obvious, but often disregarded underten with the full involvement of
condition for the formation of a sustainable members. Member participation is
primary society is that it should be based on encouraged by the fact that activities are need-
the felt need of its members. Formation at based and produce benefits for members. The
the initiative of outsiders and as mere Niger experience strongly supports the
wconveyor-belts" for goods and services has hypothesis that organizations created by the
not proved to be a successful way to promote government for the sole purpose of ensuring
cooperatives or other rural organizations. input delivery or marketing of a cash crop
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6may collae for both social and economic Member Contribudons and Partldpatlon
reom during a shift to privatization, if they
did not hae a genuine social basis and a
viable business objective in the first place. There are, throughout Africa, numerous

examples of formal and informal groups being
The original role of the cooperatives, developed by external influences and

when they were established by the operating effectively d'iring the period in
government, was to serve as a means of which direct technical and financial assistance
organizing the producers and collecting is provided, but which cease to function when
produce to pass along to parastatal agencies. the outside assistance is concluded. It is
When the state-sponsored marketing system therefore of utmost importance to enslire the
collapsed for ladc of funds to purchase the maximum participation of members in such
crops, the cooperatives ceased to function. group activities. Low financial contributions
Interestingly, they did not really dissolve or by members in the form of share capital is
cease to exist. Villagers were aware of who one of the most troubling issues, particularly
the cooperative officers were and what other for African cooperatives. It leads to
villages were included in the cooperative even undercapitalization and a low degree of
though it was not functioning. No other member participation in the decision-making
organizations were created to take their place. process. In fact, the lack of member
They simply seemed to be in limbo. investment in raising capital for their
Members did not conceive of their cooperative cooperatives makes it difficult to even
being a business organization. To them, it examine the hypothesis that cooperativee in
was a creation of the government and its role which the members have invested a significant
was assigned by the government. amount of share capital are likely to benefit

from a higher degree of member loyalty than
Ihe hypothesis also raises the issueof the those where member share capital is minimal.

social basis of cooperatives. In the examples
from the case study, ('The Development of Adequate share capital contributions are
Cooperatives and Other Rural Organizations: important, not only as a means of financing
The Role of the World Bank, Selected the cooperative business from internal
Counry Studies," forthcoming), the term sources, but also as a reflection of members'
asocial basis" could refer to the village, to the interest in their society, and, above all, as an
network of relationships within and between inducement to take part in :ie decisions
the participating villages, or to the ethnic or affecting the cooperai ve. Experience
family composition of the cooperative. It available from the state-initiated
could also refer to the social objectives of the cooperatives-where member contributions
organization, that is, the carrying out of usually are insignificant and where resources
activities to benefit the community. In many often are brought in from outside-indicates
Western countries, a cooperative is essentially that members pay little r. gard to the prudent
an economic institution - it has economic management of external resources. On the
objectives and must succeed economically if it other hand, when membe^. have a significant
is to survive. For Africa, the social basis of financial stake in the cooperative society and
group activity is much more important, but depend on it for important services, they tend
the cooperatives in the case study had no to participate more actively in an effort to
apparent social functions outside their ensure that the society is operating in an
economic activities. This area needs fiurther efficient and sustainable manner. A case in
thought and research. point is the cooperative credit schemes in
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Kenya. Schemes which are based to a Even when members have a financial
significant extent on capital accumulated stake in the society and are genuinely
through members' savings invariably show committed, their participation is often
higher repayment rates than those financed constrained by other factors. The most
exclusively from sources external to the importantdetrminantof member participation
cooperative. in the state-controlled cooperatives is covered

Box 2. Niger: How Member Parniipadon Facilitates Success

The Niger Cooperaive Devdopment Project provides technical support for the devdopment of village-
baed economic activities. It focuses on devdoping mad reinforcing tie ability of cooprative members to selct,
implement sad m ge their own economic activities.

Th affliation of a cooperative witb the project is entirely voluntary; and the roquect for assistance must
originate with the cooperative ibtf. Following the affilition, a series of meeting is hdd witb membcrs for the
purpose of bdping them to analyze their strngths, weakneses, nees and potentials. During these meeting., the
members begin to identify possible economic activities. An iitial ctivity i selected, evaluated for its fesibility.
discussed and approved by the members. If a loan is necesuy. a business plan and a loan pplication are
forwardrd to the bank. Credit is at full mrket rates. The persons elected by the members to fil management
position ae thcn provided with training gwead to the managcmeat of the speific economic activity slcted.
As pat of the training, the participants design and develop their own record keeping and accounting documents
in their own language.

The great majority of busines activities implementcd have produced positive results. This is in large
measure due to the fiact that identification and planning of activities are undertaken by the members themselves.
Member participation is encouraged because activities are need-bued and produce tangible bcnefits. The Niger
ce demonsted that member involvement in the sdection, planning, and carying out of the business acivities
wa an imrrtant mcus of acquaintirg tbem with private enterprise. Similady. the relationships deveoped with
the commerial bank werc important in contributing to an understanding of private sector institutions. In due
course, firther studies could dc.m-o-a.tw whether a spillover effect occurs, and whether cooprative members
apply their new skis to sart new or to develop existing businec or income-generating activities which they
would not have done without the project.

in Chapter 3 and can be amplified by a need skills which facilitate their participation.
statement from Hyden's study of the Zambian They need to be aware of the rights and
cooperatives: "Member involvement is obligations of membership and they need to
generally low. This is not surprising. The have a basic understanding of the business
way the cooperatives have been treated in the activities of the cooperative in order to be able
past has erased any sense among members to make management accountable to them.
that the organization is theirs" (Hyden 1988, The conclusions which can be drawn at this
p.15). Gradually changing policies and the stage of the analysis are that the development
increasing understanding of the nature of of sustainable member-based cooperatives
cooperatives as community-based business crucially depends on the members having a
organizations can be expected to open the basic understanding of their cooperative, and
door for more extensive member participation. that projects involving cooperative societies
However, in order to effectively participate in should incorporate an element of member
the management of the cooperative, members education.
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Business Potentl and Competllivenes unworkable cooperatives as a major factor
which has contributed to the emergence of a

The most common motivation for rural fragmented movement consisting of small
people to participate in cooperatives and other units with no development potential. The
economic groups is to obtain needed goods report states that There seems to be
and services at a lower cost than that available considerable pressure to register as many
from other sources. Joining with other cooperatives as possible, even if it would
producers gives the individual farmer a mean neglecting the exisfing ones. This
stronger marketing position and economy of action will naturally make the statistics of the
scale. ITe potenal for viable economic CooperativeDeparanentlook better-themore
groups is dependent on the overall economic registered societies, the better' (World Bank
setting and the capacities of the groups 1992, p. 26). Nigeria is but one example of
themselves. In practical terms, the coopera- the tendency of government cooperative
tive or group must be of sufficient size departnents to promote new cooperatives
(number of members/production quantity) to without due regard for their viability. This is
have an adequate business volume, and the a major contributory reason for the high
business activities selected must be carefully percentage of failures of registered
investigated and planned. While the cooperatives. According to the World Bank
opportunities and constraints present in the report on 'Review of Cooperatives and Other
economy as a whole provide the environment Rural Organizations in Ghana,' (under
in which group-based businesses must operate, preparation) only 4 percent of the registered
the organizations themselves must develop the agricultural cooperatives were in actual
capabilities to function effectively within that operation.
setting. The groups must have a realistic
understanding of the setting in which they In developing countries, limited market
must operate and the competition they face, availability is often a major constraint to
seeking out areas where they have growth potential. For example, Guinea's fruit
comparative advantage. marketing cooperatives were originally

organized to provide produce to a state-owned
A good number of cooperatives enterprise for the processing of fruit juices.
have had to close down because At the time it began operations, the enterprise
they could no longer compete with had the resources to purchase and process
the private sector. In these cases, largea quantities of locally-grown produce, and
the cooperative had fulfilled their lo,:. producers acted to meet market demand
role. They were no longer by expanding their planting areas and
necessary and could be closed down concentrating their efforts on fruit production.
without adverse effects for the The enterprise's inefficient operations and its
inhabitants (Tewinkel 1990). inability to compete effectively in the export
Available markets must be able to market resulted in heavy losses and, after only

provide at least minimally sufficient returns to a few years of operation, it was closed.
allow the farmer organizations to recover Without sales to the enterprise, the coopera-
costs and provide sufficient returns in the tives quickly saturated the domestic market
form of goods or services to their members. during the harvest season and, for reasons
Although this may appear an exceedingly beyond their control, no export market was
obvious requirement, it has often not been available. The possibility of starting their
taken into consideration when cooperatives own processing facility was unfeasible. The
have been formed. The World Bank study of result was that the cooperative was prevented
cooperatives and other farmer organizations in from further expansion, due to the absence of
Nigeria identified the registration of a sufficient market.
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A similard stuation exists for the fruit and To be successful, rural organizations
vegetable producers of Equatoil Guinea, must be able to provide sufficient economic
Indiviual producers participating in a donor- and social benefits to their members and, at
sponsored vcoperave development project the same time, be competitive with private
have made impressive progress in the traders and other businesses operating in their
production of food crops, which they market area. It is often the case dtat people living in
through their cooperatives. The domestic remote areas are more dependent on the
markets in both the island and the mainland economic activities of their organizations than
sections of the country, however, have a very those residing in more accessible areas, which
limited capacity and, as these become are readily served by private traders.
satuated, the cooperatives must look to
exports for any future growth. Although
Librevile, Gabon, offers significant market
potential, transportation problems (extremely CURRENT TRENDS AND ISSUES
poor road conditions on the mainland and the
necessity of costy sea transport from the This section provides a brief introduction
island), along with problems experienced to the key issues which will be analyzed in the
when crossing the border, prevent context of field experience over the next three
cooperatives from taking full advantage of this chapters.
opportunity.

Bax 3. A Ugandan View on Genuire and Effedwve Cooperative Orgawziaons

An orgmnizato bearing the tidtle *cooperative mus by dfnition have be ectablise by its member
to meet their mocil and economic needs in accordance with a et of principle. and prmaice agrd upon by
members. It must be member-controlled and must be affective by performing in accordane with the objectives
far which it waestablished.

Th enttil features of nember-contl arc:

• Reguar dection of leader thrugh d_moatic procedure.;
* Participat by mnmbe m defining by-laws and rules governing their cooperativc;
* EmpwerDment of memberrough educationand trining so thatmembe can cxercisetheir rigbts;

aNd
* Conducting of regular mectinp of member. to caforce pcrformance control and accountability by

saff and dected leader of the cooperative.

In addition to being member-controlled, cooperatives must also be effective and bcneficial to their
mcmbers. This mans that they must be able to accomplish the taks relted to their objectives by producing the
expected results. Indicators of effectivenes include the following:

* Ability to provide competiv services which meet the demand of the membership;
* Financial performance refletd in the ability ofthe coopeativcsto disribute bonus and dividend,

build infrsructure and incrae their sets;
* Rate of paonage by membes and increased membership; and
* Ability to survive when economic conditions become advere, and to reain the mrket shre in

competition with other busins enterprise.
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Favorable NbHldcalelgl Environment cessful operation of rural organizations
The policy envronment involved in agricultural activities. In some

countries, the legislation provides the basis for
Clear and supportive government policy high levels of government involvement and

is an essential prerequisite for the growth of nterference, while in others, it serves as a
autonomous, member-owned and controlled framework for the development of an
organizations as well as individual businesses. environment favorable to business activities
As official policies and regulatory practices for various farmer organizations.
are the primary determinants of both the busi-
ness climate and the scope of action permitted Cooperatives are governed by detailed
to the private sector, they can serve either to legislation, perhaps more than any other type
encourage or constrain the development of of rural organizations reviewed for this study.
farmer organizations and cooperatives as Particular concern has been expressed about
business concerns, as well as private business government's excessive involvement, or of
in general. Assisting governments to achieve even interference in cooperative matters, and
a more favorable policy environment is the the fact that the law does not allow a
single most important key to the sound growth satisfactory amount of autonomy to the
of the associative secor. cooperatives. Governments are going far

beyond their commonly - accepted role as
The development of a supportive policy registrar of cooperatives and provider of

environment requires that govermnents must training facilities, and perhaps in a transitional
have the political will to permit and encourage period, even as the auditor of the
the growth of the private sector, and that they cooperatives' annual accounts.
recognize the right of free association and the
rights of individual and group initiative. In Typically, developing country
addition, because various farmer organizations governments have placed too much emphasis
are affected by the same policy issues that on setting up "cooperative" structures and
impact on the private sector as a whole, rules for organizing and operating local
governments must be willing to undertake cooperatives, and too little emphasis on the
policy reforms in such areas as product development of good business practices,
pricing, controlled profit margins, export marketing, and the need to cover operational
controls, and taxation. expenses and make a reasonable profit for the

further development of the activities of
The freqientdy-encountered government cooperatives. In many cases, the legislation

policy of channeling agricultural inputs and has also given cooperatives a favored position
providing marketing services through state- in their areas of operation, not forcing them to
owned enterprises (SOEs) is one that has a compete with other business organizations or
particular impact on the business potential for traders in a free market.
private sector rural organizations. Because
such practices severely limit the scope of
economic activities available to cooperatives Administrative Structures and Procedures
and other similar organizations, policies
directed at the dissolution or privatization of Usually, a government departnent of
SOEs can open up a significant amount of cooperatives, often located in the ministry of
business potential to them. agriculture, is the primary agency responsible

for the oversight of cooperatives. The
Legislative and Regulatory Issues departnent's responsibilities generally include

the registration and dissolution of coopera-
The legislation in force may have either tives, 'cooperative promotion' (encouraging

a positive or negative influence on the suc- and assisting the creation of cooperatives),
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inspection and auditing, dispute arbitration, Availability of credit is often closely linked to
training, and member education. All too provision of farm inputs, either through rural
frequently, cooperative laws also allow the organizations themselves or by bringing
department to intervene directly in manage- individual farmers into direct contact with
ment. fnancial institutions. Setting up a system of

loan guarantees to comnmercial banks would
Because developing country goverments eliminate the negative aspects of often-subsi-

have invested relatively large amounts of dized credit and would allow the rural
resources in cooperatives and assigned them organizations and their members to begin
key roles in the agricultural sector, they have developing long-term relations with financial
tended to second civil servants directly to institutions. In the longer tern, however, an
management positions. Such an arrangement increasing proportion of seasonal credit
is not compatible with the transition of requirements can be expected to be met from
cooperatives to the private sector. Civil members' resources mobilized by cooperatives
servants, who have had little or no experience and other grassroots level rural organizations.
with private business, are rarely equipped to
provide guidance and training in business
operations. In addition, after years of Cost-Effecaive Struaures
functioning in a top-down, directive
environment, they generally do not have the Secondary, district, regional, and national
mental disposition to understand or appreciate level structures are often set up irrespective of
the ability of rural people to make their own real need and their potential for viable
economic decisions and carry out their own operations. Although, in theory, they should
business activities. be formed by primary level groups

themselves, they are often imposed by the
government or some other extemal agency.

Effective, Sustainable Organizations The question of need is very often pertinent
for cooperatives, but perhaps even more so

Suffldt Potentifor Economic Growth for other forms of rural orgaitions.
Particularly for the latter, it may be difficult

To be viable, rural organizations must be to justify the creation of a formal apex
of sufficient size, not only as far as the structure, when a national coordinating
mumber of members is concerned but even mechanism through an informal network or a
more important, regarding their volume of small secretariat is all that would be
business. Naturally, the activities undertaken necessary.
must be profitable. In the light of these
factors, small groups with low volumes of In many instances, governments and
business may be better off as informal donor-financed projects have created
structures rather than attempting to form secondary and tertiary structures to support
themselves into cooperatives. Cooperatives the local organizations and to provide them
and other formal organizations, on the other with the needed services, but the members of
band, must have sufficient leadership and such organizationsoften had little involvement
management capabilities to handle the and little voice in either establishing them or
organization's business affairs effectively. in their operations. When the financial

support from the project came to an end, the
Besides assessing the financial viability of local organizations were expeced to support

all proposed activities, rural organizations these structures, sometimes by the government
need to make sure that market are available requiring that a portion of the profits, as in
for products to be sold and that inputs of the the case of cooperatives, be used for this
right type can be obtained at the right time. purpose. Secondary and national level
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structures can play an important role and provide goods and services more efficiently
provide economies of scale in the procurement than the individual cooperatives acting alone.
of agricultural inputs and the provision of
marketing services, but they should be Channeling of Assistance
allowed to evolve out of local needs rather
than being designed and imposed by govern- One of the most important issues for
ment or by projects. project design is how to direct assistance to

areas where it is most needed and where it
As part of an overall effort to reduce the will produce the greatest benefits. Experience

government's involvement in the affairs of in many African countries has shown that
rural organizations, particularly cooperatives, resources for the development of rural
attempts have been made in a number of organizations and particularly cooperatives,
countries to transfer promotional, channelled through government have been
developmental and training activities to central largely ineffective. Rather than strengthening
or regional bodies, in instances where local cooperatives, this type of assistance has
cooperatives have been able to sustain such tended to strengthen government control over
structures, or to an autonomous institution their activities.
established for this purpose. An autonomous
institution specifically created to serve the The ways of securing effective use of
training and technical assistance needs of the donor assistance to support the growth of
cooperatives may be much more responsive autonomous, private sector cooperatives,
and effective than secondary and tertiary when working through the government, differ
cooperative structures. from one country to another. In recent years,

an alternative approach, 'movement-to-
As the most positive experiences with movement" has been developed by the

cooperative businesses have been at the local cooperative movements in industrial countries
level, it is likely dtat project components and by international development agencies. A
involving cooperatives will have a greater number of donors, especially the Nordic
degree of success working with such local bilateral agencies, USAIID, and CIDA have
units. Based on viable business activities, the channeled some of their funding to rural
local cooperatives can often fiuction orgnizations through cooperatives and other
succes-ifully without centralized, hierarchical NGOs in their own countries. This is an
structures. In any case such structures should innovative approach from which much can be
not be promoted unless they are able to learned. (See Chapter 5 for fiuther details).
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3 THE NEED FOR AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT

ISSUIES 0 Third, the commercial and financial
performance of farmer organizations

To operate successfully, group is likely to be impaired if their
enterprises require an environment that is business operations are subjected to
conducive to the development of private sector extensive government administrative
business. However, many African control.
governments have not been willing to permit
these organizations the same freedom of BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT,
operation as other forms of private enterprise. RE GULATIONS AND CONTROL
This has been particularly true for coopera-
tives, which were often established by To succeed as businesses, rural
governments as instruments of official organizations should be able to operate on the
development strategy. As a result, the basis of sound commercial principles and the
structures, objectives and business operations same conditions as other private sector
of cooperatives have been subject to detailed enterprises, so that they can become
regulations and controls not imposed on competitive in an open marcet. For instance,
individually-owned private businesses. pricing and marketing policies must allow the

organizations to develop efficient planning and
This chapter focuses on two sets of business practices to cover their costs and

issues: business regulation and control, realize a surplus for the development of their
including pricing and marketing regulations; activities. However, rural organizations, and
and policies and legislation related more especially cooperatives, have often been
directly to the rural organizations themselves. obliged to work with inordinately low
The last section will discuss issues of policy marketing margins, or compelled to serve as
implementation, since how regulations are intermediaries for government-sponsored
applied can be as important as what they services, without being given the opportunity
stipulate in the first place. Three hypotheses to cover their expenses. The widespread
underlie the discussion. failure of rural cooperatives in Sub-Saharan

Africa is often attributed to management
* First, mrual organizations are more problems, inernal operational and financial

likely to succeed in countries where weaknesses, without consideration of the fact
private initiative and voluntary that a major cause of their problems is the
activities are encouraged. non-viability of the activities imposed on

them.
* Second, rural organizations are

more likely to succeed in an emvi- Agrictltural Pricing and Marketing Policies
ronment that does not restrict the
scope of business operations in the The most serious macro-policy barriers to
private sector and does not impose business development have been in the areas
overly complex regulatory practices. of marketing and price control for primary
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cash crops. Official policies often required given to the cooperatives was negotiated with
that the primary cash crops be marketed the goverament but was often not sufficient to
exclusively to a government agency zt fixed cover the marketing costs even of the most
prices, and exported through a national export efficient cooperatives. In fact, prices paid to
agency or marketing board. Throughout producers were, in certain years, higher than
Africa, government interest in controlling the those paid to the cooperatives for the maize
marketing of the major export crops was an collected. The difference between actual
important motive for the creation of coopera- marketing costs and the trading margin was to
tives, which had to operate under strict be covered by 'restitution payments" which
pricing and marketing regulations. were normally paid by govermnent after long
Cooperatives in these key sectors of the delays and sometimes not at all.
economy such as groundnuts in Senegal,
cocoa in Cameroon and coffee in Kenya were The now defunct National Union of
often established by governments as a means Cooperatives in Niger (Union Nigdrienne de
of organizing producers, serving as buying Credit et de CoopEration - UNCC) provides
points for parastatal agencies, and extrarting another example of a network of cooperatives
rents from producers through regulation of established and subsidized by govermnent to
prices. While other types of cooperatives fill an official marketing function. Each year
(e.g. thrift and credit societies) received less the state established specified prices (baremes)
attention, those dealing with key products for the principal products, which included the
were permitted little room to manoeuver. price paid to producers, as well as all other
They were also subjected to much greater costs Oabor, ransport, profit margins, taxes);
intervention by government in planning their and the cooperatives had to observe these
activities and in management decisions than official prices. This tended to handicap the
private traders. Producer prices were set by cooperatives compared with individual private
the government, usually at levels well below traders, who were not closely controlled and,
those of the world market, and only very consequently, had greater pricing flexibility.
small margins, if any, were allowed to the In addition, the margins established by the
cooperatives for their handling of the produce. government did not usually take the impact of
The negative impact which inappropnate inflation into consideration. Margins
policies have had, and still continue to have in established for the cotton marketing
a number of countries due to the slow cooperatives in Senegal, for example,
implementation of policy reform programs, remained the same over a twenty-year period
can be illustrated by ecamples from the (1.5 CFA Francs per kilogram) while the
region. price to producers quadrupled (although

remaining well below that of the world
Ihe cooperatives in Zambia, which were market).

actively promoted by the government since
indepcndcLce as marketing and input supply Another example of the problems
agents fjr parastatal agencies, have failed to resulting from a restrictive policy environment
develop into financially viable business is provided by the system of cocoa marketing
organizations becase of the long-standing cooperatives in Cameroon ( see Box 5).
government policy, (now under revision,) of These examples show that the development of
regulating producer as well as consumer sustainable cooperatives has been restained
prices of maize, the major agricultura product by the role they have been made to play in
handled by the cooperatives. The provincial many countries as agents in a regulated input
cooperative unions were obliged to buy maize and output marketing system, and by
from farmers at a price fixed by the restrictions which have affected their viability
government and, likewise, to sell the maize to as business enterprises. Cooperatives
millers at a fixed price. The trading margin operating in a protected market tend to
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Box 4. How Markedng Monopoly Affecs Efficiency

Tho Cenyan coffee cooperatives illustra dM effect of a amuarking monopoly on the efficiency of
coopeatives. Although generally aucceasful in tem of wuLinabiliLy. divesity of member aervices, .nd
administration of their activitie, tdo coffee makeoing mocicties have in roen ycar twndad to become
increasingy in ntL Tbis i evidewced by dwcrasing rae of payments to mcmber for coffoe delivered,
an well - by ubsatia delays in disburement of mebr' payments. There are svera Ifacors expining
the reduced payrmet razes, including felling word tmket prices, but another major contributing fliactor
appears to be high operating costs and a failure by the cooperativcs to rationalize their operation in reapone
to the lower prices.

The bic impediment to efficiency in the coffee cooperatives in the legal monoply which the coopertive
have beeo given in the markting of coffee produce by smallboldes. Tis leavecs the managent of the
socitie with insuffcient inceni_s to improve performance and coat-efficiency. In an effort to deal with
the lower payment rat - which have cused the emergence of a smail parallel market for coffee a well 
a reduction of coffee production - goventment is in the proces of fixing limits on the deductions which
cooperatives are allowed to make from meshers' payments to cover coa. Tbis amounts to an introduction
of reguad mketing margin, the trck record of which i discouragingwhen judged agaisttheexperieneo
with other crops in Kenya, such cotton, - well as from sveral other Sub-S bahra African countries.

An alternative to adminisrative regulations would be the introduction of a multi- channel marketing
system exposing the cooperatives to compeition and inducing them to become more efficien It may be
argued that this could lead to the colpe ofthe weaker coopeirtives, disrupt ervices to members and ezpoe
the mnallholderproducrsto exploittivetding practicesby private entreprneur. Should thatproveto be
the cae, the need for cooperatives would become obvious to coffee fmes without the ocieties bving to
be promoted, upervised, ad controlled by the govermenL

become inefficient. In recent years, partly at been adopted, drafted, or is
the urgming of the donor community, economic currently under discussion. In some
reform programs have been directed at instances, assistance with the
improving the policy climate for the private drafting of legislation has been (or
sector, including cooperatives and other is being) provided by donor
group-based businesses. Although there are organizations.
significant differences among the countries in-
cduded in this synthesis, the following Attributes of Rural Organizations in
elements are commonly found. liberalized Markets

• The economic policy environment is hI spite of their weaknesses, which
in transition, generally moving from originate from an unfavorable policy
a high degree of state control to an environment in the past, as well as from
increased level of interest in private internal operational shortcomings which wil
sector business. be analyzed in Chapter 4, rural organizions

have a number of attributes that can make a
* Policies and legislation affecting the positive contribution to agricultural and rura

development and operation of development within the framework of a
private sector business are being liberalized, market-oriented economic sysm.
hzberaled.

* They provide their
* New legislation for cooperatives, members with the

economic interest groups and/or advantage of economies of
informal groups has either already scale. By combining their
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Box 5. Cameroon 's Cocoa Cooperatives

Most of acooperativc were oganized by the govermet pa of ios nwk for the colection,
grading and expotion of cocoa. At th apexof th sysem ws tb OfiEce Nationsl de Comeclistion
doc Preoduita de Dme (ONCPB), which hd almost complete contol of tho cocoa omaketing myn.
ONCPB'a large and cumbersome tucture, however, did not allow it to make the kind of timely docisions
required for sucesful trading on world commodity makets.

Between the producer and the ONCPB stood abewildegconplexofagenciea, regulationsand local
officials. May of the managers ad otber kry staff of the cocoa cooperative were scond staff of
govement agecies. Fnancing for the purchaing of the cocoa w- provided by a spcialized goverment
agcncy, Fonds tJsionl de Developpemeat Rural (FONADER). The primary role of the coopcrativecs was
to erv purcaing gents for the ONCP. I this type of yste, the mmberssimply becme conms
of services channeled througb the cooperative.

During the period 19861990, the entire syn bemgn to fai apal FONADER wa dosed by tho
govnment alter experiencing heavy financial losses. The cooperi, witlout aces to FONADER
financing for erop puraing nd without input and srvices, lacked roureca to continuetheir operations.

For the coca cooperaives, the problemc centered on the high degree of governmet intervention and
control. Tbeir activities wre so tightly rcumscrbed by the governmentthat they had almost no opportunity
to tke any initiaive on their own. The producers came to consider them a agcies of the governmnat.
Following the breskdown of the system, a technical commision, et up to advice the governmt on the
suatio concluded tat: '() The farmer organizations had not functioned well bemUs of excesive
govenment intervention, farme ot being left to run their own affairs, and no identifying their inters
with tboe of the ogaition. (2) There is historical and curent evidence in Camroon to show that when
the conditions ware right, farmers have bees able to orgadet themsevte pturo their economic interes.
(3) Fame organizAtioss are a sie qua non to agricultural development (delivegy of extension and inputs to
isolated farmers is both expemive and inefficit)' (Ntuni 1990).

resources producers can obtain * They can contribute to mrual
needed goods and services at stability. By providing an
reduced costs, and market their institutional permanence for self-
produce in larger volumes, giving help, these community-based
them a stronger bargaining posiiion orgamzations can extend services to
in dealing with traders and members over tha long term. When
processors. collaborating with development

projects, they can continue project-
related activities after exteral

S They can link small-scale producers assistance has been concluded.
to the national economy. By
serving as means for obtaining
inputs and marketing of produce for A recent report, Sub-Saharan Africa:
their members, the o ions From OCzs to Sustabl Growth, A Long-
can help to incorporate the smaller Term Perspecive Study, (World Bank 1989)
producers into the national economy stated that OProgress [in agriculture] is more
and contribute to higher productivity likely to be made if farmers are put in control
and improved farmer income in the and allowed to market freely; [and] to
smallholder sector. establish their own cooperative credit, input
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supply, and marketing enterprises .. The There may be a temptation to use
report also recommends that, "The private cooperatives as buyers of last resort when
sector, including cooperatives, should be agricultural markets are deregulated. In
given a bigger role. Agricultural products Zambia as well as Tanzania, there are
should be freely marketed. Prices should examples of cooperatives being compelled by
reflect supply and demand to stimulate and government authorities to purchase crops in
regulate production. Private investment in areas where other market intermediaries find
production, agricultural processing, and farm it unprofitable to operate. This, of course,
input supply should be promoted, not puts the cooperatives at a disadvantage in a
constrained by excessive regulations and competitive market. I required to provide
administrative controls or legislation.' services of this type which are not justified

from a business point of view, the
Governments in many countries are now cooperatives need to be adequately

moving towards a market-oriented agricultural compensated. Such an arrangement could be
strategy containing the elements reflected in based on competitive bidding involving
the preceding citations. There is, as yet, little cooperatives as well as other marketing
empirical evidence of the impact of a intermediaries.
deregulated pricing and marketing regime on
the market share of the cooperatives. The conclusion drawn here is that the
Indications are, however, that cooperatives, ongoing dismantling of the regulated
due to their tradition of operating in a marketing and pricing systems, which have
regulated market within the framework of a been characteristic of many countries in the
single channel system, have difficulties in region, accentuates the need as well as the
adjusting to a competitive market potential for cooperatives and other farner
environment. Ihis is the case in Zambia and organizations. The need originates from tde
Tanzania, for instance, where a partial ability of cooperatives and farmer groups to
deregulationofthe maize trade has caused a serve as a countervailing power to other
significantreduction of their market share as private sector enterprises and thereby to
compared to other private sector market safeguard farmers against unfair trading
intermediaries. This is, of course, not practices. The potential, again, is created by
surprising as the cooperatives, p.ior to the the freedom of these member-owned
deregulation measures, had a virtual organizations to run their business on a sound
monopoly in marketing maze. commercial basis without undue administrative

regulations.
An interesting experiment is being

carried out in the Western Province of POUICIES AND LEGISLATION
Zambia. Encouraged by the partial
deregulation of agricultural marketing the Enabling Legislation
Provincial Cooperative Union (PCU)has
created separate small shareholding companies Although most African governments
(wholly owned by the PCU) to handle various would now classify cooperatives and other
types of business activities (marketing, similar rural organizations as part of the
transport, etc.). The PCU has maintained private sector, a number of them continue to
only certain service functions for 5tself, subject cooperatives, and in some cases also
including member promotion, training and non-cooperative or ions, to legal
education and financial services. The better restrictions that are not placed on other types
monitoring of performance and the easier of businesses. In almost all of the countries
discontinuation of unprofitable activities have included in this study, the legislation for
been mentioned as the main reasons for these cooperatives remains overly complicated and
arrangements. places a high degree of control in the hands of
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government oversight agencies. The standard Conversations with farmers in the
argument for this close control is the need to Muyinga region of Burundi revealed their
protect the individual members of the aversion to compliance with the regulations
cooperatives from unscrupulous management. governing the establishment and operation of
The most frequent effects, however, are con- cooperatives. Ibey were convinced that as
straints on business activities and the only the govemnent functionaries could
interference of govermnent officials in the understand the complex regulations involved,
cooperatives' affairs. they would be in control of the cooperative.

Legislation regulating cooperatives and Many SSA countries have in recent years
other rural group-based businesses may have initiated policy reforms which aim at
either a positive or a negative impact on their liberalizing agricultural markets and providing
development. Although both Guinea and incentives for increased private secor
Cameroon are in the process of enacting new involvement. As regards the cooperatives,
laws for cooperatives, and Cameroon is also however, the privatization initiatives have
adopting new statutes for its GIEs, the text of been slow to mature. Most countries stiU
the proposed legislation are almost as need to take concrete steps to reformulate
restrictive and overly-detailed as those of the their specific policies on cooperatives and
former laws. lnstead of simply providmg a other rural organizations, revise the related
general framework for the establishment and legislation and dismantle the extsive
operation of cooperaives, the proposed text government-based machinery for the
prescribe details of organizational structure promotion and control of these organizations,
and operations that are best left to the internal particularly in the cooperative sector.
by-laws of each organization. Given their
complexities and detail, in neither case can the
laws be readily utilized by the average citizen Policy on Cooperatives
to set up and participate in a cooperative.
From the point of view of the rural people Few countries in the region have up-to-
interested in organizing group-based business date policies that address cooperative issues
activities, the most preferable laws are those and that are in line with the current trend of
that enable them to acquire legal status market liberalization and reduction of state
without unnecessary formalities and conduct involvement in the agricultural marketing
business activities without regulations that system. The existing policies typically provide
subject them to undue interference from for tightly regulated operational frameworks
government. for the cooperatives.

As shown in the Senegal experience (Box
6) a legal framework that permits producers to They often focus on such matters as the
organize freely without complicated role of the cooperatives in various sectors of
procedures and restrictive bureaucratic the economy, the structure and activities of
controls, tends to stimulate group activity. the cooperative movement, and the
The absence of restrictive controls aDlows promotional and supervisoryservices provided
groups the flexibility to attempt new by the govermnent to the cooperative sector.
approaches and the opportunity for simple, In some recent efforts to reformulate the
single-purpose organizations to evolve, over policy, as for example in Tanzania, the
time, into more complex economic structures, flexibility in the overall structure is
in response to member needs. On the other emphasized, as is the viability of the proposed
hand, complex laws and excessive sets of cooperative as a precondition for its
regulations serve as deterrents to the registation. It is importnt to realize,
development of group-based business however, that even when a cooperative policy
activities. exists, it may not include the most crucial
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Box 6. Senegal: Lgsadon Stulates Groaq Formadon

As is the co i many Africa cousnies. Senegal's official 'cooperav' are in reality pmatl
oganitmt. In 1983, this ofTicial coopeative oructr wa reorganized and some 4,S00 resuued
eoopastivewre aed bed prbily on geogrhic locio and principal product. Thelabck of eiher
a popular or economic base for die restructured coopcrative is described a follows:

'MoAt of the resmcred coopeativ do not eagp in economic activity and exist only on pper.
Th cooperavae olten no morn groundut eolleio poino. Thllocal sd dpaamatal unions are
no mwoe active. Authority and funds are wielded by the Nationl Directoat of UNCAS ((Union Nationle
de CoopEraives Agricole du Sdudgal) and the regional unions (Assement of credit, grundeuts and
vegotble marketing, trining program).' (Gnil 1990, p. 10).

In eonas to the official coopatie auctur, in which control ad reaources ae concentrated at the
top of th system, lrge number of autonomous peant organizations have come into being. Thesc have
tak on may of the economic roles that the coopratives had been expected to fill. Although it wu not the
secific intention of govcrnmnt to stimublt the crtion of a vwriey of autonomou rural groups, their
development wa made pouabl by the enactment, in 1984, of a law permitting and rcgulating the
esablishmentof Special Eeonomic lnert oups (GIES). This law, which providd legal recognition to
economc groups (and thereby potental acce to credit) without going througb excsiveand time-conuing
formlties an without the necessty of operating undcr a upervisory minsutry, provided a stimulus for the
development of a variety of rural oranizations.

,what is new and cetnly one of the maor fiacto in the lat 10 yea is the emergence of peat
orgnitons that ae truly autonomous via--viu the State.'
(Geni 1990, p. 22.).

To some degree, thorganizioecxperieneprobl simir to thoeof the coopertives. Many
lak the anagcmet and buaines skills necery for cconomic viability; some have splintered into
cometing grops; others, rather thau having a democratic bse, ae tigiady conrolled by local leader, and
mny ae tied to eteral financing. In some are, goverment agecica hv establied competing
organizations and provided them with acces to donor-fnaced project resources Despite the problems,
however, many of thse autuomous associins have devcloped succesul economic and social progrms.

The grwin importac of auonomus groups rsulted in the eblishment of a national coordinating
suctr known as the Fedeai of Non-Governmentl Orgnizatiom of Senegal (FONGs). ('The
DevelopmcatofCoopetvs andOtberRu ralOganizatio: TheRolkoftheWoddBank,SelectedCountry
Studies,' foatcoming). The fedeation ws creaed to reprcesnt the pest orgizations and srve as a
means of coordinating technical and admistiv support It alo serves as an information source and a
provide of taining for its member aociatin. The nember organizations include some 180.000 persons
and are involved in a wide vaictey of economic an community development activities. FONGS describes
itelfas 'a fedcration of farmer. creted and directed by farmers who relized that they had to form a national
asociton in order to be heard.' The following satemet deacribe the diffcrence in motivation between
state-organizedamociationsand thos initiated by the farmers themelves aseen by a FONGS reprcsatativc:

This type of orWgniation is unusal if not unique in Africa, and is defmitcly one of the best ways for
farmers to play an active role in the political and economic life of their country. Elsewhere in Africa, if
farme initiatives exist at al they re often limied to a particular zone or region of the country. When a
nstionl orgmiation exists, it is usaly one that hs been created on governmcat iniative. Such
organizations me, therforrtificial and their members tend to be passive rather than active. Member
enthusia.n and motvation are low, and the movement becomes the affair of selected leaders who defend
goverment intest. Such farmer organiations ar no longer wodring tools for their members but rather
political instruments of the govermewL
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upocts affecting coopeative development. cooperative law introduced in India by the
They are often, s far as rural cooperatives British authorities in 1904. The law gave the
aro concerned, reflected in policies dealing govemnment a supreme supervisory and
with agricultural marketing and pricing which controlling role with regard to the cooperative
may be more important than the cooperative organizations and introduced detailed rules
policy itself in shaping the operational and regulations for the structure, activities and
environment and performance of the management of the societies. Although the
cooperatives. The frequently encountered current cooperative legislation in the
government policy of providing marketing Anglophone countries in the region is of a
services through a regulated, single-channel much more recent date, it still reflects its
marketing system based on parastatals and origin by typically prescribing a tightly
pseudo-cooperatives is one that has a regulated legal framework for the cooperative
particular impact on the business performance societies and by giving extensive powers of
of cooperatives. intervention to the government department(s)

responsible for cooperative development.
There is evidence from other countries in Similarly, the cooperative legislation in

the region as well that a policy which Francophone countries was influenced by the
facflitates close government involvement in French legislation and its extensive and
the affairs of cooperatives negatively affects detailed by-laws. Both in Francophone and
their development into self-reliant and Anglophone countries, the current legislation
sustainable organzations and that farmers has a number of common features which stem
respond to excessive official control by opting from the objectives of government to
for other types of joint enterprises. (The case promote a cooperative structure through which
of Senegal is described in Box 6). In goods and services can be provided to
Tanzania, the government-controlled and smallbolder farmers and other groups to
party-affiliated cooperatives failed to attract increase productivity and incomes; to ensure
the committed participation of their members. that the cooperatives are well managed and
Recognizing this, Tanzania has decided capable of playing the role which they have
recenty to revise its cooperative policy and been given within the framework of the
legislation. official development strategy; and to protect

the members from exploitation by
These cases, which appear to be typical unscrupulous management and other parties.

of most countries in the region, clearly The legislation thus provides for a
indicate a need for a revision of cooperative promotional as well as a regulatory function
development policies to bring them into line to be carried out by the government
with the requirements of a liberalized department concerned with cooperative
economy and the concept of cooperatives as development.
private business organizations. Past
experience strongly demonstrates a negative The typical regulatory and administrative
correlation between the degree of govemment functions of government cooperative
administrative control of cooperatives and the departments, as exemplified by the above
economic success and sustainability cA mentioned draft cooperative act for Nigeria
cooperative societies. ("The Development of Cooperatives and other

Rural Organizations: The Role of the World
Anglophone, Francophone Cooperative Bank, Selected Case Studies," forthcoming),
legislation and the Role of Government include:
Departen_

In Anglophone Africa, the cooperative * Registration of cooperatives and
legislation was initially based on the amendments of by-laws;
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Box 7. Kenya. Effecu of Gowcnmet Intferwndion

Th Keya coopetivepolicy documnt (Kmya 19117) is an cxample ofa interveationiatpolicy. I contain
deaW statSies for th. deelopme of the inskutional suctuor the mo et togetber with debate
guiddline for its involvmt in varko qpes of economic activities. mc policy gives the Minist of
Coopeaive Developmt (MOCD) a ledin ro in modeling the movement and its activities. Ti is
exomplified by tbo decared ambition of the goveroment Oto review and modify the existing movement
stuctur' (Knya 1937. p. 6) with the view to eauring that the structure '(i) consist of viable economic
naits capab of poviding the service eeded by monbhers; (ii) in such as to facilitate proper intcgration and
modaization of the ontionl economy; (ii) exploits the economies of sale to ensure highest posible returm
to memboe; ad (iv) result in the eatmblidshent of an apex organization for each cooperative sub-sector.'

Thi intervenionist policy ba teDded to reduce member paiticipation and contol. Adminiatretive
regulatioms imposed by govcrnment have impaired thc flexibility rquired for running of the cooprativers
business compries.

There are, however some positive offects of goversmenl intrvention. Technical assistace from
MOCD ha enabled tbh societies and district unions to devdop ncw service activities for mmber. The
maagment of coopative ha improved a a result of management systems development and
implemtation with the asisance of MOCD becam of the training progrm finuaced by the governmeat.

Tre Keny experionce shows that government has a rolc to play in facilitsting developmcat or rwal
oranizations, eapecially by providing training facilities. Admiistrative conol and intervcntion in the
magement and decision-maIing process in, howevcr, counterproductiveto the development of slf-reliant
orsantion.

- Approval of dte disposal of the net committee members and staff. This can easily
profit of a society; lead to a situation where government officials

direct the management and business operations
* Auditing of cooperatives and of cooperatives, with extensive official

inspection of their books of irvolvement in the day-to-day management of
accounts; cooperatives to the extent that they have taken

on the character of government institutions
* Enquiries into the affairs of rather than thatof member-controlled business

cooperatves and, depending on the enterprises. There is overwhelmiing evidence
outcome of such an enquiry, that this system of administrative control has
cancellation of the registration, been ineffective in transforning cooperatives
removal of the management into efficient business entities.
committee, and appointment of new
management to run the society; and An example from Burundi goes even

further by questioning the positive effects of
* Settdement of disputes affecting the any external party in operations of

operations of a cooperative. cooperatives. There seemed to be a negative
correlation between the degree of government
or donor 'assistance' and the successful

In addition, the Minister/Commissioner operation of cooperatives. As reported by the
responsible tor cooperative development has country director of the Konrad Adenauer
wide powers regarding the daily management Foundation, the better performing
of cooperatives, ranging from regulations for cooperatives are those located in areas where
admittance of new members to the there has been only limited govermment and
appoinxtment and removal of management donor activity.
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"The characteristic shared by the most discriminate against anybody, in certain cases
successful cooperatives is that they were some groups of people may be excluded by
esablished by promoters who had close ties to specific conditions for membership. An
the local community. In most cases, they example of such ruling is, that 'a member
were missionaries. An expert, however, has must be capable of entering into legally
virtully no chance of succeeding as a enforceable contract" [Cooperative Societies
cooperative facilitator. He has neither the Decree 1968, Ghana, para 34 (a)]. In some
confidence of the inhabitants nor the ability to African countries this may effectively prevent
closely follow the day-to-day operations of the women from joining a cooperative society, in
cooperative." (Tewinkel 1990, Annex 1.) cases where they are not allowed to enter into

such a contract.
The Kenyan Cooperative Societies Act

(Kenya 1972) gives the Commissioner for Although some of the countries
Cooperative Development similar regulatory mentioned are in the process of enacting new
powers. In addition to having the exclusive laws for cooperatives, the texts of the
rights of registration, dissolution, and proposed legislation are almost as restrictive
compulsory amalgamation of societies, the and overly-detailed as those of the former
Commissioner has powers to prescribe laws. Instead of simply providing a general
accounting and internal management fiamework for the estab ishLment and operation
procedures; approve budgets; monitor of cooperatives, the laws prescribe details of
financial performance; audit the accounts of organizational structure and operations that
cooperatives; approve remuneration, salary or are best left to the internal by-laws of each
other payments to staff or members of a organization. Given their complexities and
society; and approve the hiring and dismissal details, the laws cannot be readily utilized by
of graded staff. the average citizen to set up and participate in

a cooperative. For example, farmers in
Within the framework of the objective Guinea felt that even the proposed new

"advising cooperatives on better management cooperative law contained too many
for higher productivity and better returns to restrictions, too many regulations for them to
members" and 'to enhance operational understand and follow. Instead of simplifying
efficiency' (Kenya 1987, p. 31) the Kenyan the law, however, the government agency
Cooperative Ministry maitains a substantial responsible for cooperative development
cadre of staff to assist the cooperatives in proposed publishing a manual to interpret it.
management of their activities. This Furthermore, the internal control and

assistance includes the promotion of new management systems required by the
societies; development and implementation of cooperative law are often too complicated
accounting and other management systems; especially for small societies which do not
conduct of staff training; and development of have the resources to employ trained staff.
new activities for cooperatives. While there is no doubt that legal frameworks

for the operations of cooperatives and other
One very important issue in the types of registered business enterprises are

cooperative legislation is the eligibOlity for needed, these should not prescribe detailed
membership. Normally, membership is open rules for the management and operations of
to all individuals residing within the area of the organizations.
operation of a cooperative and of a certain
age. In some countries, participation in A revision of cooperative legislation is
certain cooperatives may be limited either to called for in most African countries as a
men or women, as a voluntary decision of the matter of priority. The new legislation should
members themselves. Even though reflect current trends towards economic
cooperative legislation does not intentionally liberlaization and a reduction of govermnent
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control. The powers vested in government with international participation before it is
deparunens to direct and supervise presented to the legislature for consideration.
cooperAtives and other rral organizations
should be critically reviewed. The overall Policy Implementation at Leaml Level
aim should be to give autonomy to the
cooperatives and to reduce the powers of the The economic and political environments
Registrar of Cooperatives to intervene into the in which rural organizations operate also
management of cooperatives. The duties of the include the regional provincial, district, and
Registrar should be restricted to registration, local levels of government. How, and to
arbitration and dissolution of cooperatives. what extent, national policies and laws are
The law should provide for uncomplicated implemented at these levels can be as
registration procedures, for example, by important as the policies themselves. It is at
delegation of powers of registration to local these local levels that rural organizations often
authorities. encounter many of the most significant

constraints to their operations, mostly from
When the law is being revised, it is interference by local officials or the 'big

essential that the views of the cooperators are men' who may perceive the activities of the
taken into account. The need for a organizations as a threat to their own authority
participatory approach in revision of or continued economic control.
cooperative legislation has been stressed by
Hans Muenckener: Control by local officials or persons

influential in the community tends to
'Instead of a piecemeal amemdment of discourage the participation of ordinary
the colordal cooperative legislation and members and motivates them to seek other
attempts to import new foreign models to ways of meeting their needs. Similar to the
replace the colonial patterns, it is development of peasant associations in
recommended to opt for a new approach Senegal, farmers in the Muyinga region of
and to take measures to develop an Burundi began to form small, usually single-
authentic model of cooperative legislation purpose and often short-term, self-help groups
which the cooperators could accept as to obtain needed goods and services, when
their own law. For this purpose, a changes in official government policy toward
process of participatory law-making farmer organizations failed to result in
should be initiated". (Muenckner 1992, changes in the existing cooperatives.
pp. 15-16).

In the Center-South region of Cameroon,
The formulation of a cooperative law in even though many of the old cocoa

Namibia provides an example of the cooperatives had ceased to function, local
participatory approach. The process was political leaders who had held positions of
designed to consist of three phases. In the first influence in the cooperatives attempted to
phase, basic information on the cooperatives block the development of other producer
was collected by a team consisting of groups to market cocoa. Although the
representatives of the cooperative movement Ministry of Agriculture had issued a policy
and relevant government departments. The declaration affirming the right of free
exercise was carried out with the assistance of association and the right of groups to oDerate
the International Cooperative Alliance and the in all sectors of the economy, the opposition
Swedish Cooperative Center. In the second of locally powerful interests has generally
phase, the same group came together in a prevented the groups from functioning.
workshop to review the issues to be addressed
in the cooperative law. In the third phase, the Whatever the specific legislation on
draft law will be reviewed in a conference cooperatives and other business associations,
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Bx 8 Content of SVnpi edCooperadtve Legislaton

The major inuae. to be included in a cooperative law ae defro in n a L publication (1O0 1988) *u
follows:

In tho rowt place, the law lays down that a coopertive isa lawful orSnization serving a deairable end
amd tla it is, as such, entitled to become a legal enLity with the right to own property, buy aad dli goods,
borow and lend money, and aue and be sued, In the ccood place, the law lays down what kind of
organizatioa a cooperative is, what its objectivc are, who may be a member, how it is to be finunced aad
controlled, how surpluaw arc to be dimaributed, and how, if neceanay, it is to be brought to an end. In the
third placc, the law will probably, though not ncceaaily, lay down ways in which the government in
prepared to hclp coopeative. to develop. Th help may be of a vay limited kind. I may simply require
coopcratives, for their own good, so aubmit rules and amendmet for ofricial approval, and to publih certain
anual reports indicatiag the oae of their affairs.

the effectiveness of the local, regional and involved in the fraud do not have to fear any
national systenms of justice can have a grave consequences for the crimne they have
significant impact on business operations. committed" (World Bank 1992, Annex 2, para
Taking another example from Burundi, the 4.2).
failure of the judicial system to function
effectively and impartially, particularly at the Policy Envirownent and the Infrastrucaure
regional and local levels, has had a significant
impact on the business operations of the Closely related to the overall policy and
cooperatives. Although this problem is economic environments are the problems of
certainly not limited to Burundi, many farmer infrastructure that inhibit the efficient
cooperatives in that country have incurred movement, storage and shipment of produce.
significant losses resulting from employee Even when government policy may be
theft and corrupt leaders (more often than not, conducive to private sector business activity,
persons seconded to the cooperatives by cooperatives (and other rural businesses) may
government). The weak and ineffective be unable to benefit because of poor roads,
judicial system, often subject to political the lack of transportation, and the absence of
favoritism and financial influence, has made it cold storage and processing facilities. The
impossible for the cooperatives to recover problems of fruit marketing cooperatives in
their losses or even to prosecute the perpetra- Guinea provide examples of both policy and
tors. This lack of support from the justice infrastructure constraints. Marketing policies
system led one expatriate technician in in force since independence had required that
Burundi to suggest that: The only thing the all of the major export crops be exported
Government must do for the cooperatives is to through a parastatal agency established for
ensure that the legal system works smoothly' that purpose. Over time, however, the costli-
(Tewinkel 1990, p. 4). The following ness and inefficiency of that agency resulted
statement in the report of the Revew of in the complete loss of Guinea's fresh fruit
Agricutural Cooperatives and Other Farmer export markets. Although a 1991 policy
Organizarions in Nigeria is an additional change now makes it possible (at least in
reference case for this purpose: 'Cases of theory) for the cooperatives to export directly,
fraud and other irregularities are frequendy and a number of the fruit marketing coopera-
discovered during the audit. Only a few cases tives have sufficient production to warrant
have been taken to the court. The reason export activities, the country's deteriorated
might be that even in the court the persons infrastructure and the lack of refrigeration
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facilities at the port makes it impossible for capital. In that case, they would not have
them to do so. established a business relationship with

financial institutions and would be at a
disadvantage when trying to compete with

It is a erroneous to believe that private companies. A conducive policy and
cooperatives and other rural organizations will legal environment is therefore a necessary, but
prosper automatically in liberalized and not sufficient, prerequisite for the evolution of
competitive market conditions. The opposite viable organizations. These rural
is, in fact, likely to happen initially when the organizations also need to address their
traditional cooperatives are exposed to open intemal shortcomings in order to be able to
competition. Cooperatives which had been take advantage of the new opportunities
involved for a long time in non-profitable created and to be able to provide competitive
activities as agents for input distribution or services to their members. The issues of
produce collection may not have been able to organization and management within rural
accumulate their own capital, and would have organizatons, with special reference to
depended on the government for working cooperatives, will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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4 FUNCTIONS AND STRUCTURES OF
RURAL ORGANIZATIONS

ACIvIIs, smucTuRS, to meet the needs of their members in many
AND MANAGEMENT OF different activity areas is reflected in the
PRIMARY SOCIETIES diversity of cooperative organizations in the

SSA countries. The most prominent type of
As emphasized previouslv, rural cooperatives in the region in terms of the

organizations should base their activities on number of societies, membership, and
member needs and have an advantage in an busiaess volume are the agricultural service
open market, by providing goods and services cooperatives and the savings and credit
at least as efficiently as their competitors. At societies (credit unions). In addition there are
implementation level the issues are: a wide variety of other primary cooperative

organizations, including housing, handicraft,
* What are the activities that consumer, small-scale industrial, and

cooperatives are particularly capable fishermen's societies.
of undertaking in the agricultural
sector, and what are the factors The agricultural service cooperatives,
which have contributed to the having been the central focus of promotional
success or failure in various activity programs by governnents and donors alike,
areas? account for the bulk of the rural cooperatives.

Ihey are typically involved in one or several
* What is the most appropriate of the following activities.

primary cooparative structure as
determined by size, membership, * Output marketing which may
business volume, and diversity of include collection, grading, primary
activities? processing and bulk transport of

produce, as well as administration
* How does the pattern of activities of payments from buyers to the

and structure affect the management producer members of the
of cooperatives, and what are the cooperative.
measures needed to facilitate
efficient management of cooperative * Supply of farm inputs to members,
societies? including bulk procurement of

fertilizers and the operation of
These issues also lead to a discussion of stores for resale through which

the advantages and disadvantages of members can procure farm inputs
cooperatives in relation to other types of either on a cash basis or through
farmer groups. That aspect is, however, only credit.
briefly referred to in this section of the report.
A more elaborate comparative review has * Provision of seasonal or medium-
already been presented in Chapter 2. term credit linked to the marketing

function-the produce expected to
Primary Society Activities be delivered to the cooperative

serving as security for the loan-and
Cooperatives are adaptable to a large to the input supply activity so that

variety of economic activities. Their potential the credit can be provided in kind.
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* Agro-processing, which normally infrastructure for marketing and other member
means primary processing necessary service activities. Although the monopoly
for passing on the produce to the position is the basic determining factor
next link in the marketing chain. explaining the success of coffee cooperatives,
Although some primary societies are there are also otheis which explain the need
involved in the manufacturing of for marketing services on a group basis. As
agro-based consumer products, such coffee cherry is bulky in relation to dean
as edible oil and dairy products, (processed) coffee, local primary processing is
they are the exception rather than necessary. Due to the high costs of
the rule. establishing processing facilities, it makes

economic sense for smallholder farmers to
* Other activities depending on the organize this activity collectively. The

needs of the members and the quality, and thereby the producer price, of
market situation. In some countries, coffee is significantly dependent on the
agricultural cooperatives have adequacy of the processing and handling
diversified their activities by facilities. This is a further factor which
venturing into consumer goods justifies the organization of primary
retailing, passenger transport, and processing and marketing on a cooperative
other similar activities outside the basis.
realm of agricultural services.

The marketing monopoly provides the
Kenya is a country where the agricultural societies with a reasonable guarantee that

service cooperatives play a prominent role, producers will deliver the coffee crop through
especialy in output marketing and in the their society, and this has facilitated the
provision of seasonal and medium-term credit organization of inpat supply procurement and
to smallholder farmers. In 1983, according to distribution through the cooperatives. Having
figures contained in study of the agricultural this security, the cooperatives have been able
cooperatives (Gyllstrom 1988, p. 157), to provide inputs on credit to farmers without
cooperatives accounted for 43 percent of the incurring significant losses due to credit
total value of gross marketed production from recovery problems.
the smallholder sector. The coffee
cooperatives were the most successful in terms For the sarme reasons, the cooperatives
of market share and ability to provide services have been able to develop a seasonal and
other than marketing to their members. Their medium-term credit scheme which ic
experience provides an illustration of the characterized by high repayment rates and
factors which influence performance of which to a large extent is financed from
various member service activities (see The members' savings. Payments received for
Development of Cooperatives and Other Rural coffee delivered are paid through members'
Organizations: The Role of the World Bank, savings accounts with the cooperatives. This
Selected Country Studies," forthcoming, for facilitates timely recovery of loans, as well as
more details). the mobilization of capital for lending.

In the area of output marketing, the This example from the Kenya coffee
cooperatives have a monopoly because all cooperatives illustrates the advantages of
smallholder coffee farmers are obliged by law organizing the services of a farmers'
to deliver their coffee through a cooperative. cooperatives as an integrated package where
This has enabled the cooperatives to reach a crop marketing forms the basis for the
high level of business turnover and development of other services as well. There
membership, and thereby to mobilize capital is, however, a basic shortcoming associated
for the development of the necessary with this approach. The marketing monopoly
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on which it is based does not normally This would imply that single-purpose
provide the cooperatives with incentives to cooperatives are more appropriate in the early
maintain a high degree of efficiency because stages of development. When activities are
they are not compelled to work in competition seasonal, however, the Niger experience
with others. This is also exemplified by the indicates that it is important to develop other
experience from the Kenyan coffee year-round activities to maintain the interest
cooperatives. Over time, they have become and participation of the members.
increasingly cost inefficient, and the rate of
payment to members has declined. Regarding the selection of economic

activities to be undertaken by cooperatives, it
Experience from other African was evident in the Niger case that successful

countries supports the observation that an economic activities in one cooperative had a
integrated service package of marketing and positive influence on other groups when
primary processing, inpu: supply, and savings organizing themselves and developing their
and credit facilities provides the best basis for own business activities. All of the expansion
the success of an agricultural service beyond the fourteen originm cooperatives was
cooperative. However, in spite of the obvious the result of such a multiplier effect. This is
benefits that members can realize by being an important consideration for project design
able to obtain the services needed from one and highlights the tension between the need to
source with their production as security for obtain quick results and the progressive
inputs and credit, there are numerous building up of experience and development of
instances of failure. These are often the human resources required for the long-
explained by, first, govermment price controls term growth of the cooperatives and groups
which induce members to sell their produce (see Chapter 2).
on the parallel market and thereby paralyze
the integrated systems; second, by poor Other activities are often of peripheral
management performance and inefficiency in significance in the African agricultural service
the cooperatives themselves which result in cooperatives. There are, however, examples
unfavorable deals for the members; and third, of cooperatives which have successfully
by the lack of sufficient information and diversified into activities not directly related
education to convince members of the long- to agriculture. This is the case in Niger and
term benefits of the integrated service Zambia. for instance, where agricultural
arrangements and the conditions-in terms of cooperatives have gone into consumer goods
loyalty and participation-for their retailing in rural villages which often lack a
sustainabiity. This implies that the substantial consumer outlet. In addition to
development of marketing, input supply and providing members with a needed service,
savings and credit activities on an integrated consumer shops and other similar activities
basis requires the abolition of distorting price offset the seasonality of activities direcdly
and marketing controls, strengtening of the related to agriculture and enable the societies
management of the cooperatives through to operate throughout the year.
management systems development and
training, and implementtion of a member Rural organizations can also play a role
education programL in easing the work load of women. This is

exemplified by the initiative of a significant
The Niger case supports the hypothesis number of primary societies in Zambia which

that newly-formed organizations conducting a have taken up grain milling as one of their
single viable business are more likely to activities. This has relieved women of the
succeed than organizations with more complex arduous work of traditional maize pounding,
objectives, and are also more likely to be able encouraged their participation in the existing
to undertake additional activities successfully. cooperatives, and resulted in the cooperatives
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becoming more responsive to activities which generally more sustainable and
serve the needs of women. The example from dynamic than small single-purpose
Equatorial Guinea (see Box 12), however, socities.
supports the hypothesis that women seem to
be more active in cooperatives of their own. * Development of multi-purpose rural

organizations requires management
Whether the cooperatives should also capabilities which are not readily

involve themselves in general community available in rural areas. Capacity-
development activities, such as construction building measures are therefore
and maintenance of schools and health clinics, essential and should form part of
is a debatable issue. There are, in Kenya, projects involving cooperatives and
examples of donor-initiated 'integrated village other rural organizations.
development cooperatives' wi:h a strong
emphasis on non-business activities. The 0 The evolution of cooperatives and
experience gained from these cooperatives is other rural organizations into multi-
discouraging in that they have proved to be functional units is a gradual process.
financially unsustainable after the withdrawal Newly-formed groups should
of donor support. The lesson to be learned initially focus on a limited range of
from this experience is that a cooperative, in activities and awoid entering into a
order to involve itself in social, community complex activity pattern.
development activities, must first have a
sound financial base for its business activities. Size of Primary Societies
When this is the case, cooperatives can
contribute part of their surplus to community An issue long debated in many countries
development. in the region is whether the size of a primary

organization as reflected in its membership
the experience with "mobisquads' in and business turnover is a factor critically

Ghana is slighdy different, with fairly positive affecting its efficiency and sustainability. The
results (World Bank Report on 'Review of optimum size is determined by a variety of
Cooperatives and Other Rural Organizations factors, including the type of activities carried
in Ghana," underpreparation). "Mobisquads out, the need for capital for operations as well
were initially established for community as investments, and the socio-cultral
activities and many of them later embarked on environment in which the organizations
some economic activities and formed a operate. The main argument often advanced
cooperative society. It is not well-documented in favor of relatively small units is that they
as to what extent they continued community facilitate active member participation and
activities after having become a cooperative, control, are easy to manage, and being based
but there are indications that this was the on small local communities, show a high
case, at least to some extent. degree of internal cohesiveness and member

loyalty.
The lessons from the experiences

enumerated here can be summarized as Although these factors may be
follows. significant, there is overwhelming evidence

from many countries in the region,
0 Agricultural service cooperatives particularly with regard to the cooperatives,

which provide an integrated package that organizations with a high business
of marketing, input supply and turnover have a better potential for success
financial services which than their smaller counterparts. The crucial
comprehensively meet the basic factor is the business volume rather than the
production needs of farmers are number of members, but as cooperatives are
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typically composed of smallholder farmers, the societies have been able to
high business volume is synonymous with diversify into providing other
high membership. The following examples services needed by their members.
from SSA countries support the conclusion
that comparatively large cooperatives are * The management of the coffee
better placed than small societies to develop cooperatives is generally better than
effective member services and sustain their that of most other types of societies
operations. because, with the resources

available to them, they have been in
The coffee marketing and supply a position to employ and retain

cooperatives in Kenya have a significandy qualified staff. The large size and
higher sales turnover than other types of the diversity of activities have,
agricultural service societies. The average however, also contributed to an
turnover of primary coffee societies was K.sh. increased complexity of operations
17 million (USS 0.6 million) in 1989 whereas and higher demands for management
other types of agricultural cooperatives had an capability-demands which the
average annual turnover of around K.sh. 1 coffee cooperatives have not always
million. This is, at least pardy, due to the been able to meet in spite of their
fact that small farmers are required to market strong resource base.
their coffee through cooperatives. Another
fictor is that primary processing is an The largest coffee cooperatives in Kenya
essential part of coffee marketing and requires have over 20,000 members each. In these
significant investments which very small units societies, it is obvious that the sense of
may not be able to afford. ownership and control which is present in

smaller cooperatives tends to be diluted. I
Within the group of coffee societies, the response to this disadvantage originating from

large cooperatives are normally able to make their large size, many coffee cooperatives
a higher rate of payment to their members for have organized local sub-committees with
coffee delivered than the small societies. The certain limited decision-making powers
positive influence of the larger size can be pertaining to the locally-based activities of the
explained by the following factors. cooperative.

- Large societies have, relative to A typical example of a strategy to create
their business turnover, lower a structure of small village-based primary
overheads and are therefore able to societies is available from Tanzania. The
return a higher share of their gross Cooperative Act of 1982, which has since
income to members in the form of been revised, gave the cooperatives a role that
crop payments and other benefits. centered on the building of socialism by

bringing about socialist development both in
* The high business volume of coffee mrual and urban areas (cited in an undated

societies has enabled them to World Bank document, 'Tanzanian
generate funds for investments from Cooperatives and Agricultural Marketingo).
internal sources or to secure loans Reflecting this policy, directives were issued
from financing institutions. They by government in 1985 to the effect that a
have therefore been able to develop cooperative should be formed in each village
an adequate physical infastructure in order to make the cooperative structure
for their operations. congruent with the structure of the mling

party and the local government administration.
* With an adequate financial base in a The effects of this decision are summarized in

high volume of coffee marketing, an internal World Bank document stating that
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a village is normally too small a unit to Management of Primary Organizatdow
support a viable cooperative. As sbown in a
recent IFAD/FAO study, approximately half If rural organizations, as suggested here,
of the societies in operation in 1988/89 were should carry out several activities and operate
at that time unable to meet their operating with a comparatively high business volume in
expenses due to an insufficient volume of order to be commercially viable, they need to
business. As observed in the document, the have appropriate management systems and
fragmentation of the cooperatives had other trained staff. In addition, the members,
negative consequences including increased especially those elected to leadership
marketing costs per unit of produce handled, positions, need to have a clear understanding
and, consequently, low payments to members, of the activities of their cooperative. The three
as well as the inability of the small societies to elements which need to be included in
generate capital for the development of their programs to improve the management
activities. performance of such organizations, with

particular reference to cooperatives, are:
Realizing the weaknesses inherent in the

village-based cooperatives, the government * Development and implementation of
reformulated its policy and revised the accounting, recording, and other
cooperative legislation in 1991. This allowed management systems which
for a restructuring of the cooperatives with the contribute to efficient internal
view to ensuring sufficient business volume control and which provide data
and viability of operations. necessary for the planning,

execution, and monitoring of
These examples, and others available business activities.

from the region, lead to the overall conclusion
hat a cooperative mumst be of a sufficient size * Design and implementation of job-
to be viable and able to serve members oriented staff training programs on
efficiently. Although there are isolated the basis of the management systems
instances of small cooperatives working devised for the cooperatives.
eficiently, other types of farmer organizations Experience available from a number
may be more appropriate for smal groups and of cooperative development projects
for activities which are seasonal. In several clearly shows that a training
countries, infomal farmer organizations have program directly linked to
sprung up in response to the need to organize standardized management and
small-scale and seasonal agricultural service operational systems yields better
activities on a less formal basis than through results than general management
a cooperative. Such examples are available tramining courses.
from Zimbabwe, where farmers form
groups-often on an ad hoc basis-to arrange * Design and execution of a member
for the joint procurement of inputs or for the training and education program
marketing of produce, as well as from Kenya, which should include the traning of
where producers operate groups for the joint management committee members, as
transport of milk to processing plants. Having well as general member education.
to fulfill no formal requirements, such as This is an element of the
keeping elaborate books of accounts and other management development process
records, such groups can normally perform which often is given too little
their functions without administrative attention in cooperative developmem
overheads and thereby be more efficient than projects. If member training and
the registered cooperatives. education is neglected, member

participation tends to suffer and the
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elected leaders of the cooperatives which were comprehensively documented in
become ill-equipped to run the manuals made available to all societies,
affairs of their societies in a formed the basis for the design of a
business-like manner. comprehensive national training program for

cooperative society staff and committee
Member Education members, as well as for promotional staff of

the Ministry of Cooperative Development
The integrated approach to cooperative This approach, which also included technical

development through management systems support for the field implementation of the
design, staff training, and member education standardized management systems, resulted in
can be exemplified by the experience gained a significant improvement of the management
under the Kenyan/Nordic Cooperative of the primary cooperatives from an
Development Program (KNCDP). When the administrative point of view (including better
Program was initiated in the late 1960s, it was control of cash and other assets, and more
soon discovered that the lack of appropriate accurate recording of member transactions).
management systems was a major impediment
to the development of the cooperatives. The However, it was not equally successful in
poor standard of accounting and recording had introducing better business management. As
resulted in inadequate internal control with the noted in the 1991 review of KNCDP, 'little
result that the cooperatives had suffered progress has been made in moving from the
financi losses through misgement and standardized procedures to their effective use

isappropriation of funds. Efforts to address for management purposes and in decision-
this problem through intensified staff taining making' (DANIDA 1986, p.55). This can to
programs were not fully productive because some extent be atributed to the fact that the
there were many different accounting and cooperatives-many of which are operating in
recording systems in the cooperative a protected, single-channel marketing
movemenL Ihis meant that the training environment like the coffee cooperative-do
courses, often conducted at the national level, not have incetives to develop into efficient
could not be made sufficiently job-oriented. and competitive busness enterprises. But
Instead of developing specific sklls directly there are other important reasons as well
applicable to the day-o-day operations of the which relate to the fact dtat programs for
sacieties, the courses became too general, committee member taining and general
dealing, for instance, with the general member education have not been sufficiently
principles of accounting rather than with the effective.
techniques of a specific standardized
accounting system maintained by all primary Commite member training is a key
societies. fctor in ensuring that implem ion of

manafgement systems and training of staff are
During a period of several years, a reflected in better business management of the

considerable part of the resources under cooperatives. The failure to utilize the exsting
KNCDP were allocated for the development systems for business management purposes
of standardized management systems which and for decision-maing in Kenya, originates
covered all major activities of the cooperative largely from an insufficient understanding on
movement. lhey included systems for the part of committee members of their role as
budgeting, accounting and financial decision-makers, of the information which
management; recording of transactions should be made available to them, and of the
between members and their societies (MT need to run a cooperative as a business
systems); and management and control enterprise. This leads to the conclusion that
systems for activities such as savings, loans, effective management development of primay
merchandizing, and transport. These systems, societies cannot be achieved unless the
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management skills of the committee members case in most ural cooperatives in SSA it is
wreupgradedthrough trainingprograms which necsary to include basic literacy and
make them aware of their role as decision- numeracy training in the program to enable
makers and through the availability of members to understand the basic information
management information required to enable made available to them on the activities and
them to play that role. There must be a performance of the cooperative. This type of
demand from the elected representatives for member education has not been given the
adequate mangement inrmation. attention it deserves. However, in instances in

which literacy and numeracy training has been
Even more important is that there must included as a prominent part of the member

be a demand from the general membership for education activities, as in the NCBAICLUSA
information which enables them to monitor project in Niger, it has greatly facilitated
and direct the development of their society. member participation in decision-making.
As has been noted in earlier sections of this
document, member participation in the affairs Increasing the ability of members to
of the cooperatives is often deficient because understand and participate in the affairs of
they do not perceive the traditional type of their organizations is of particular relevance to
state-controlled societies as belonging to them. the objective of minimizing the need for
But the low level of participation can also governmentinterventioninthemanagementof
often be attrnbuted to the lack of cooperatives. The reason often given for state
u.nderaneding of the activities carried out by control of cooperatives is the perceived
the cooperative and of the rights and inability of illiterate and uninformed
obligations of membership. Members do not members to manage their own cooperatives.
have the basic knowledge required to enable State intervention, it is argued, is necessary to
them to ensure that their cooperative is ensure that societies are well managed and
efficiently managed, and thus they take Ittle that they are not exploited by dishonest
iniiative in improving the operations of the leaders, staff, or trading partners. As
group. experience has shown, this approach has

tended to alienate the members from the
Consequently, members with more cooperatives. Furthermore, it has not proved

businmess experience are likely to take a to be an effective deterrent against
leading role in the opemaions of their mismanagement and misappropriation of
organization. Ihis tends to expose the members' fimds. The most effective way to
cooperative societes to mismana ement and protect the interests of members is to provide
corrupt practices, which further erodes the them with the knowledge needed tD monitor
commitment by members tD their cooperative. and steer the actvities of their societies.
Member education is tierefore a crucial Member education thus becomes increasingly
element of any program for management important and will, in time, make it possible
development in prmary societies. Member to reduce government intervention as the
education should aim at disseminating, apart associations evolve into genuine member-
from general cooperative knowledge, controlled organzations.
information on the development of the various
activities of the society and on the rights and Cooperatives and other rural
mech_aisms for meviber control and organiations can also play a useful role in
intervention in the decision-making process. agricultural ectension through their education

programs. In Kenya, for instce, it is
In designing member education common practice that extension officers of the

programs, it is important to determine the Ministry of Agriculture participate in member
levei of formal education of the membership. education events which have become
In societies with iliterate members, as is the important fora for the disinion of
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agronomic knowledge to smallholder farmers. and marketing, and apex federations which
Having frequent contacts with cooperatives have as one of their central objectives to act
through member meetings and discussions as spokesmen of the cooperatives and
with elected leaders, agricultural extension safeguard their interests in relation to
officers are often called upon to give advice government authorities and other
on issues pertaining to the management of organizations.
cooperative societies. Typically, however,
agricultural extension staff have insufficient The Kenyan cooperative movement
knowledge of cooperatives and are ill- provides an illustration of a relatively well-
equipped to provide members with advice on developed set-up of national cooperative
business matters. Considering that the organizations. In addition to the apex
agricultural extension service could be cooperative-the Kenya National Federation
instrumental in supporting initiatives by of Cooperatives-which comprises all types of
farmers to organize themselves into cooperatives and which is the spokeperson of
cooperatives or other types of groups, it may the movement, as well as suppliers of
be appropriate to provide extem.. n officers printing, auditing and training services, there
with training in the basics of group formation are ten specialized nation-wide cooperative
and management. organizations. The most important are: Kenya

Planter's Cooperative Union which handles
NON-GOVERNMENTAL the processing of coffee; Kenya Cooperative
SUPPORT STRUCTURES Creameries which processes milk from

cooperatives as well as from individual
Secondary and National Level Structures producers; Kenya Grain Growers Cooperative

Union which is a major importer and
The agricultural cooperative movement in distributor of fertilizers; Kenya Union of

most SSA countries is organized in a three- or Savings and Credit Cooperatives which
four-tier structure. The locally-based primary extends training and accounting services to the
societies, which normally cover a few savings and credit cooperatives; Cooperative
villages, have joined together to form Insurance Services which handles a substantial
district, provincial, or regional cooperative part of the insurance requirements of the
unions to serve their needs for centralized cooperatives; and the Cooperative Bank of
services in activity areas such as bulk Kenya which is the central financial institution
procurement and supply of farm inputs, crop of the movement and one of the largest banis
marketing and transport, administration of in the country. It should be borne in mind,
savings and loan programs, training, and however, that the government has played a
provision of accounting and other management key role in the establishment of most of these
services. In some countries, for instance in organizations and still has a considerable
Ghana and Zambia, there are two layers of influence in their operations.
cooperative unions, i.e. district unions and
regional unions. The hierarchical set-up of primary,

secondary, and tertiary cooperatives which
At the national level, there are typically exists in many SSA countries, as well as in

a number of tertiary cooperative organizations industrialized countries with a strong
which draw their membership from the cooperative movement, is intended to meet the
secondary unions and also, in some cases, needs of the primaries for volume purchasing,
from the primary societies. Examples of such marketing, processing, training, and so forth.
organizations are cooperative banks which For the local cooperatives, the unions and
serve as the central financing institutions for federations have much the same purpose that
the cooperative movement, crop-based the primary cooperatives have for their
national cooperatives which handle processing individual members. They enable the
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coopeatives to obtain goods and services at the financial resources of the cooperative
bolter terms they can by acting alone. movement are limited, donors could be
The apex cooperative can also provide a voice instrumental in speeding up the process of
for the local cooperatives in dealing with reducing government involvement and control
agencies of the governmeot. of cooperatives by supporting the transfer of

functions earlier vested in government
There are many examples in the region ministries and departments to secondary

of secondary cooperatives which play an cooperatives or other types of autonomous
imporant role in the provision of relevant and service and promotional organizations.
effective services to their affiliates. On the
other hand, there are also many instances Types and Functions of Secondary
whereby governments-with the intent of Cooperatives: Examples from Ghana,
channeling assistance to local Zambia, and Kenya
cooperatives-have created hierarchies of
regional unions and national federations as The most common type of secondary
part of the state-established and state- cooperatives in the agricultural sector are the
supported cooperative structures. Frequently, unions which typically operate within the
the primary cooperatives have been required administrative boundaries of a district, a
to cede a portion of their turnover or profit province, a region or both. The relevance and
margin to these secondary or tertiary bodies, effectiveness of the services vhich they
but have received little or no benefit in return. provide to their affiliated primary society vary
In several countries, namely Ghana, Nigeria, greatly from country to country as ciin be seen
an Zambia, governments have attempted to from a brief description of the situation in
create a hierarchical cooperative structure Ghana, Zambia, and Kenya.
congruent with the central and local
governnt set-up, which is notjustified from Ghana has, on paper but not in reality,
a commercial ad service point of view and an elaborate structure of secondary
which is too expensive for the primary cooperatives consisting of district unions as
societies to maintain. Consequently, as is the well as central unions at the regional level.
case in Ghana, the secondary, tertiary and All major types of cooperatives have their
national cooperatives have become dormant or own separate district and central unions,
havy continued to operate only when being resulting in an excessive proliferation of
financed firom govermnent or donor sources. secondary cooperative organizations. Their

number is out of proportion to the
Planners of projects with a cooperative membership base of primary societies.

component should be aware of the danger of Consequently, practically all unions have an
creating multi-layered cooperative structures insignificant business turnover and hardly any
which, when project financing is terminated, capability to provide services to their
cannot be sustained by their commercial affiliates. The large majority of the unions
operations and which therefore require have over time become dormant and those that
continuous contributions from their affiliates. continue to operate are-with a few
It is apparent, however, that efficiently exceptions-irrelevant to the needs of the
operatng regional unions and national primary cooperatives. The double set-up of
federations can play a useful role in the regional unions in Ghana and the existence of
provision of commercial and management several unions in each district and province, is
support services to the primaries. When, as an example of a structure created through
advocated in this report, the state-controlled government initiative in an effort to shape the
cooperative support structures are dismantled, croperative movement so that its structure
the need for movement-based support conforms with that of the government
organizations will increase. In cases where administration. The unions were formed
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wihout considtIn Io their financial and ticr members are given a comprehensive
viability and * X cost-efficiency of their range of support services. They include:
services. An elaborate secondary cooperative
structu of the type which was created in * Savings and credit facilities which
Ghana inevitably leads to high ovGchead costs, are administered on behalf of the
higb costs of goods and services provided to pimary societies through union
primary societies and their members, and poor banking and credit sections
competitiveness. Such unions are ill-equipped
to survive in the compedtive mark t which is * Bulk procurement of farm inputs,
emaging in Ghana and many othea African which are distributed to members
countries when agricultural markets are through the primary societies or
liberalized. through retail oudets operated by

the unions.
In Zambia, the cooperative unions were

initially formed at the provincial level and * Accounting and management
therefore cover large geographical areas. They support services. The coffee unions
are consequently strong in tenms of business maintain the books of accounts of
turnover, but because of government their affiliates and assist them in the
regulations of their business margins, not management and development of
stromg in terms of profitability and capital their activities.
accumulation. Nevertheless, they have been
able to extend a useful range of services to the 0 Staff training and member
primary societies, consistng of crop education. The unions conduct local
marketin,g, bulk supply of farm inputs and training of primary society staff and
consumer goods, production credit, and management committee members.
training. A characteristic feature of the union- They also organize member
primary society relationship in Zambia is that education events.
the primaries are financially controiled by the
unions and that most societies in reality are In addition, several unions have
mere appendages of the unions. This has established medium- or large-scale agro-
proved to be an impedinent to the processing plants with a view to providing
development of strong local cooperatives. their members with improved market outlets

for produce other than coffee,that is milk and
The situation was further disturbed by the maize.

government's decision to have another layer
of unions created in each district This Two observations are especially relevant
decision has been implemented starting in when assessing the performance and service
1989, despite calculations showing that capability of the coffee unions. First, the
majority of such unions had no potential for stronger unions have acquired a competence
viable operations. At the same time, the which would enable them to assume the
economic base of many provincial cooperative promotional functions which presently are
unions was taken away when their activities being carried out by the Ministry of
were split among some ten new district Cooperative Development in the primary
unions. societies in the coffee areas. Second, the

unions do not charge a general
The cooperative unions operating in the commission-as is the case in many other SSA

coffee areas in Kenya provide an example of countries-to cover their overheads, but sell
a relatively efficient secondary cooperative goods and services at cost plus a profit
strucure through which the primary societies margin. This creates a situation of

transparency whereby the primary societies
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can monitor the mo of goods and services cooperative development issues in the
received, and-if the unions arc not government department or ministry
competitive-can make alternative responsible for cooperatives. Adfinally, the
arrangements, grassroots level of the cooperative movement

did not give adequate support to national-level
Nadonal Ape Organitions ape bodies, which rendered the apex bodies

unable to mobilize sufficient funds internally
Practically all countries in the region within the rmvement for development of their

have a national cooperative apex body formed competence to act as effective spokespersons.
in most cases by government or through This lack of financial support from the
support from donor agencies with the twin membership can be attributed to their inability
objectives of being a spokeperson of the or failure to address issues relevant to the
cooperative movement and providing operations of the cooperatives.
promotional and commercial services needed
by the cooperatives. In some countries, other Several apex cooperative federations have
types of rural organizatons have established diversified their operations into commercial
apex bodies at the national level, often as a activities not related to their spokesperson's
means of coordinating technical and role with the objective of providing 'visible'
administave support (see Box 6 for the serices to their members, as well as
experience in Senegal). The experience of mobilizing fimds for financing their non
these apex bodies, particularly in the income-generating activities. The Kenya
cooperative sector, has largely been National Federation of Cooperatives, for
disappointing, both as a spokeperson for the instance, attempted in the 1970s to establish
cooperative movement and as suppliers of itself as an importer and wholesale supplier of
commercial services. They have not been fertilizers-this activity was discontinued due
able to exercise a decisive influence on the to large financial losses. Other commercial
development of the cooperative sector by activities, such as printing of stationery for
making their impact felt on matters relating to the cooperative movement, have been equally
cooperative policy or the conditions under unrewarding from a financial point of view.
which cooperatives have been operating.

The Kenyan experience, as well as
The failure of the apex cooperatives in similar examples from other SSA countries,

playing their spokesperson's role effectively confirms the earlier statement that an apex
can be attributed to several factors. The federation with the dual objective of being a
political and economic system which, during spokesperson as well as a supplier of
the first decades after independence, commercial services is unlikely to succeed.
emphasized the leading role of the state, was The diversity of operations often transcends
centrally directed and did not facilitate an the management capacity of the apex bodies,
open discussion of policy issues. The creates an unwieldy organizational and
cooperative movement was made an integral operational structure, and results in inefficient
part of a ruling political party with the o'erations and poor competitiveness. To the
consequent demand that the cooperatives abide extent that centralized commercial services are
by the decision of the party in power. In needed by the lower-level cooperatives and
Tanzania and Zambia, for instance, the apex have the potential of being organized through
bodies, the Cooperative Union of Tanganyika a nation-wide cooperative, they are perhaps
and the Zambia CooperativeFederation, were best provided through specialized
among the mass organizations constituting the cooperatives. Examples of such cooperatives
ruling party in their respective countries. are the Kenya Cooperative Creameries which
Cooperativepolicyandlegislation concentrate specializes in milk processing and the Kenya
the decision-making powers on all important Planters Cooperative Union which handles
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coffh processing and a number of other problems, partly due to its interal
coomrcidl urvices in the coffee mb-sector. management problems but mainly because of
Altough these organizatiosare not devoid of goverment regulations which made its
opational weaknesses, they have clearly operations unprofitable. Whether the
perfomed better than the multi-purpose Federation, given the same trading conditions
cooperatve apex federations in Kenya and as NAMBOARD in the past, will be able to
dsewhere. operate profitably must be regarded as highly

uncertain. A diagnostic review of the
Ihe issues which arise from the Zambian cooperative movement undertaken in

preceding text are, whether there is a early 1991 by Coopers & Lybrand confirmed
justification for national apex federations; if that at least in the short term ZCF has still a
so, what type of functions should they be major role to play as a cooperative apex
promoted to fulfill, and whether the apex organization in assisting and advising PCUs
federations can play a role in the and DCUs to enable them to take full
implementation of projects with a cooperative advantage of the new opportunities afforded
component. by market liberalization and other deregulation

and, in turn, to pass the benefits of their
As has been mentioned, the freedom of experience on to primary cooperatives. The

the apex federations to carry out their role as overall conclusion, however, is that the
spokespersons of the cooperatives and their cooperatives, within the framework of
possibilities of influencing cooperative policy privatization programs, should not be required
have hitherto been constrained in most to take over unprofitable enterprises nor
countries by the centralized political structure should they be loaded with responsibilitias for
and by the regulatory role of the state in the which they lack the financial and managerial
cooperative sector. The ongoing process of capacity.
political and economic liberalization is likely
to remove these constraints and provide the The FONGS in Senegal is an interesting
apex federations with the possibility of experiment with an apex body of another type
unctioning in much the same way as their of rural organization. It is organized in a

counterpart organizations in the industrialized very informal way with a simple office as a
countries. It can also be argued that the contact point but without full-time high level
cooperatives need an articulate and competent staff. The head of the organization will be
spokesperson to protect their interests in the available when called upon, and expenses will
design and implementation of policy and be paid for services rendered (for more details
instiutional reform programs. see Box 6.) Cooperative movements with

limited resources could consider similar
To governments and donors alike, apex arrangements, at least as an initial step

federations and other national and secondary towards a full-fledged cooperative apex body.
cooperatives may appear to be an attractive
alternative to parastatals and state-owned The core function of a national apex
entprises and a convenient instrument for federation should be to represent its members
the privatization of such enterprises. In in policy formulation and to devise strategies
Zambia, for instance, the major parastatal in and programs for the development of
the agncultural sector, NAMBOARD, with cooperative activities. For that purpose, the
responsibility for grain marketing, federations need to develop a cooperative
processing,and farm input supply, was research and planning capability. Other
transferred by the government to the Zambia activities, not related to the representative
Cooperative Federation (ZCF) and its function of the apexes, should be regarded as
affiliates. NAMBOARD has a history of peripheral, with the possible exception of
continuing financial losses and operational overall cooperative publicity and promotional
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actvities. Trading and other commercial Responding to a request from the
activities should preferably be organized cooperative department, donor agencies
through specialized cooperatives or provided assistance to establish a national-
companies. level cooperative training center. The center,

known as 'chez nous' locally, was established
as an autonomous institution and took over

In some cases, the apex federations have most of the cooperative department's training
a role to play in donor-suppored projects with and technical assistance responsibilities. As a
a cooperative component. Tley have been result of the transfer of responsibilities, it
successfully involved in project identification established a technical support unit that works
and design because of their intimate in close coordination with its training
knowledge about the needs of their member program. Technical assistance teams provide
cooperatives and their ability to participate in on-the-job training to cooperative managers
project implementation. A good example of and board members, provide advice on
this type of collabortion is the Uganda business activities, and assist in the
Cooperative Alliance and the Swedish establishment of new cooperatives. Since it
Cooperative Center (SCC) which have jointly began its operations in the early 1980s,
planned and implemented tehnical assistance Rwanda's cooperatives have undergone
projects since the mid-1980s. At present, considerable change. Manyof those dependent
however, the apexes in many countries lack on outside financing have closed their doors,
the professional capability to monitor while a number of new, stronger, and more
cooperative development, formulate viable cooperatives and informal groups have
cooperative development strategies, and come into existence. For the most part, the
design projects. These are activity areas which government has continued its policy of
may be considered for technical assistance by encouraging and promoting the development
donors. of cooperatives, but has left the major share

of responsibility to and the cooperatives
themselves.

Other Support Organizations
A similar cooperative training and

Because of the poor track record of the development institution was formed in Kenya
traditional apex federations, as well as that of in 1992. Known as the National Cooperative
government departments in the promotion of Education and Training Organization
cooperative development, alternative (NACETO), it is designed to take over a
institutional models for support to primary major portion of the trainiing programs in the
societies have been developed in some cooperative sector. Operating under a Board
countries in the region. of Trustees appointed by the cooperatives with

a Secretariat as its implementing body, the
Rwanda provides an example of a oDoperatives would organize decertralized

country where a major part of the promotional training programs. It would also, although the
functions have successfully been transferred decision to that effect is still pending, provide
from the government to an autonomous the local cooperatives with technical assistance
cooperative development institution. much in the same way as the center in
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, the Rwanda.
government had practiced a policy promoting
cooperatives as a means of organizing famers As mentioned earlier in this report, a
for the marketing of cash crops, particularly World Bank-sponsored study of cooperatives
coffee. The government s cooperative and other farmers' organizations
department was responsible for supervising recommended the establishment of a
and auditing the cooperatives. Cooperative Development and Education
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Center in Ghana (see Box 9) with an initially come from donor sources. Now the
autonomous institutional staus and with training activities are almost fully self-
objectives congruent with those of the financed, but some donor support is provided
Rwandan Center and NACETO in Kenya. for the research unit and for cooperative

development programs. The long-term
The establishment of cooperative trainiDg objective should, however, be to make these

and development institutions of the type institutions sustainable through contributions
referred to here requires a change of from the cooperative movement. Although
goverment policy and the role of the technical and financial assistance may initially
cooperative departments or ministries. have to play a prominent part in the
Furthermore, it is necessary to develop a establishment of autonomous training and
feasible model for fuiancing of the development organizations, a plan for ultimate
autonomous institutions. In the case of self-financing has to be built into the design of
Rwanda, the major part of the financing has a donor-supported development program.

Bax 9. Extract from "Re view of Cooperatives and Other Rural Organiaons in Ghana

The Review, (World Bak Report on 'Review of Cooperatives and Other Rural Organiztions in
Gh ' undcr preprtion) recommended the trfer of thc promotionl and development functionr of the
Cooperative Depatn to the cooperative movemcaL For that purpose, the revicw suglested the
establishment of a Coopative Dcvdopmeat and Education Centcr having its main activities management
system and busines devlopment and trainiog and education for cooperasives. It w recommendod to
consist of four units.

* The Coopera ve Systema Developmet Unit which would design, monitor and evoluate
management and ervice syst for thecooperastives. This ould include oaccounting, ecording
and businea management systems. a wll as procedures for provision of marketing, input
aupply, and saonal credit savices to mebers. In the arcs of output nmarting, for instance,
the unit would rearch the potential for coopwative iunvolvement, design guidelies for how the
marketiog operatios are to be organized, and develop recording and interl control systems
for the markeing activity.

* The Cooperative Deveopment and Education Unit wbich would support implementation of the
syses through train ing and education, and through advisory assitace to the primary societies.
This would be done by:

- a field unit of Dihrict Cooperative Dcvdopmcnt and Education Offices who would work
direcdy with the primary scietics as busins development advisors and educators;

- the Cooperative College which would provide upecialized busines and job-oriented
trining for m gerial sLaff of coopeatives. A correspondene study unit would be
established under the College to davdop and conduct course for cooperative staff and
maagement commimtc member.

* Ihe Public relation Unit which would keep the public informed about cooperativedevelopment
through the mass media.

* The Personnel Policy Unit which would develop policies and guidelies for recruiting,
developing ad motivating staff.

The Center wa recommended to be established as an autonomous body within the cooperative
movemeCt.
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The experien avaiable from Kenya organition include cooperative development
demonstrates the wlingns and ability of the consultancy in addition to taining and
cooperatives to finance a m-ijor part of their education.
traiing costs. In the decentralized taning
program which is presendy being carried out There is, in conclusion, a need to
under the auspices of the cooperative seek altenatives to the existing arrangements
ministry, and which is planned to be for cooperative promotion and development in
rnsferred to the new institution, cooperatives order to achieve the objective of reduced
already contribute approximay half of the government involvement and control. The
costs. The cooperative movement has also traditional cooperative set-up may not provide
made an iniial commitment to finance the an appropriate institutional basis for
investment costs related to the establishment cooperative training and development. The
of NATECO and to carry its operating apex federations, although presently having
expenses through course fees and annual training and development among their
contributions. Supplementary investment objectives, should preferably concentrate on
funds, as well as technical assistance from their representative function and may not be
donor sources are, however, expected to be the best institutional option foi training and
needed, especially if the activides of the development activities.
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5 EFFECTIVE DONOR ASSISTANCE TO
RURAL ORGANIZATIONS

Donor agencies have provided substantial government on the design and implementation
technical and financial resources for the of such policies should form an essential part
development of cooperatives and other farmer of donor assistance to rural organizations.
organiations in Sub-Saharan Africa. In the
case of the World Bank, some figures were The second important issue is how
quoted in Chapter 1. Another example could to channel development aid to cooperatives
be taken from the Nordic countries which, and other farmer organizations. Experience in
since the late 1960s have provided extensive many African countries has shown that
technical assistance to Kenya, including over resources channeled through a government
600 man-years of personnel services. department of cooperatives have been largely
Although there are examples of external ineffective. Rather than strengthening the
assistance having oDntributed significantly to cooperatives, tis type of assistance has
the development of viable cooperatives, it is tended to strengthen government control over
evident that the results in general have fallen their activities. In view of this experience,
short of expectations. The disappointing alternative channels for donor assistance need
results of many donor-funded projects which to be considered in projects involving
atempted to strengthen rural organizations, cooperatives.
and especially cooperatives, can in great part
be aruibuted to the policy enviromnent in The third issue of importance to
which they have operated, the institutional development assistance is its composition and
channels used for their implementation and the activity orientation. Obviously, the design of
composition and orientation of support assistance programs will have to depend on
activities. the specific constraints to be addressed and

the objectives to be achieved. There are,
Three key issues are found however, some key lessons which can be

repeatedly throughout the region. First, the learned from past experience in the region
national policy and regulations framework which are applicable to most cooperative
determines whether the proposed assistance development efforts.
can possibly succeed, even if correctly
implemented. It is clear from the experience DONOR ASSISTANCE AND THE
described in Chapter 3 that the design and POLICY FRAMEWORK
implementation of development projects with
a rural organizations component must be Donor influence has been one of the most
based on a critical analysis of the policy important elements in bringing about policy
environment. Before entering into support change in the countries studied for this
programs, donors should ensure that the document. Although the changes have, by
overall development policies and the and large, been slower than hoped for, they
legislation, as well as the agricultural would most likely not have happened at all
marketing and pricing policies allow rural without donor support. Cameroon, Guinea,
organizations to operate as viable business and Senegal are representative of the countries
enterprises and in accordance with where donor coordination and donor influence
internationally accepted principles. Advising have resulted in improved policies toward
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oDoperatives and other rural groups. While a proiiferation of theprimary cooperatives and
some progress in the improvement of official jeopardized the financial viability of the large
policy has been made in Niger, Burundi, and majority of societies. Furthermore, being
Rwanda, there is need for additional change. integrated into the political and administrative

structure and subject to control by the state
The policy framework has also been the and the ruling party, the cooperatives could

central factor determining the results of the not develop into financially viable business
Nordic assistance, especially in Taizania but organizations. Because of these constraints
to some extent also in Kenya. Initiated in the inherent in the policy, the Nordic donors
mid-1960s, the Tanzanian project -.as decided to discontinue their assistance.
designed to promote a conventional structure
of primary societies, regional unions and a Tbis example illustrates how a donor-
national apex cooperative through assistance supported project, despite a long period of
in the fields of training, management support and substantial financial and technical
development and related activities. After inputs may fail to achieve a sustainable impact
more than a decade of donor assistance, because of an inappropriate policy framework
during which the management performance of or the lack of a policy.
the regional unions and their affiliates had
greatly improved, the government revised its The Nordic experience in Kenya is less
policy on cooperatives, dissolved the explicit, but points in the same direction as
cooperative unions and transferred their that from Tanzania. There is an increasing
activities as weJl as assets to parastatal realization, especially among the cooperative
organizations. The primary societies were development organizations formed by the
absorbed into the Ujamaa Village structure. movements in the Nordic countries, that the
The Nordic countries continued to support KNCDP in the past may not have paid
economic activities organized in the villages sufficient attention to the overall policy
hrough pseudo-cooperatives. After a few framework. Concentrating its development

years, however, the weaknesses of the system efforts on improvement of the internal
of parastatals dealing directly with the villages operations of the cooperatives, KNCDP has
became apparent. Their deficient marketing failed to stress sufficiently the need for a
and supply services negatively affected liberalization of agricultural marketing and
agriculturalproduction. At the same time, the pricing policies, as weU as cooperative
parastatals incurred heavy financial losses. In legislation as prerequisites for a sustainable
the early 1980s, the government decided to development of viable and democratically
allow the re-establishment of the unions. controlled cooperatives.
However, not being able to recover a
significant part of their assets from the There are, however, also a number of
parastatals, the unions faced difficulties in less successful features of KNCDP. Efforts to
restarig their operations. promote sustainable cooperatives in the

marginal areas of the country have generally
The support from the Nordic counties been disappointing. This is largely explained

was once again redesigned to conform with by their lack of business potential and serves
the new cooperative set-up. The unions to underline the argument advanced in earlier
became the main target of assistance. There sections of this report that cooperatives, in
was, however, another policy issue which had order to succeed, need an adequate volume of
not been resolved, the government promotion business to make them financially viable and
of village-based primary cooperatives which sustainable.
were closely affiliated with the political
structure. The policy of promoting a Although KNCDP has contributed
cooperative society in each village resulted in successfully to the upgrading of the
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Box 10. Kenya: Donor Assianmc In Insldaon Buading

An impotant fearo of the KNCDP in its desig a a cooperave secto r progam with a multi-xativity
oriaeaio. This is based on th perepotion tha maccf prootion of coopeatives equire atttion to
be give to all apect of ntiutiona caacity-buiing. inludiag number education, managemet qryms
developmect, taff traiung ad busm daevelopmnt Lhe core acivitie of the program durig the moat
of the implenentation period have been:

- deigp ad implementation of eandadized accowuntig ad other managemnt system for tbe
various bua_ness activitie of coopertive socities ad union;

- development of a *rucure and program for trining of aff of the coopcrative movment -
well *r the Ministry of Coopeative Devlopmen;

- pronotion or mmber education activities wkh the vie to assuring ful partcipation by the
mmbes in the davelopmcnt and maagement of their socieies

- pronmotion of bu _s activit with the view to enable gicltural cooperatives to diversify

thei member aervices into nw actviy areas such a banking and _mrchandiing; and

- promoton of mcoedmy ad ntiona cooperave in order t satify the need for centalied

smce by the prdiay so and tbeir membe.

To a large cn the ItNCDP ha the chaacter of an'itutioal eogiing' progrm which

focus its effocs on the cretion of a well-managed network of coapatives at the primay wel the
scondary and natona levd. As poited ots in su ive evaluaions of the KNCDP, tbis approch bh

resulted in a sgifnt upgrading of the management performace of the coopertive and the dvdeopment

of ipota ntw svies to mmber. I a wo*ksop reviwig the res of he 1986 evalstion, the

factors contibutig to the success we identfid to include:

- the abataa scale of dte progra ad the long q0n of ye over which t ba qread;

- the coucena_on of aid fio an donow ure whih hus contributed to cosiancy and
atandardization; and

- the lap input of technicl amiatac staff with appropriate ikila. (DANIDA 1986, pp. 74).

management perfiormance and service successfully in terms of diversity of activities
capability of cooperatives, especially in the and management performance with
high-potential areas of the country, it is contributions from KNCDP, seem to have
questionable whether this has been done been negatively affected by the prevailing
within a policy framework that is conducive to marketng policies giving them a monopoly on
the emergence of competitive and genuine marketing of coffee from the smallholder
cooperatives. The program has had litde sector. Operating without competition from
impact on the policies of the govemment. other marketing intermediaries, they lack the
Where cooperatives have failed, in spite of incentive to operate efficiently. They have in
technical and financi assistance, their failure recent years come under mounting criticism
has often originated from their subordinated because of high operating costs and low
position in the agricultural marketig system payments to members. Although seemingly
and from inaqua trading margins given to strong in terms of management and business
them inthe reguled pricing system. Even volume, many of them may not be able to
the coffee cooperatives, which have developed compete effectively in an open markeeL
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Developing a satisfactory policy convince the government of the need for
environment is only part of the batde. Once change.
donors have succeeded in effecting changes in
policy, they should collectively turn their Senegal is another case in point. The
attention to the constraints at the level of cooperatives were created by the government
policy implementation. Just as coordinated and have repeatedly received donor assistance
efforts by donor organizaions have had an with the objective of 'revitalizing' and re-
influence on improving policy, the donors strucuringa the cooperative movement. In
need to help govemments focus on the 1983, with donor assistance, the official
impediments present in govermment agencies cooperative structure was again reorganized
and at the regional and local levels of the into some 4,500 sections cooperatives.
administration to the effective implementation Almost all of the donor-provided technical and
of these policies. financial assistance, however, was

concentrated at the top of the system, the
Union Nationale des Cooperatives Agricoles

CHANNELS FOR DONOR ASSISTANCE du Sdndgal, and served to strengthen its
control over the local cooperatives.

Assistance through the Goverxment The bulk of the Nordic cooperative
Increases Government Control assistance to Tanzania as well as Kenya has

been channeled through the government
Cameroon provides an interesting ministries responsible for cooperative

illustration of failed donor coordination and development. This has strengthened the
the consequences of contradictory donor capacity of these ministries to control and
approaches. In recent years the donor promote the cooperatives and may have
community has been most concerned about the contributed to their rapid growth in terms of
results of assistance intended for developing staff establishment. For example, in Kenya
the private sector, such as various types of the number of staff in the Ministry of
rural organizations, but channelled through Cooperative Development (MOCD) increased
government. One hypothesis of this study from 163 in 1963 to 1,868 in 1983 (Gyllstrom
states that donor-financed cooperative devel- 1988, p. 88) and further to 2,576 in 1991
opment activities channeled through (Kenya 1990, pp. 663-666).
government Cooperative Departments tend to
reinforce state control over cooperative Critics of the approach of channeling
activities.^ assistance to rural organizations through the

govermment structure have pointed out that it
During the period when the donor is ineffective and rns counter to the basic

comzmunity was negotiating with the principles of private, member-controlled
government to restructure its cooperative organizations. For example in Kenya, the
department (see Chapter 1), and reduce the growth of MOCD is not matched by a
Department of Cooperatives' control over the corresponding growth of the agricultural
cooperatives, a joint ILOIFAO cooperative cooperatives as measured by the share of
development project was initiated and smallholders in gross marketed production
technicians were placed in the field. The which acally fell from 48 percent in 1971 to
leaders of the Department resisted donor 43 percent in 1983. If coffee is excluded, the
efforts to reduce its role and the number of its decline was even more pronounced, from 25
staff, but the project placed two technicians in percent in 1971 to only 10 percent in 1983
the Department itself with the specific (Gyllstrom 1988, p. 167). This brings into
objective of strengthening it This support question the effectiveness of the promotional
made it more difficult for the donors to activities of MOCD, the focus of which has
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been on the promotion of cooperatives in the there is not sufficient information to evaluate
agricultural sector. their effectiveness.

As Hyden says in his contribution on Although the hypothesis is not directed at
institutional and political issues to the World the involvement of international NGOs, there
Bank Report, Sub-Saharan Afica: From is some evidence from Niger (see lThe
Crisis to Sustainable Growth, A Long-Tenn Development of Cooperatives and Other Rural
Perspecive Study, 1989, where bureaucracy is OrganizationsL The Role of the World Bank,
used to acting at its own pace and in its own Selected Country Studies,' forthcoming) that
interest, spontaneous local efforts cannot highlights the difficulties these organizations
expect much of its support or encouragement. face in providing assistance to rural groups.
New support structures outside government The effectiveness of the approach described in
must therefore be created. the Niger case study attracted the attention of

a number of international NGOs operating in
Assistance through NGOs Niger. Most of the expatriate NGO

technicians working in Niger for the first time
Channelling assistance for developing and tend to be unprepared for the very low level

strengthening rural organizations through non- of management skills and experience available
govermental organizations, or at least in the country, particularly in the rural areas
involving them in the process, has been the where the literacy rate averages only about
objective of various donor agencies for quite five percent. There is a tendency, therefore,
some time. These agencies include some to design projects based on expectations that
international organizations and official are too high.
bilateral aid agencies, but specifically
interational and national NGOs. In the A second, and more important, handicap
process of channeling development assistance to the implementation of development projects
to support the development of rural by NGOs is that they are required to operate
organizations NGOs can act as providers of through or under the direction of one or more
such assistance, executing agencies of government agencies. In contrast to the
technical assistance projects, and at local project described in the Niger case study,
levels as intermediary organizaions, filling which operates with a high degree of autono-
the gap between the local people and various my, the NGOs are tied to particular
organizations providing the assistae. government services. Here, too, their

expectations of motivation, efficiency and
The example of FONGS and the peasant effectiveness are too high. The major barriers

associations of Senegal (see 'The to the effectiveness of international NGOs are
Development of Cooperatives and Other Rural at the level of government. Expatriate NGO
Organizations: A Role for the World Bank, staff in Niger frequently expressed their belief
Selected Country Studies," forthcoming) that their development projects were traiing
provide at least some measure of support for the wrong people, that ways needed to be
the hypothesis that project are more likely to found to train the decision-makers, and to
succeed when local NGOs provide an train the government officers whose
intensive level of support and advice tailored authoritarian approach to the rural population
to farmers' needs. FONGS and member was more of a hindrance than a help to their
organizations have generally resisted projects.
involvement with donors, although direct
discussions were held between FONGS and Assistance through Autonomous Institutions
representatives of the Bank in early 1991.
While there are other NGOs in Senegal that The hypothesis that technical assistance
are collaborating with donors, at this point and support services provided by an
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autonomous institutions are more effective should be made of the approach, often
than dthose provided by government, seems to referred to as the movement-to-movement
be supported by the experience of the semi- (MTM)approach. In response to the mounting
aotonowmous project in Niger nd tha of criticism against the ineffectiveness of
IWACU in Rwanda (see Box 11). promoting, particularly, cooperatives through

the government structure and the
Although other atmpts have also been incompatibility of this approach with basic

made with such an approach, ae for example cooperative values, some donors, especially
in Kenya, or are scheduled for implementation the Nordic countries, have started to
(Ghana), the Rwanda case is the only emphasise direct movement-to-movement
meaningfull experience of an autonomous collaboration. Specialized movement-based
institution assisting cooperatives and other development aid organizations have been
group-based organizations. To a significant formed with the objective of providing
extent, that assistance has been effective; assistance to cooperatives in developing
IWACU has had a strong impact on the countries.
county's cooperative sector. It has been
designated by USAID as an indigenous NGO, The essence of MTM collaboration is the
a sts that enables it to receive funding development of institutional links between the
direcdy from the agency rather than through Nordic cooperatives and those in the recipient
an intermediary (although as yet, the countries. This arrangement aims at enabling
institution has preferred to have any fimding the cooperatives in SSA and elsewhere to take
channeled through a U.S. cooperative advantage of the experience of their Nordic
development organization). A serious counterpart organizations. The current phase
problem for IWACU in recent years, caused of the KNCDP includes a component of MTM
by the donors who supported it, has been the collaboration, the most prominent of which is
difficulty of keeping its staff. Its well-tained the assistance to the cooperative banking
staff, a rare commodity in Rwanda, have institutions. This has enabled the Cooperative
atracted the attention of another technical Bank of Kenya to initiate the development of
assstance organizaion which has enticed staff operational systems and banking strategies on
away from the center by paying twice the the basis of the experience of Nordic banks.
level of salaries that 1WACU can afford.
IronicaUy, that project is also financed by The experience available from Kenya and
USAID. Ihis aspect is discussed furhoer ler r other countries where MTM collaboration is
on in this chapter. practiced shows that it is a feasible model for

promoting cooperative development,
Lack of coordination among donors and especially in the case of cooperative

between donors and the govement was wel organizations which have reached a
reflected in Equatorial Guinea where one comparatively high level of maturty in their
donor supported the creation of commercially business operations. Such cooperatives have
operated cooperative service centers and the the capability to apply the advanced
other provided some of these same st.vices at management systems and operational
subsidized rates. The expeience in procedures which are characteristic of the
Equatorial Guinea highlights many other Nordic cooperatives. The Nordic expeience
aspects of cooperative development as well is less applicable to cooperativeorganizations
(see Box 12). which are at an early stage of development.

Movement-to-Movement Appread The sociocultural environment in which
mrra cooperatives operate is often a constraint

As a specific type of non-govrmental to the effective implementatien of MTM
develpmt assistance, specia menion programs. The behavior of cooperative
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Bor 11. Rwanda: Promotion of Cooperatives by an Autonomous Insttution

Like Camroo, trougbout *bo 196. and 1970., the govenmmt had grlly prcicod d policy promoting
coopeav.a ammsoforpniziogfarmrfor temacrktingorcashmps.pauicuycoffe& In tery.
if oot in aua pratice, th govermet's dqame_ or cooperatives wa reqosihba for surviing and

auditig the coopertives and for taining of manae ad bouad mmber. the roque from the
dpsrmemcsprogreedircor, donoragnciesprovidedmiaacetoealiba natioma-vd coopeatiwv
trig canrw. Once the camr (now known as IWACU 'cbez non in the l langge), was
embliahod, the miniater reapomble for cooperatives approved its recogition as an auionows, nun-prorit
inatution ad traferred to it mnot of the deupst's training and techical aoiaace raponubilii.

AB a dirc resut of the tranfer of rxyonsibiities, IWACU ateMblihd a technical support unit that
works ioedoa coordinationwitb it triningprogranm. Technical aaistnctsmprovidoon-the-jobtraining
to cooperaive mmanger and board members, asat cooperaties with the stig up of account yaei
in the locl languge, provide dvice on business activitiea, and aist the eatsbimbntof new coopeatives.
Sine IWACU bcgn its opetions in the eady 1980, Rwanda's coopeatives have undergone considerable
change. May of those dependet on outsWide rumcing have doued their doors, wbile a number of now,
rued mor viable cooperatiand informal groups havecome into exiten. For tie moat put, the

government hcontinued its policy of encourgingand promoting tbe davdopmLofcoperatives, but ha
been willing to leave tbh major wre of responsibility to IWACU and to the coopeatives tmslves.

members and leaders in dhe traditional rurl functioning as a technical backstopper.
settng is influenced by social and culural
value systms which are often incompatible The experience from the regional
with the business management techniques and cooperaive project in Tanzania also illustrates
rationale of cooperative enteprises in the need to ensure that the cooperatives in the
industrial countries. donor counties, have a sufficient understand-

ing of the capacity of their counteparts in
The need to undetand and take into developing countries to adopt new concepts of

account the socio-cltural enviroment in the management. This requires the development
design and implementation of 1TlM is con- of a resource base of personnel in the donor
firmed by the Swedish Cooperative Center's cooperatives with adequate knowledge of the
(SCC) experience from a regional cooperative activities of their partners and the conditions
development project in Tanzania. The project under which they are operating. This has
was designed to be implemented with assis- proved to be a constaint to the deveopment
tance from the Swedish farm input supply of MTM activities. Donor cooperaives are
cooperative assistance. When implementation fully occupied with their normal business
started, it was soon realized tagt the recipient activities and are often reluctant to allocate
cooperatives did not have the capacity to resources to development cooperation.
assimilate a new management concept based
on the Swedish model, as the difference in Financing is another constraint to the
management culture between the Swedish and expansion of MTM programs. The Nordic
Tanzanian cooperatives proved to be wider cooperatives, although contributing financially
than expected and project activities had to be to their cooperative development organza-
rescheduled. The original idea of the Swedish tions, are normally not in a position to
model being the mentor in technical matters provide consulting and other services to their
had, to a large extn, to be abandoned. counterparts below cost. Even the more
Instead, it was found necessary to rely more advanced cooperatives in SSA find and the
on local consultancy companies with SLR fees charged by the Nordic cooperatives
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Box 12. Equatorial Guinea: Success in the Face of Many Constraints

Thb consumer coopcratives, craft cooperatives and mvings and credit mocietiec of Equatoral Ouine
provide impornt exmnples of mnember initiativc and a strong mancw of member ownership. Tat county
almo, unfortunatcly, provide examples of government interrcrencc. competition and lack of coordiation
anong donors, an indlectivcjuatice sytem and cthnic rivalrics. To urderand the current situation and
mppreciate the progrerc and initiative of the typed of groups mentioned, ome background in necesay.
Although all aspect of the following decwription do not fit nealy in this sccion dealing with a sens of
member ownership, the situation needs to be presented m a wholc.

Following the termination of a long period of violent, dictatorial rule, which left much of the country's
cocoa and coffee production in ruins and saw the farmers retreat into a subaisesce level of exisence. external
asaistance wa roquested to revive the old system of coopecamive originally mt up under the Spmish colonial
regime. Th cooperatives, usually village-based, had handled the collection and drying of cooa and coffee
ad served - the intermediary between the producers and the govenmnent marketing agency. A donor-
financed project quicidy detcnnined that the old coaperativc structures could not be revived to a levd of
viability. The country had lost its hare of the international cocoa and coffee makeb and, given the
increaed production in other countries nd the declining world mkrket prices, it ws reommanded that
scarce government resources should not be inveted in these products. The most pressing need for the
country (in the ealy 1980.) was increased food crop production. The harshns of the dkiatorship had
caused the farmers to ccea producing and sedling food crops in the public markets and to produee only
enough kur their own funilie. In responseto this need, the project focused on facilitatingthe production and
marketing of food ".rops The first tp wa the devdopment of a cooperative tranport system.

Two Coopertive Service Centers (CSCs) wereesablihed to operate the transport sym and povide
technical istance to groups intrsed in organizing cooperatives. Tlroughout the histoy of the ppnject,
there are many examples of govcrnment interference, both at the national and local levels, and the abue of
project facilities and services by government officials. There are also many cxamples of rural goups
organizing succesful cooperatives to operate consumer shops and undenake other economic activitie. Moat
of the membem of tbemc cooperatives were women and they demonstrated a strong sense of member
ownerhip and control.

The cooperative scrvice centers provided training and technical aistniseto the coopertiv. In some
instances, small short-term loans were also provided. CSC trucks operated weekly routes to transport food
crops from the village cooperatives to the public narkes in the urban areas. To help bring thin mervice to
alevdlofwef-financing,amajorconcernofthedonoragency thecooperaivespaidfee totheCSC. Tbhes
fees were gradually increased over sevral yea with the intention that the cooperative tranort system be
fully welf-axnced. In the late 19810, ho,ever, the World Bank provided a loan and developed a project for
the renovation of Equatorial Guinea's cocoa production. The project included a subsidized transportation
system. Becsum they wero mble to obtain subsidized transport, te producers sbifted away from the
coopertive transport system to that of the cocoa project. As result, the busines volume of the coopeative
systm declined and it began to lose money, an importnt factor in the donor's decision to terminate the entire
projecL

On the more postive side, the technical assistance provided by the project resukted in the development
of a number of coopeatives that appear to be sufficiently strong and well-mngod that they will continue
thir activities despite the dosing of the project. As noted above, the membership of sevl of these
coopertives consiss entirely, or almoat ctirely, of women, nd tbe member wero very active in their
organization. One cooperative visited on the principal isaad had a membership of thirty-ght women and
two me, although the men were ully considered as only 'honorsry menber' becaus they had bee
helpful to the women in the construction of their consumer shop. The men took no part in the mmberAip
mecetingthatwasbeldduringthevisiL This dynamiccoopeativecontratwithanother predominnyfanae
cooperative visited on the mainland. Here the membeship consitd of some forty women nd eight m,
andmostofthegroup's activitieswerecarrialooitbythewomen. Duringthmembersbipmeeting,bover,
the males dominteod the disumion. The president, vice president and svnel of the other boad m te

wer maes. There ws juat one nedium-level post held by a woma.
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prohibitively high. This constraint has so far selected West African countries and on
been solved through financing from the agricultural products, which normally are too
development aid budget. Most of the MTM difficult to be exported by local cooperatives,
programs implemented by SCC have been such as fruit and vegetables.
financed in this way. Unfortunately, this
brings both the donor and the recipient In this approach, it is in the interest of
government back into the picture, when the both parties to make sure the possible
overall objective has been to reduce their assistance provided by industrial country
influence. For example, in Sweden, the SCC cooperatives is in the areas crucial for the
is obliged to follow the basic policies of successful operation of cooperatives in the
SIDA, as stipulated in the agreement between developing countries. The initial experience
these two parties (Genberg 1982, p. 10). The has been very positive, but a lot of work is
ultimate objective, however, is that the needed before such commercial contacts have
institutional links would become independent been established with a significant number of
of subsidies and develop into a commercial cooperatives in developing regions. Further
relationship. development and expansion of the proi amn by

ILO will require considerable resources from
The MTM programs are also affected by various donor agencies, besides the initial

the same policy-related factors which support from France.
influence other cooperative development
endeavors. Cooperativedevelopmentpolicies, Although there are obstacles to the
when based on the concept of government expansion of the MTM approach of
intervention and control, tend to complicate cooperative development promotion, it
the implementation of MTM programs. appears to have a number of positive
Regulations of prices and marketing attributes which makes it an attractive
arrangements constrain the development of alternative to the traditional government-to-
cooperative business activities and may government programs:
jeopardize the effect and sustainability of
MTM assistance. * It strengthens the independence of

the cooperative movement, whereas
Another interesting experiment between support to cooperatives through the

cooperative movements in Europe and in goverment structure increases
Africa is being promoted by 11.0, in close government coatrol of the
collaboration with the French cooperative movement.
organizations, particularly the national
federation of agricultura cooperatives * It facilitates the direct transfer of
(Confdderation Franaise de la Coopdration business management knowledge
Agricole). This approach aims at establishing which is especially relevant for the
commercial relationships between the more mature cooperatives in
cooperatives in Africa (producers/primary developing countries.
processors/sellers) and in Europe
(impcrters/rezail distributors). With initial * By exposing cooperatives in
support from the French government, the developing countries to the concept
11.0-executed Inter-cooperative -roject (Projet of cooperatives as member-
Intercooperatif) has studied t possibilities controlled business enterprises, it
for establishing such Dollaboration, initiated can contribute tO a change of
the commercial contacts, developed the attitude among cooperative leaders
methodology and accumulated the necessary and government policymakers and
knowledge or replicating the experiment thereby facilitate the necessary
more widely. The project has focused on policy reforms.
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* It is more efficient than the MTM approach may avoid the pitfalls ad
traditional government-to- problems of working though government or
goverment assistance becase it is thrugh orgaiza duo t must work under a
channeled directly to the governmt agency. lhe problem, however.
beneficiaries without intermediaries. is that such autonomous institons are rare in
This presupposes, however, that Africa.
government policy recognizes the
right of cooperatives to enter into In a cooperative sminar in Helsinki in
MTM collaboration arrangements May 1992, a representative of the Uganda
without being subject to undue Cooperative Alliance sated in his concluding
government regulations and remarks (Kabuga 1992, p. 15) that the
controlled implementation activities. grassroots strucure G. the cooperative

movement has proved to be a very useful
* By being based on direct delivery system for donor assistance to the

involvement of the recipient agricultural sector in Uganda. It should be
cooperatives in the identification, added here, however, that cooperatives and
planning and implementation of other rural organiations should not only be
MTM activities, the MTM programs seen and assessed as delivery mechanisms for
are likely to be more relevant to the technical assistance but accepted as
needs of the cooperatives than organizaions owned and controlled by
programs conceived by government members and worthy of assistance in
planners. developing and being supported as such. This

aspect has been ignored by most donor
- MTM collaboration has the potential agencies in their efforts to disburse the

to develop into a commercial allocated technical and financial assistance in
relationship between the the most effective and speediest way.
cooperatives in the developing Another inportant issue stressed by the
nations and those in the donor representative is that donors, by virtue of
countries. This may include having the fimds ard other necessary
commodity trade, joint ventures in resources, tend not to take the views of the
the field of agro-processing and recipients adequately into consideration in

amaufacturing, and management designing the programs for developing and
contracts. strengthening the existing rural organizations

or in establishing new ones. Nevertheless, the
The MTM model of cooperative approach appears to be very promising and

development collaboration is relatively new the possibility of assisting the development of
and the experience available is therefore too this kind of intermediary should be examined
limited for a definite judgement on its as projects are being developed.
qualities. However, the results achieved so
far are largely positive. The Rwanda example
of IWACU (see Box 11) could, however, be
quoted as one of the most effective means of THE BALANCE BETWEEN DONOR
proving movement to movement assistance. SUPPORT AND SELF-RELIANCE
The development collaboration between SCC
and the Uganda Cooperative Alliance (UCA) A persistent theme throughout this paper
is anoter example of the MTM approach in is that cooperatives and other farmer
cooperative development in Sub-Saharan organizations essentially concern self-help
.Afica. Some views of the management of response by members to their own self-
UCA on the advantages of MTM perceived needs. In order to be sustainable,
collaboration are presented in Box 13. The the organizations must reflect and respond to
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BOX 13. Ugaad& Redplet's View of Vowmt-u-MovwmM 4pproach

Swodihh m oec for _vemtv development n Ugad a deLeW diecdy tlouge th Swedimb
CoaperativCaite (8CC) to theUgandan cooperstrvemoverocnz. 'hu movcmc.st-to-movmneatollaboration
k. faciiated the delopme of the Uganda Coopeative Aliae (UCA) incraaisy nuinnomo..
orpaizaoa. bae alaO cotribueod to the rwiuion of got'crment policies Nd cooperative legisation which
IINe bu lbealized.

1 the view of ohe UCA. the movemat4o-movemnat collaboration a foatered paitnhap ad
enhanced newokag betwee cooperaive i developed and developin countri. Capacity-building a te
owmmac of the _mvaoat-t-wmove t approh - it eable the excangen of cooperative epericoce ad
mm_ta know-bow. The experience of the UCA showa that dire collaboration ba the followinS

* It addrees the wood of te intded bcecicasric.

* It cotntbre to a atmoephre of mutual trusL Due to this. ther are leu conditioalikie is
uavm _t_-t-ovcmt support thA in govenmen-to-govcrnmcns development progams.

* Movmnnt4oto-movemnet rupport allow. flexibility. Reaounrcc can be reallocaed e to allow
for chaiSin pnoritie and projet implemetion difriculties which may ara.

* Decision-making is quick becewe procedure. we reatively fre of bureaucratic proedures.

Bandeatpoints iaed above, nomeprecondition. for succes.fufM collaboratiomand lkno from
thin expeiec mre:

* In oider to saccoed, the objectives of thb intnded ationu mut be very celdy
defined.

* There must be muua tust between the collaborating partns.

* The recipient organization must e fiuly involved in awlection of the technical
amigmne peaonoel and have the fnl my in thcir in their recruiment

* Diea finncia aupport in the forn of gants should he avoided and inaad import
support anangeamtsl iUstiied.

* To make a r_ovmat-mova_t program suceca.ul, it i. necemry to have the
approval ad suppogt of the tno governments involved.

the needs of their membes, and their constraint upon it. It is a valid and
operations must be commensurate with the unsurprising generalizadon of world-wide
ability of members to manage, control, and expenence that the greater the degree of
finance the business. interference by govermments in cooperative

enterprise, the greater the degree of
As noted by Bottomley (1989, pp. 142- incompetence and failure.'

143), 'Action from any source that inhibits
the process of self-help, self-administration, The observation that rural organizaions
and self-direction is inimical to genuine have the best potential for success if inifiated
cooperatie development and acts as a and managed by their members raises the
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question of the role of donors and other successful implementation of the agricultural
external intvention agents in promoting such liberalization and institutional reform
organizaons. There is a potential conflict programs that the Bank is supporting in the
between the aspiration of donom to support region. The Bank and other donors can
farmer enterprises and the growing empirical promote a conducive policy environment by:
evidence that external assistance often proves
counterproductive by creatig unsusnainable * Building a capability within national
cooperatives perpetually dependent on cooperative organizations and other
subsidies and other support from their farmer organizations to serve as
promoters. ITis potential for conflict should spokespersons of the farmers. The aim
not, however, lead to the conclusion that should be to create structures within such
donors have no role to play in promoting organizations that can analyze policy-
member-controlled rural organizations. related constraints and can present well-
Nevertheless, it is evident that any documented proposals to government
promotional effort must be designed so that it authorities for amendments of policies
does not usurp the prerogative of members to and legislation. Ihis type of support
identify their own needs and to manage their would involve assistance for training of
own organizations. Such a design calls for a planning and research officers and, on a
sensible balape between the development selective basis, financial assistance for
aspirations of donors and the abilities and the execution of studies and surveys.
perceptic us of members (Bottomley 1989, p.
163). * Providing direct consultancy support

from cooperative movements in
Donors can play a role in the industrialized countries for the design of

development of genuine member-controlled policy and institutional reform measures.
organizations in two ways:

* Facilitating governments' acceptance of
0 By contribun through a policy appropriate policy changes by advocating

dialogue with governments and the rural their implementation in policy dialogues
organizations themselves, to the creation with the governments.
of a policy fiamework which is
conducive to the establishment and An example of an initiative by the World
growth of viable farmer enterprises. Bank to identify areas of policy reforms in the

cooperative sector is given in Box 14, which
o By providing famer organizations with illustrates a situation that is probably typical

technical knowledge and access to in most SSA countries. Extensive reforms of
supplementary, non-subsidized loan cooperative development polices, legislation,
financing so as to enable members to and government involvement in cooperatives
carry out the activities that they are required.
themselves have identified as their need-
based priorities. Operational Support by Donors

Donor Suportfor Policy Reforms Given the diversity of the activities of
cooperatives and other rural organizations and

The area of policy review and reform is the widely varying needs and capabilities of
one where which the World Bank has a members, it is hardly possible to conceive a
particularly prominent role to play. The prototype model for donor assistance. There
growth of private business organizations are, however, a number of lessons that can be
serving the marketing and input supply needs derived from available experience. The main
of firmers are an important prerequisite for lessons that can be learned from past
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experience are that mipport projects have to be have it develop into a direct movement-
planned in close collaboration witL the to-mvement reationship without donor
inended beneficiaries, that they explicitly financing.
must aim at capacity-building within the
membaship and the organizations themselves, * Part-financing of development
gdthat the support must be channeled to the expenditure, such as the creation of
greatest extent possible direcdy to the farmer trAinizg facilities that serve the needs of
organizations. These and other basic the cooperative movement.
considerations which need to be take into
account when designing projects for support * Design of taining and education
to cooperaives and other groups are programs for staff and members. lbis
summarized in Chapter 6. This section may involve financial assistance for
discusses the contents and type of support that implementation of training and education
donors should consider. activities. Such assistance should,

however, be based on a realistic plan for
As mentioned previously, donors, and transfer of the financial responsibility to

especially the World Bank, have an important the users of training and education.
role to play in facilitating the reformulation of
policies and legislation. In the cooperative In summary, donor support is most
sector a reformulated policy will typically appropriate in the areas related to human
mean a reduction of govenment involvement resource development in order to help create
in the promotion and supervision of within the cooperatives a self-sustaining
cooperative societies and a transfer of these capability to take over the promotional tasks
fimct,ons to the movement itself. In the large presently performed by government
majority of SSA countries, the movement cooperative departments.
institutions expected to take over the
promotional functions ( for example, training, This discussion assumes that donor
management systems development, and assistance would be provided to national apex
busness management consultancy) are oftea or secondary cooperatives to enable them to
too weak to do so. To alleviate these provide support services to affiliated
Constraints, donor support may be provided to organiations and their members. Although a
coopaiveorganizationsfor capacity-building different model, such as direct support to the
in these areas. Typically, the main elements of grassroots level without national or secondary
such support may involve: intermediaries, is often advocated, it is in

practice difficult to implement. The successful
* Technical assistance from more advanced NCBAJCLUSA development activities in

cooperative movements with the aim of Niger, for instance, are channeled through a
supporting organizaional development national organization. The same channeling
and capacity-building through on-the-job method applies to practically all cooperative
training of staff of national apex development projects that have a national or
cooperatives and other institutions regional coverage. It is, however, important
supporting grassroots cooperatives. to ensure that the focus of the promotional

actvities remains firmly on the grassroots
* Exposure and training programs through organizations. Experience from donor-

which elected leaders and staff of the financed activities, especially those
national cooperatives concerned can draw impl:emented through government cooperative
on the experience of the counterpart departments, illustrates the danger of donor
organizations abroad. Although this assistance strengthening the intermediary
collaboration initially may have to be organizations more than the intended
donor-financed, the aim should be to beneficiaries.
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Ihe design and implementation of donor * Cooperative member education with the
support to primary cooperatives and other objective of enabling members to direct
farmer groups should take into account ihat: the development of their cooperatives.

* The assistance must be designed in close * Staff and committee member training
collaboration with the intended including financial assistance for the
beneficaries in order to ensure that it establishment of a cooperative college as
corresponds to their needs and priorities. well as technical assistance for the

development and implementation of
* Donor support should be a complement training programs.

to the efforts of the members themselves,
not a substitute for such efforts. * Design and implementation of accounting

and other management systems for all
* The promotion of rural grassroots major types of cooperatives and

organizations is a complex task which activities.
normally requires attention to multiple
development constraints. Proper * Technical assistance for the development
identification of such constraints is, of of new cooperative activities, such as
course, a prerequisite for the design and banking, merchandising and agro-
implementation of effective donor processing.
support

-- Support for the development of
The Kenyan/Nordic Cooperative movement-based organizations

Development Program has, during its including national organizations
existence, developed a comprehensive support such as the Cooperative Bank of
package wbich illustrates the need to address Kenya and me Kenya National
a variety of issues in order to achieve a Federation of Cooperatives, as well
sustainable impact on the development of as regional cooperative unions to
primary cooperatives. Although, as has provide services to primary
already been emphasized, donor assistance societies.
must be designed to meet the specific needs
and development constraints in each case, the
composition of the KNCDP support activities The main emphasis of KNCDP has been
may provide useful guidelines for the design on training and technical assistance. Financial
of similar projects. The main components of support, in the form of grants, has been
the KNCDP during most of its implementation provided primarily in the areas of training and
period have been: education.
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6 LESSONS AND OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES
FOR T1HE WORLD BANK

The fundamental lesson which emerges donors contributes to the achievement of three
from this review goes to the very core of major development goals.
sustainable development: by bringing people
together to work for a common purpose and * Enhancing people's participation in
their joint benefit, formal and informal rural decisions and processes which affect
organizations can be effective instruments of their lives, providing them with a
economic and social development. They learning experience which in turn
provide smallholders and rural entrepreneurs strengthens individual and group
with services and business opportunities which productive activities;

-e their productivity and income, thus
cc outing to the development of a healthy * Building the capacity of the private
private sector. They give rural people, sector to compete in a market
including women and disadvantaged economy and to provide efficient
individuals, a chance to jointqy manage an services to rural communities; and
activity of their own choice, thus taking a
significant step in controlling their future and * Clarifying the respective roles of
that of their communities. However, the governments and the private sector
review showed that rural organizations can through a legislative, policy and
filly develop their potential as self-managed, regulatory framework that provides
sustainable businesses only if the country's minimal but transparent regulations
policy and legislative framework is favorable for private sector group activities.
to private sector initiatives and group
activities.

A STRATEGY FOR WORLD BANK
ASSISANCE

The promotion of cooperatives and othpr
grassroots organizations is identified in the The World Bank's strategy for promoting
World Bank's study, Sub-Saharan Africa: rural organizations should build on the
From Crisis to Sustainable Growth, A Long- comparative advantages of the World Bank as
term Perspecnve Study, 1989 as a central a major lending institution. First, the Bank's
element of development in Sub-Saharan interaction with its borrowers regarding policy
Africa, and it is a key component of the and institutional reforms offers an opportun.ty
World Bank's agricultural strategy for the to help governments establish a policy
region (World Bank 1992). Attention to framework favorable to rural organizations
farmers organizations is also an integral part and the private sector of which they are part.
of the Bank's emphasis on private sector Second, Bank lending to improve
development, and it is a logical continuation infrastructure and services in the rural areas
of efforts to increase people's participation in provides a channel to strengthen the capacity
decisions and actions that affect their of rural organizations to identify and take
livelihood and well-being (World Bank 1992). advantage of opportunities for economic
By encouraging self-managed, productive activities that benefit their members. Third,
rural organizations, the World Bank and other the Bank is well placed to interact with
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development agencies and NGOs and thus The three components of the Bank
help harmonize efforts to support the strategy cannot be implemented directly
development of rural organizations. The Bnk through individual leading opeations, but
is not an appropriate agency to provide direct through addressing policy and sectoral issues

sistance to local communities and at the country level. For Bank staff, it means
organiations. The World Bank strategy to that issues that affect rural organizations
promote effective and sustainable rural should begin to be addressed during economic
organizations should therefore be established and sector work. An assessment of the policy
around three components. framework regarding private sector

development, including rural organizations,
* The Bank should assist governments would be part of the Country Economic

in identifying and implementing Memorandum and especily the Policy
legislative, policy and institutional Framework Paoer. An country-wide
reforms which enable cooperatives assessment of the existing rural organizations
and other rural organizations to at primary, secondary and tertiary levels, and
evolve into efficient and sustainable of their potential and needs should be done, as
organizations, managed by their a basis for developing a country strategy
members and capable of providing which the govermment, th 3ank and other
competitive services in a market agencies will help to irmplement through
economy; this requires attention at individual projects. While the agriculture
the national level, during economic divisions are usually the most likely to
and sector work; coordinate such an assessment, interactions

between sectoral divisions will be essential
= The Bank should facilitate capacity- because issues will need to be addressed in the

building in rural orgzations banking secoor, in fimctional literacy and
through support to, and in vocational training, public sector management,
collaboration with, institutions and in private sector development, to name
nvolved in assisting cooperatives only the most obvious. It is also essential to

and other types of farmer include specialized skills at an early stage in
associations, including NGOs and the review. It is only on the basis of such
rural organizations in developed analyses that individual projects can be
countries. This means that project identified and designed in a coherent manner.
objecives should focus, whenever
appropriate, on strengthening rural The next section of ihis chapter
organizations rather than on using summarizes the lessons described in previcus
them as channels for service chapters and provides guidelines for
delivery. implementing the strategy around the three

elements of policy issues, capacity-building,
* The Bank should collaborate with and coordination. While the guidelines

other funding agencies and with mainly relate to cooperatives, since this study
tertiary and secondary rural focused on these more documented formal
organizations in the design and organizations, many issues raised in relation
coordination of strategies and to cooperatives are applicable to other rural
programs. This requires both organizations as well. The cooperative
intensive coordination among emphasis in this section does not imply a
donors, and strategic choices recommendation that they be given more
through an analysis of needs and importance than others in future development
potential for rural organizations at programs; the policy framework should be
the sector level rather than through flexible enough to provide for the
individual projects. development of a diversity of rural
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organIzatios. What matters most are the from regulations for admittance of new
needs of the members ad the appropriateness members to the appointment and removal of
of each izi ol rm in relation to management committee members ad staff.
dxose needs. This has often led to a situation where

government officials direct the management
OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES and business operations with the result that

cooperatives have taken on the character of
Thelcy Fhaaework government institutions rather than that nf

member-c3ntrolled business enterprises.
Three policy issues are, in the light of

the lessons derived from this study, of central Cooperative development policies need to
importance for the development of be revised in line with the requirements of a
cooperatives and other types of farmer liberalized economy and the concept of
groups. Thee are (a) policies regulating cooperatives as member-controlled
,goverment supervision of control; (b) enterprises. The introduction of an enabling
cooperative legislation; and (c) policies policy framework is the most important key to
determmniz~g the business operations of the development of cooperatives and other
cooperaves and other fmer groups involved rural organizations. This is an area where the
in commercial activities. World Bank can play an important facilitating

role.
Polcies governing rural organiations

Guidelines. The following issues, at
Smmary of xperience. To operate least, should be included in a liberalized
successfully, group enterprises require an cooperative development policy.
environment that is conducive to the
developmet of private sector business. * An explicit recognition of the
However, many Aficm governments have cooperatives as private sector
not allowed nrual organizations the same enterprises which are formed and
fieedom of operation as that given to other managed by their members, and
forms of private enterprises. This has been which are not subject to intervention
partculady true for cooperatives, which were by government authorities in their
often established by governments as internal management.
instuments of official development srategy.
As a result, the strucures, objectives and * A statement to the effect that
business operations of cooperatives have been government will not impose a
subject to detailed regulations and controls not centrally determined activity pattern
imposed on individually-owned private on the cooperatives or direct them
businesses. to operate within the framework of

a movement structure determined by
Ther is strong evidence that a policy government authorities.

framework which is based on the concept of
government control and guidance negatively * An outline of measures which the
aflics tde development of rural organizations, governnent intends to take to
and especially cooperatives, into self-reliance reduce its role in the supervision
and sustinable business organizations that are and management of cooperatives.
competitive and capable of serving their
members efficiendy. In many countries in the * Clarification of the future role and
region (see Chapter 3), government functions of government
departmes eaert considerable influence on departments responsible for
the daily management of cooperatives, ranging cooperatives.
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* A statement on the organization and readily utilized by the average citi to set
financing of cooperative training and up and participate in a cooperative. From the
education, which are areas within point of view of mul people interestd in
which governments should be organizing group-based business activities, the
expected to make contributions. most preferable laws are those that enable

them to acquire legal sta without
* A statement of the government's unnecessary formalities and conduct activities

intention to revise the cooperative without regulations that subject them to undue
legislation, outlining the areas of interference from government.
changes, which should reflect the
liberalized policy framework. The contents of the laws reflect the

interventionist policy referred to in an earlier
Having a policy statement formulated is, section of this chapter. In practically all

however, not enough, it needs to be countries from which data have been collected
effectively implemented. Action programs for for this study, legislation gives extensive
the implementation of new policies differ from powers of intervention to government
country to country. The main outlines of a departments or ministries concemed with
plan-proposed under a World Bank- cooperatives.
sponsored review of cooperatives and other
farmer organizations--for a new cooperative Legislationgoverning other types of rural
policy in Ghana are summarized as an organizations is not as common as cooperative
example in Box 9 in Chapter 4. laws that exist in all SSA countnes. In some

cases, the cooperative legislation makes a
Cooperadv Legislation provision for the registration of so-called pre-

cooperatives, on the assumption that they will
Swnmay of experience. Legislation eventually evolve into full-fledged
r 2egulaing coopuratives and other rural cooperatives. In Senegal, there is a legal
organizations may either have a positive or framework which permits agricultual
negative impact on their development. The producers to organize freely without
general pattern in most SSA countries is that complicated procedures and restrictive
cooperative laws are overly detailed, often too bureaucratic controls. As shown in Box 6,
complex to be understood by those wishing to Chapter 3, this legislation has stimulated the
form cooperatives, and reflective of the formation of producer groups. It has allowed
general policy framework that gives the state groups the flexibility to attempt new
extensive powers to intervene in the affairs of approaches and the opporunity for simple,
coopeaive societies. single-purpose organizations to evolve, over

time, into more complex economic stuctures
Although several countries in the region in response to member needs.

are presendy in the process of enacting new
laws for cooperatives, the texts of the new Guideines. World Bank staff concermd
legislation are almost as restrictive and with sector studies and the formulation of
detailed as those of the former laws. This is projects involving cooperatives, as well as
the case in Guinea and Cameroon, for other types of rural organizations, should
instance. Instead of simply providing a carefully review the legislative framework and
general framework for the establishment and its impact on the operations of rural
operation of cooperatives, the laws prescribe organizations. On the basis of the experience
details of organizational structure and detailed here, it would appear dtat changes of
operation that are best left to the internal by- laws governing cooperatives and similar
laws of each organization. Given their groups are called for with the main objectives
complexities and detail, the laws cannot be of:
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* Simplifying the legal requirements Special mention could be made of the
for the formation and operations of legislation on Economic Interest Groups
group-based business enterprises. (Groupement d'Interet Economic), which has

been adapted in at least some French-speaking
* Reducing the role of govermnent countries (see Chapter 2).

agencies in the control and
supervision of cooperatives. Whatever form of legal status a group

may opt for, registration requirements and
The aim, as regards the role of procedures should be made as simple as

government, should be to transfer possible. This could include delegation of
responsibility for promotional and powers of registration to local authorities.
development functions to the cooperative
movement itself. Only the basic regulatory Economic Policy Conditions
functions should remain with the government,
that is: Swnmuy of experience. Restrictive

pricing and marketing policies have
* Registration of cooperatives. contributed to the widespread failure of

agricultural service cooperatives to develop
* Arbitration in disputes involving into commercially and financially sound

cooperatives and their members, and business enterprises. Throughout Africa,
liquidation or dissolution of goverment interest in controlling the
cooperatives. marketing of strategic crops for export as well

as domestic consumption was an important
D Enforcement of basic administrative motive for the promotion of cooperatives,

requirements such as the conduct of which had to operate under strict pricing and
annual general meetings, submission marketing regulations. Cooperatives and
of anmual reports and audited other farmer organizations were often
accounts, and other similar established in key sectors of the economy as
requiremnens which normally apply a means of organizing producers and serving
to private sector business as buying points for parastatal agencies.
organizations. While other types of cooperatives (e.g. thrift

and credit societies) received less atention,
In the case of organizations with a less those dealing with key agricultural

formal structure and operation than the commodities were permitted little room for
cooperatives, legislation should leave enough manoeuver. Producer prices were set by
room to enable rural people to create their government, and only very small margins
own ittanal group rules according to existing were allowed to dhe cooperatives for their
social links and practices, which encourage handling of the produce. Operating within the
cohesiveness. As rural organizations grow, framework of a regulated pricing and
they need a more formalized legal base, and marketing system, the zooperatives were
written legislation can provide more precise unable to cover their costs and realize a
rules. The general legislation on freedom of sufficient surplus for investments and
association and the development of specific development of their activities.
statutes for va-ious types of organizations
could provide an adequate legal framework Several examples of the effects of price
for many groups of rural people. Lessons can and market regulations are quoted in this
also be learned from a number of French- study (Chapter 2). They include maize
speaking African countries, which have in Zambia, the marketing of cotton
introduced laws based on French legislation in Senegal, and cooperative participation in
on non-profit, civil, and commercial societies. the handling of cocoa marketing in Cameroon.
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In all these cases, the commercial and create an appropriate business environment for
financial development of cooperatives was cooperatives and to provide incentives for
severely hampered by restrictive govemment cooperatives to become competitive, efficient
policies. and self-reliant.

Another factor whicL has impeded the * Cooperatives must be free to
development of cooperatives into efficient and determine their own line of business
competitive businesses is that they have often without being directed by the
operated in a single-channel marketing government to involve themselves in
system, have not been exposed to competition non-viable activities which put them
and have therefore tended to become at a disadvantage in relation to their
inefficient. competitors or which are not in

conformity with their objectives as
Governments in many countries are now determined by their numbers.

moving toward a market-oriented agricultural
strategy. So far, there is little empirical * The trading conditions under which
evidence of the impact of a deregulated the cooperatives operate must be
pricing and marketing regime on the market such that they allow efficiently
share of cooperatives. There are indications, operating societies to realize
however, that cooperatives, due to their sufficient financial returns to cover
tradition of operating in a regulated market their cost and leave the surplus
within the framework of a single-channel necessary for investments and other
system, face difficulties in adjusting to a development expenditures.
competitive market environmentL This is
bound to lead to a situation where a number * Cooperatives should not be subject
of cooperatives will go out of business. On to administratively imposed price
the other hand, liberalization of markets and controls, but should be allowed to
prices will induce efficiency and facilitate the determine their prices and operating
emergence of a more competitive, albeit margins on the basis of the
smaller, cooperative movement. conditions in an open competitive

market.
Gudies. The introduction of policies

which create a conducive business * Cooperatives should not be
environment is an essential element of promoted as part of a single-channel
measures to promote cooperatives and other marketing system as this is likely to
group-based business enterprises. This is an induce inefficiency in their
area within which the World Bank has played operations and poor quality of
a significant role under various policy and services to their members.
institutional reform programs in SSA
countries. In many countries, these reforms 0 The policy framework should
have, however, not yet been fully reflected in prepare the cooperatives to continue
government attitudes toward cooperatives. operation without subsidies which,
There is a deep-rooted tendency to perceive although they may provide the
them as stat-controlled marketing channels societies and th,Ar members with
rather than as business enterprises managed by short-term benefits, tend to lower
their members. A continued dialogue with efficiency and, ultimately, the
governments, as well as bilateral donors and quality of services.
NGOs involved in cooperative promotion is
therefore necessary. The following aspects The policy reforms relating to
should form the backbone of a shaegy to cooperatives and other group-based business
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onterprises are essentially part of the Ihe studies referred to here show that a
privatization programs which are being common feature in many World Bank projects
implemet in many African countries with has Ieen to include cooperatives and other
World Bank support. World Bank assistance rural organizations in the projects to facilitate
for the promotion of rural orgizains the implementation of project activities. This
should be linked to and facilitate the appears, in many cases, to have been done
privatization process. without an adequate analysis of their

capability to participate effectively in project
Design and Implementation of Capacdty- implementation and of tde support measures
Building Progrms needed to address possible strucural,

operational and financial weaknesses.
An OED report on the World Bank

Experience with Riral Devlopmen, 1965- The findings of the studies (see Chapter
1986, stated that agriculture projects including I for additional details) clearly reveal a need
group participation often do not work because for: (a) a more comprehensive and
the groups were not committed to the projects participatory approach in project formulation
or were created specifically for the project as regards the involvement of cooperatives
and acted more as an extension of government and other rural organization; and (b) a better
than as organizations representing understanding of the conditions and
beneficiaries. The report also stated that mechanisms for capacity-building in
beneficiary participation played a very cooperatives.

limied role in the implementation of the Bank
projects and virtually no role in project Participatory cnd Flexible Project
design.- Formudoion

A report on Rural Cooperatives ir World Summary of expeience. Formulation of
Bank-Assisted Projects and Some project components involving cooperatives and
Related Development Lssues (1986) concluded other rural organizations have often been
what the instituton-building process of undertaken without a sufficient involvement
cooperative enterprises had not always been by the organizations themselves. Project
adequately dealt with in World Bank-financed formulation has mainly involved consultations
operations. with government agencies and consequently

the views of dte organizations concerned may
Cooperatives were often expected to not always have been adequately taken into

perform additional functions without a consideration. In some cases when
sufficient evaluation of their iLstitutional institutional strengthening was included as a
capacity to do so. Similar findings were project componen, it was directed to
reported in a World Bank report on general government departments. Th; was the case
institutional development (World Bank 1990). under the Smaiholder Rehabilitation Project
It pointed out that country-specific sector in Zambia where the cooperative development
strategies for institutional development component focused on strengthening thle
objectives in the Bank project had declined Cooperative Department.
somewhat in recent years. 1Te decline was
only in part due to problems in the Adequate resources have often not been
macroeconomic environment. The weak allocated for project formulation studies to
analysis of institutional issues and overly address issues related to rural orzations.
complex desigs of components dealing with As mentioned in Chapter 1, a review of eight
instutional development, which failed to World Bank projects currently under
conider loca capacity constains, had preparation or planned for 1993-96 indicates
contributed to the declining perfmance. die adverse effects of insufficient availability
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Bo 14. ea. Reiw of Copw__s_

The impttance or a qproprie policy evionmel a condiion for die mound development of
coopeatives i rflectedid tme m yub i ofa World Bk review of cooperatives in Krya
('The Dvolopmt of Coerati vs Odtr Rurd Orgimizetions: A Role for tde World Bun, Selcted
Country Studies,' forlwhoing. TIesain concsiWon mad rocomu mendutions of the review :

* Copatve dvdoptic bbt prooted by allowig cooperaive to opere frae froam
_ cerl _rd m virmo by th pverma

* The extuivo lvolvvemt by to govammem i the mpgnent and control of cooperative
is iocmouplb wilbtho _M offcial aim of building mel-riant, utainable and member-
controlled co_e . Mm pr_t policy is ala out of touch with the prvailing general
dietn owards a fr,e ad o-egulury economic policy framework

* The gVvermetshoulld eplicily recognizethoooperaives privaw sctor enterprises formed
and manged by tihir membir maceordance with interationally recognized cooperative
principle. u govermthould iot a cenally deermiedactivity pae but ined
lvethe coperativ frto opere ad mainti a uretat i defined on the bas of the
oeods of te mbr_s.

* The policy rummork and teo cooperativelegislution hould be rudically liberalized to provide
for m independent ane d mumbar-controlWcooperstae mtovermeL The powers of intervention
by MOCD dould be ubmatiully reduced nd its functions redefined. Tle prinary functions
of MOCD uhould be reStnuui of mocitie futllling the formal lcgul requirements for
regi_tuo, dmrgiratio.of sociee that we diuovod at the inkiaivoof ther members or dt
esmeto cxist due to busins failure or for other resons, and examination of disputes in which
coopative ember clim teir rihs have been violuted-rhps in the form of a
'Cooperaiv Member Ombudsanu' iition.

* Pkt donor yport to th MOCD abould be redirected to go direcdy to the coopenrtive
origraiztior or institutions and, whenever feasible, be implemented by Non-government
Orgauaiztiom (NGOs) in paroarhip with the rlevant cooperative orgLniDuiOns.

if expertie for the planning of instiutional Since 1988, the World Bank has
develoapmt components. In a few cases, the undertaken comprehensive reviews of
proposed objectives for farmer ogtions cooperatives and other farmer or ions in
have been quite well-fomlated but no a few countries in the Region. However, they
specific project components have been were not a direct part of project preparation,
developed wuhich would makle the relization but were undertaken as independent exercises.
of those project objectives possible.

Gidelines. One important basic issue
Odter deficiencies which in many cases should be borne in mind in the formulation of

appear to have origiae from inadequate projects: Are rural organizations considered
involvement of the rral organzations and simply as tools to facilitate project
from insufficient availability of expertise on implementation or are they looked upon as
coortives include: (a) poor undending member-owned and member-ontrolled
of the social dynamics of rural groups and the or ons which can be strengthened and
socio-cultural factors affecting their can benefit from their association with the

eations; (b) sperfic idenificationof the project. This is an important consideration
needs of beneficiaries; (c) indequate analysis for project design and highlights the possible
of constraints hampeing the participation of conflict between the need to obtain quick
ruralo izations in project implementation; results and the need for the progressive
and (d) failure to assess and draw on building-up of experience and the development
experience which may already be available of human resources necessary for the long-
from similar projectS. term growth of rural organizations.
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A major lesson from many projects essence of self-reliance, participation, and
involving rural organizations is that more responsibility. Rural organizations should, to
precautions must be taken, and more time the fullest extent possible, be involved in
must be allowed for people to learn by preliminary studies, and in the pre-appraisal
themselves and reorient their organizations. phase of a project. This approach allows

them time to make up their own minds about
The World Bank should be more possibleoutsideassistance. Theborrowerand

perceptive about the delicate social dynamics the World Bank should proceed step by step,
involved (Mercoiret 1990). The institution- and a pilot phase is often necesary. The
building process is very fragile, particularly in local organizations should influence the
the beginning: too much money, too much methodology and analyze the project's
involvement from outsiders can kill the implications.

This means that the World Bank should under less pressure for 'immediate design,"
demonstrate its understanding of the delicate should then take less of a leadership role and
mechanism involved by allowing more time leave room for local contributions through
and more flexibility to the rural organizations, preparatory studies, negotiations, and
primarily in the early stages of the project. exploration in a pilot phase.
The rural organizations should not be assigned
definite roles and definite procedures during The Bank should seek to avoid creating
the preparatory phase. World Bank staff, new organizations without consideing reslts

Box 15. Moving Towrds SefReianc

Doso participation in tde pomoon of rural groups ha been alyzed by Bernard Lecomi (B. Locote
1986) d Mihdel Cen (M. Ccrnea 1991). They emphasize dlt caeling of funds through villW
comnkUein sun ta real coatnlbtiouto tre.gthening rurl organizatons. In may cases outside.corn. my
a*fw bourn, aic the viage people what they wa, and direct the exchanges towards fields in which they
can ac. VIe people quiddy pick up the invitatin ad orpani whatever groups r- required for to
projet. Then orgaizatio are usuay not able and ar oftn unable to mobilize people'. conrbutions.
They ar also ineffclient manag insf i_tructr once the project lerea

lnitial ap for facilitating the emagnce of acf-reiant groups should indude advice such ac

* 'Dvelop your cape f falyzig your own stuatioa, compae your skuationwi that
of others, and lern how to inform youmdf. A common initil Ap is to moet with
another group. Thea mintig. prove to be very important for motivating people ad
eucourgin them to my, If tbey can do it thre, wcan do it heroieo.'

* GGsher some money betwee youraelve, even very mall amounts.' This pooling of
group reaourccs develops pride and confidccc.'

* 'Conduct a project by youraives for genring some profit. This iatde funduental teat
for the people tbemaelv When they me theh they have created a productive entrprci,
they beieve in their cqaite to act.-

* 'Start a project inolving investments.- Such project. develop the group's cofdenc in
its abil to iavest and manag resources.'

* 'Soe irf he is a need to establisb links with other similr organizations. Devdop your
allinces, but be sue to appraie your own capbits a you mak mor e commkmem .'
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or indicstions from past project experiences. The World Bank should facilitate new
From a practical standpoint, this is hard to relations between governments and ural
apply; in most cases, it is difficult for outside organizations. Rural organizations should be
project analysts or even for sociologists treated as professionally responsible patrs
visiti for a few weeks to get an acmrate and be involved in all phases of a project
historical picture of past and current cycle. They should be included in pla
experiences and to appraise the sociopolitical activities from the district level up to the
consequences of subtle conflicts among local provincial or national levels.
groups. Local sociologists and management
trainers should be involved more Rok of Rural Organiuations
systematically, and the use of participatory
and beneficiary assessment techniques should Swwnary of cperience. Efficiently
be encouraged. These actors would be able to operated rural organizations demonstrate a
act as buffers between most outside donors number of characteristics that can make them
and the complex sociopolitical dynamics that a positive Actor in rural development.
informur organizations. Such a strategy
would mitigate superficial diagnosis, quick * They provide their members with
decisions for involving rural organizions in the advantages of economies of
channding assistance, and misunderstandings scale. By combining their
of the social conflicts involving organizations resources, producers can obtain
or their surrounding environments. goods and services efficiently amd

market them in larger volumes,
giving them a stronger brining

Lcal capacities in nral sociology, position.
aiing, monitoring and evaluation do exist in

most Afican countries. Some of these local 0 They serve to link small-scale
caacmies rdated to applied research from producers to the national economy,
universities such as the Ecole Nationale thereby providing incentives for
d'Economie Appliquee (ENEA) in Senegal, or increased production.
the Pan-Afican Institute for Development
(PID) in Central Africa. Some are connected 0 By providing an altenative to other
m federations of NGOs such a Federation des commercial interests, farmers'
OrganizationsNon-Gouvernementales(FONG) orgamzations add an element of
i Senegal and many similar organiions in competiton, which can serve to
odher counties. Some prwvide training hold down costs and improve
servces for rural development bodies that are market conditions.
firquently involved in taining for the rural
oranizations such as the Centre d'Etudes * When collaborating with
Socio-economiques de l'Afrique de l'Ouest development projects, they can
(CESAO) in Western Africa and the Institut continue project-related activities
Aficain de Developpement Economique et after external assistance is
Social (INADES) in Western and Catal concluded.
Africa. Some support is provided by
prfesio organsizations such as the African The current trend toward market
Confederation of Cooperative Savings and liberalization and privatization of parastat
Credit Associaion (ACCOSCA) and the organizaions accenuiates the need for the
International Cooperative Alliance (ICA) in development of alternative marketing and
Africa. Fmally, there are private loca supply chaDnels, especially in the agricultural
consultants, specializing in support to rual sector. Cooperatves and other group-based
organizations. businesses can serve as a countervailing power
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to other private sector enterprises and thereby membr on a commercial basis constu Ie
safeguard fanners against unfair trding main platfofm for sustainable coopeaive
practices. t Such services incde produce

marketin ad pimary processing, supply of
Guidelines. Despite their often mediocre fam inputs, and the provision of saving and

performance, cooperatives in most counties producion credit facilities. In addition,
in the region have an extensive resource base. cooperatves and other types of groups have a
Agricultural service cooperatives often have role to play in faclitating the provision of
buying points and stores with a nationwide aicalextensionservices, management of
coverage, they have staff experienced in the joint production facilities (e.g. irigation
handling of crops and farm inputs, and they schemes), and other activities which serve the
have established basic administrative routines ecoomic needs of members.
for running their activities. In the planning of
projects, especially those involving 73,pe ofRural Organizations
agricultural support services, the possibilities
of building on the existing structures should Swnmay of epeience. Cooperatives
be carefilly reviewed. Through the process are probably the most widespread type of
described in the preceding section dealing rural organization in Sub-Sahardn Africa. In
with project formulation, development many countries, despite past problems with
potential and constraints should be identified, cooperatives, they remain the preferred form
and the role of cooperatives in project of nizaion. Strongly promoted by
implementation should be reviewed. g and donors alike in the post-

independence period, cooperatives established
The role that cooperatives and other a widespread presence in rural areas and an

types of farmer organizaions can play in ext_sive vertical structure of primary,
project implementationdepends, of course, on secondary and national organizations. As
the type of project under consideration already poind out elsewhere in this stuidy,
Whatever their role, it is important to ensure dtis suctre was often created at the initiative
that they are not used merely as channels for of govemments to serve a centralized
quick disbursement of project inputs, but dat marketing and farm input supply system
they are closely involved in the identification, Being centrally directed, controlled and often
design and execution of project activities. subsidized, cooperatives often failed to realize
The temptation of using coopeatives as their potental and became, in the view of
channels for privatization of unviable SOEs their membership, synonymous with
and parastatals must be avoided. Similarly, government parastatals.
coopweratives should not be given responsibilky
for output and input marketing (as buyers or Partly as a reaction to the
suppliers of Plast resort") in areas where such state-conlled cooperative system, a variety
activities are not commercially viable. of famer associations and rura organizations

have sprung up-some of them formally
Cooperatives are important avenues for r , others not-to organize marketng,

social change, democratic development, and supply and other services needed by their
community development in general. They member. In a few countries, e.g. Senegal
are, however, essentially business enterprises. and Zimbabwe, these organizions have
Their participation in projects must be based multiplied rapidly. This expansion has, in the
on sound business criteria in order to ensure case of Senegal and some other Francophone
the sustalnability of activities. As experience couties, bee fiittaed through the
from countries with a relatively well- intoduaction of legislation covering the
developed coopeative structure has shown, ope of groups irvolved in economic
agricultural support services provided to activities.
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Gsddbzs. When cnsidru the type araacidcs of Successful Organiation
of groups to be promoted and asitd u part
of a nura development project, die Sunmary of experience. There are, in
comparative advanages of oma aid the light of the findings of this study, three
infom organizations dould be takn into critical factors which determine the prospects
accooun Cooperatives and other fomuly of success of rural groups and their potential
registerd groups are often best suited for for uccessfil participation in projects. They
bushess activities which awe carried out on a are:
fairly substntia scale and which requr a
permanent management structure, the ability * Felt need for association.
to enter into legally enforceable conacs, and
the ability to obtain financing from leadig 0 Member contribution and
institutions. Due to their formal nature and participation.
adherent bureaucracy, cooperaives often
require large volumes of business to over * Business potential and
their operational and overhead costs. competitiveness.

hI sihtations where the need for joint An obvious, but often disregarded
activities by group members is seasonal and condition for the formation of sustainable
the volume of actvities mall, informal rurorganiaionsis that their activities must
grups are often a better altenative tan be based on the felt needs of members.
cooperatives. They are not subject to the same Formation of rural organizations at the
aministtive and legal r rments which iniiative of outsiders and as mere 'conveyor-
hae to be met by formally registered belts' for goods and services has not proved
organizations. They can therefore operate to be a feasible way of promoting sustainable
without an elaborate management stucture rural organizations (see Chapter 2). There are
ad be more cost-efficiet numes examples of well-functioning formal

and informal groups which have collapsed
Existing traditional organition or when the support from extemal sources has

groups shoud not be ignored. W _enever been witidrawn. On the other hand, there are
possible, parcipatory actio research shud examples of rural organzions which, when
be undertaken to assess the needs and interests fully involved in the identification and
of rural ntions inproject patcipation planning of activities based on members'
and their capacity to do so. The participatory needs, have quicldy acquired the capability to
action research mechanism could serve as a implement and manage new activities. This
tool for a cross-examination of possible is, for instance, the case in the
stategies. From the reactions of exisdng NCBA/CLUSA-supported project in Niger,
rura organtions, and from the assssment where the development of service activities in
conducted in the participatory action research cooperatives is preceded by a thorough
mechanism, lessons could be drawn as tD what process of needs identification involving
types of organizaons could be involved. A members (see Chapter 2).
key problem, at this sage, is tD avoid giving
too many new responsibilities, such as the Rural organizations in Sub-Saharan
managemenlt of large resources, to an Africa are often characterized by low share
organiztion. Most experiences in rural capital contributions from members. As a
organizations demonstate that mnagment result, their business development is often
capacities increase progressively. By giving oDnstrained by insufficient capital. Adequate
too many responsibilities to small share capital contributions are important, not

ganizations, external support may endanger only as a means of financing the business
local initiatives and efforts. from internal sources, but also as a reflection
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of members' interest, and, above all, as ana which are significant enough to provide a
inducement to tabe part in the decisions sound financial foundation for the busiess
affecing the gru. Te experience available activities and to encourage contnuous active
from state-initiated cooperatives-where participation by members. Credit programs,
member contributions usually are for instance, should not be based entirely on
insignifica-indicatesthatmembespaylitte funds from externa sources. Such progrms
regard to the prudent management of external have a disapoiing track record as far as
raources. On th other hand, when member repayment are concerned because members
have a financial stake in the cooperAive and tend to perceive them as being financed with
depend on it for important seavices, they tend 'goverament money.' On the other hand,
to pardcipte actively in an efiit to ensure loan schemes based on members' savings
ihat the society operates in an efficient and generally show better performance and should

tainable manner (see Chapter 2). be encouraged.

Ihe most common motivation for rural Several measures may need to be
people to participate in joint activities is to considered with a view to ensure the
obtain goods and services in a reliable manner commercial viability and competitiveness of
and at competitive costs. ITe potential for cooperatives and other groups involved in
viable economic groups is dependent on the business activities. These may involve the
overal economic setting and the capacities of amalgamationofsmall groups into larger units
the groups themselves. In practical terms, the in order to ensure adequate business volumes,
goup must be of sufficient size (number of introduction of improved business
members/production quantity) to have an management procedures through training and
adequate business volume, and the business through implementation of better management
acves selected must be carefiully systems, and so on. While such measures
investigated and planned. On the other hand, may need to form part of a project strategy, it
the available markets must be able to provide is essential that they involve members fully
sffcient returns to allow the farmer and are not imposed on them. In any case,
organizaton to cover its cot and provide groups which do not meet the minimum
some additional benefits to its members. A requirements for viability and potential
coopeative marketing or financial services sustainability should not be promoted.
scture should not be promoted just for the
sake of having such a system, there must be a Functions of Rural Organizations
need for it at different levels, it must be
commercially viable, and it must be Summary of experience. Rural
competitive (see Chapter 2). organizations are adaptable to a large variety

of economic activities. Their potential to
GCelines. The preceding review of meet the needs of their members in many

factors critical to the success of cooperatives different fields is reflected in the diversity of
and other farmer groups confirms the already- cooperative and other organizations in the
mentioned necessity of involving them SSA countries. The most prominent type of
extensively in project identification, design cooperative in the region in terms of the
and implementation in order to ensure that number of societies, membership and business
activities are relevant to their needs. volume is the agricultural service cooperative,

followed by the savings and credit cooperative
Equally important is that support to (credit union). Experience documented in this

groups must be designed in such a way that it study indicates dtat cooperatives and other
does not make them dependent on grants or member-based organizations function best
subsidies. Members should show their when they focus their activities on the
commitmentand interest through contributions provision of commercially-based services to
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ther mbers, such X dth makticn d it is supported by capacity-building measures,
prcesang ofagriculrl commodities, supply which include the development and
of pwduction inputs, povision of sings and impl ation of appropriate management
crdi faities, etc. (see Chapter 4). systems and staff training, as well u the

training of elected leaders and the education
Ihe involvemes of cooperatves in of members. Projects involvmg coopeaives

genal community development activities, and other rural organintions should include
such u the construction and maintnance of such capacity-building components.
schools and health clinics, is a widely-debated
issue. The experience with some donor- Guelines. Regarding the activities of
nitiated experiments (fbr example, the rural organizations, parficulary at the primary
lntegraed Cooperative Development Societies level, the following recommendations emerge
in Kenya) in these fields has been from die study.
discouraging; the cooperatives have been
unable to sustain community development * To be able to provide the
activities without donor support. The lesson comprehensive range of services
from these experiments is that in order to needed by farmers, agricultuwal
involve themselves in this type of non- service cooperatives and other
business activity, cooperatives must have farmer groups should be promoted
reached a snund financial position through to evolve into multi-functional
their income-generating commercial activities. societies, handling the distribution
A prerequisite for their involvement in of farm inputs, marketing and
community development activities is that the primary processing of produce, and
cooperatives generate a surplus and that provision of financial services.
members agree to allocate that surplus for
such acivities (see Chapter 4). 0 Other activities than those

mentioned here should be
Multi-purpose agricultural service encouraged if they serve to

cooperatives and other farmer organitions complement the otherwise seasonal
with a high business tumnover have generally activities, provide a needed service
proved to be more viable and sustainable than on a financially sustainable basis, or
their smaller counterrs. Integration of encourage the wider participation of
marketing, input supply and financial services members, particularlydisadvantaged
ensures availability of the basic facilities groups, such as women.
needed by farmers and improves cost-
efficiency. A high business volume enables * Development of mral organizations
rural organizations to mobilize sufficient into multi-functional units is a long-
resources for the employment of qualified term process and requires special
staff to manage their activities and facilitates efforts to strengthen the
the generation of funds for investments. management and to ensure the full

participation of members. Capacity-
The evolution of group activities towards building measures should include at

a multi-purpose pattern is a gradual process. least the following components:
Single-purpose cooperatives are often more
appropriate in the early stages of development - D e v e I o p m e n t a n d
untl they have gained the necessary capability implementation of accounting,
to pursue more complex objectives. recording and other
Experience has shown that a strategy of management systems which
developing rural organizations into multi- contribute to efficient internal
functional units is unlikely to succeed unless control and which provide data
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necessary for planning, provide them with support in management
execution and monitoring of development, training and the genera
business activities. promotion of coopeative activites.

- Design and implementation of Cooperatives in most SSA countries are
job-oriented staff training organized into a three- or four-tier vertically
programs based on integrated stucture consisdng of primary
standardized management societies, district unions (m some cases also
systems. Experience available provincial/regional unions), specialized
from a number of cooperative national level cooperatives, and an apex
development projects clearly cooperative federation. Ihe unions at the
show that training programs secondary level bave typically been formed to
directly linked to standardized provide the affiliated primaries with
systems yield better results centralized services in activity areas such as
than general, non-specific bulk procurement and supply farm inputs,
training; and crop marketing and transport, administration

of savings and loan programs, training, and
- Design and execution of provision of accounting and other management

programs for training of services. At the national level, there are
management committee normally a number of terdary cooperative
members and education of the organizations. Examples of such
general membership. This is organizaions are cooperative banks which
an element of the capacity- serve as the central financing institutions for
building process which is often the cooperative movement, crop-based
given too little attention in national cooperatives which handle processing
cooperative development and marketing, and apex federations which
projects. If it is neglected, speak for the cooperatives and safeguard their
member participation tends to interests in relation to goveroment authorities
suffer and the elected leaders and other organizations.
do not acquire the skills
necessary to run the affairs of The experience from the secondary
their societies in a business-like cooperatives is far from uniform. In some
manner. countries, they were formed as part of the

state-established cooperative structure.
Unions and Federations of Frequently, the primary cooperatives have
Rural Organizaions been required to cede a proportion of their

turnover or profit margin to these secondary
Sunvmary of experience. One of the bodies, but have received little or no benefits

central conclusions of this study is that in return. In several countries, however,
cooperatives and other rural organizations unions of primary societies have been able to
need to build a capacity to assume provide useful services for the development of
responsibility for promotional and the activities of their affiliates.
deve'opment finctions which have hitherto
been v-sted with government departments. Practically all countries in the region
This calls for action to strengthen the capacity have a national cooperative apex body. They
of secondary cooperatives and national apex were meant to serve two main purposes: to be
cpAtwes.v- (an.d secondaryand tertiary the spokesperon fbr the cooperative
organizations of other types of rural movement and to provide promotional and
organizations) to extend conunercial services commercial services needed by the
to the primary level cooperatives and to cooperatives. The experience with these apex
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bodies has been largely disappointing. They * Secondary unions should only be
hawe not been able to exercise a decisive promoted to hande such seces
influence on the development of the which the pma organizaions
ooperaive sector by making their impact felt cannot procure more efficiently and

on maus rating to cooperative policy or at lower cost through other
the conditons under which cooperatives have chanels.
been operating. The results in the commercial
field have perhaps been even worse. The * Services by secondary coopeatives
diversiy of operations has often transcended should be provided on a commerial
the management capacity of the apex bodies, basis without subsidies in order to
has created an unwieldy organizational and ensure sustainability.
oeatonal structure, and has resulted in
inefficient and uncompetitive services. The conclusions and recommendations

concerning the oopeative apex bodies can be
Gudelnes. The conclusion of this study s aizd as follows.

is that regional unions and national federations
have a potentially useful role to play and that * Ihe apex cooperatives have in the
they should be considered as partners in the past failed to exercise their
design and implementation of projects represive role as spo sons
involving cooperatives. When, as advocated for the cooperatives due to
in this study, the suat-controlled cooperative constaints originting from the
support and marketing structares are centraized political and economic
dismantled, the need for movement-based system which has characterized the
support organizations will increase. In cases majority of countries in SSA during
where the financial resources of the most of the post-independence
cooperative movement are limited, donors can period.
be insrumental in speeding up the process of
reducing government involvement by * The ongoing liberalization process
-upporting the transfer of functions earlier gives the apex federations the
vested in govermment departments and potial to participate in policy
parastatal marketing organizations to formulation and to act as a more
secondary cooperatives or other types of effective guardian of cooperative
autonomous service and promotional interests.
organizadons. It is essential, however, that
support to secondary cooperatives is based on * The apex federations need to
a proper analysis of the actual needs of the upgrade their cooperative research,
primaries in each case and of the prospect of planning and monitoring capabilities
sustainabiity of the unions. This means, in order to be able to fulfill their
more specifically, that: role as spokespersons for

cooperative interests. Donors can
be instrumental in this process by

* Care should be taken not to promote providing the apexes with technical
a structure of secondary assistance.
organizations which are not
financiaUy and operationally viable * The apexes, provided that they have
and which therefore are unable to the necessary professional
provide conmettive and cost- capability, can be important
effective services to the primary facilitators in the identification,
cooperatives. formulation, and implementation of
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donor-supported projects with dhrough this study it would appear dt the
cooperative components. folowing three fictors have contributed to the

discouraging results.
* The role of the apex fedeaons

should mainly be that of spokes- * nffient attention has been given
person and facilitator in the to the necessity of addressing policy
formulation of cooperative policies, constaints as a condition for
and development strategies and effective implementation of donor-
progms. Commercial activities, if supported cooperative develqpment
organized on a cooperative basis, activities.
shodd be carried out by specialized
cooperatives. * Much of the assistance by official

development agencies has been
* The fimntions and staff of un- channeled through govemment

profitable parastatals shoudd not be departme with the result that it
asferred to cooperative apex has strengthened the government

bodies. apparatus radier than contibuted to
capacity-building within the

There are few regional and national cooperatives diemselves.
structures for odier types of nural organi-
zations than cooperatives. The Federation of * Cooperaives and other rural
Non-Govermenta Ogaizaos (FONG) in organiztions involved in donor-
Senegal is one example. It is organized in a supported projects have often been
very iformal way with a small office as a given responsibilities which they
contact point and wiihout full-time high4evel have not had the capability to
staff. The head of the organiaton is handle, and projects have not
available when called upon to provide included adequate components to
consultative assistance against payment of strengthen the participating
expeses involved. Cooperative movements organiaions.
with limited resources could consider similar
arrangements as an initial step toDwards a fiMll- Promoting Policy Reforms
fledged cooperaive apex body (see Chapter
4)- As was mentioned in an earlier section of

this chapter, the World Bank has a
DONOR ASSISIANCE TO particularly important role to play in the area
RURAL ORGANIZATIONS of policy reform The growth of private

bus essorganiions-includingcooperatives
Donor agencies have in recent years and other group-based enterprises-serving

extended substantial technical and financial the marketing and supply need of farmers is
assistamce for the developwent of cooperatives an important prerequisite for the successful
and other rural organizations in Sub-Saharan implementation of the agricultural
Africa. Although there are examples of liberalization and institutional reform
external assistance having contributed programs that the Bank is supporting in
significantly to the development of viable practically all countries in the region. The
cooperatives, it is evident that the overall Bank and other agencies can promote a
results have been disappointing. The conducive policy framework by:
objectives of creating a member-controlled,
self-sustaining and commercially efficient 0 Building a capability within national
cooperative movement have in many cases cooperative organizations to serve as
remaind elusive. From the data collRected the spokesman for farmers. The
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aim should be to create a capability On die basis of he epeience available.
widhin such organiaonsto aInlyze the fbiLowing uidelins should be tak into
policy issues and present proposs account in te design and planning of project
to governments for of which involve nrual organizations.
policies and legislation. Ibis type
of support could include the tainig 0 In view of the poor performance of
of planning and resach officers the development aid channeled
and financial assistance for the dtrough thegoverments, alenative
exection of studies and surveys. ways of assisting rural organizations

should be actively explored.
* Providing techical support from

coopeative movements in indusi Collaboration with NGOs should be
ountries for the design of policy improved and their use as

and instiutional reform programs. implementin agencies of technical
assistance projects increased.

* Facilitatinggovernments accptnce
of appropriate policy reforms in * Special attention should be paid to
policy dialogues with governments. various forms of movement-to-

movement approaches in order to
identify reans of supporting the

Dire Channelin of Donor Support existing or emerging efforts in this
field. I this type of assistance

Realizing that past efforts to prmote program, local rura organiions
cooperative development through govermnent have a better chance of participating
departments have largely been ineffective and in the planning of the program and
ta they run counter to ihe prnciple of in its implementation. Mhis could
cooperativesbeingprivate, member-controlled faciitate acceptane of programs as
organization s,many donors are changing their their own and they could be held

. The Nordic countries, for instance, accounable to a greater extent for
have inmroduced the concept of movement-to- the results.

rovemn (MTM) collaborion. lirect links
betwee Nordic cooperatves and those in MTM programs should be designed with
developing countries are being promoted with a view to buflding on their advantages, which
fte view to facilitaing the tansfer of include the following.
experience from the Nordic cooperatives to
their counterpart orgizions abroad. 0 They strengthen the independence of
Although the financial resources for such the cooperative movement.
programs often originate from the official
development budget in the donor countries, * They facilitate the direct transfer of
the programs are implemented both in donor business manageme it knowledge.
and recipient country by cooperative

gions (see Chapter 5). * They expose cooperative and
government policymakers to the

A similar MTM program, implemented concept of cooperatives as private
on a pilot basis under the auspices of ILO, sector, member-controlled
aims at establishmg commercial relations enterprises and contribute thereby to
between agricultural cooperatives in SSA and the introduction of policy reforms.
France. This type of assistance is directed
only to organiions widi a potential for 0 They are normally more efficient
viable commercial operations (see Chapter 5). than assistance through governments
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behe dLey a canneld dirctly suinabile impact. mm be long-tem and h
to benefidaries without interm- it mst ddess all aspects of capacity-budidg
diaies. and instiutional deveopment in the

cooperadve moveme. Trinig, educan,
They hae the potential to promote management systems developm and
tading reatons and odter joint insion-building are the main elements of
veltures betwoen coopatives in the Kenyan/Nordic collabortion.
industialized and developing
countr.es. The experience refirred to in Box 15

provides lessons which should be taken into
Comnpodon of Donor Support account when docor support to rural groups

are considered:
In order tD be able to determine what

type of support needs to be provided, and * Groups should never be organzed
irspective of who will evenually make sudh by outsiders.
assist_m avaiable, a comprehensive review
of the relevant sub-sctor should be * Inidal support should be limited to
undertaken. In doing this, close collaboration mobilization activities such as group
should be established with other development discussions.
agenci active in this same field in the
country. A common approach in supporting * Financial assistance should not be
rual orgizations should be agreed upon given in the initia stages of group
amng the donors, ad whenever feasible, the promotion. Such assistance would
World Bank Should support the efforts of the be an invitation to create a group
other agencies, particularly in the for the sole purpose of beneiing
reformulation of policies. from external financial support.

Giv the diversity of the activities of * Groups should be encouraged to
cooperatves and ohe rural o ganizatons and mobilize resources through savings
theirwidy vaying needs and capabilities, it programs. This promotes
is not possible to conceive a prototype model participation, develops a capability
for donor assistance. It can be observed, to manage financial resources, and
however, that donor support has often builds confidence within the group
underestimated the complexity of the task of in its ability to initiate and manage
buiding u orga izations. Assistance has activities for the joint benefit of
often been of a short duration and not members.
comprehensive enough to address the
constaints of the oganizations concered.
When pariipa in projects, cooperatives This delicate balance between the need to
and other ru organizalions have therefore base group activities on local initiatives and
often failed to play their role effectively. resources and the need for capacity-building
Experience gained from the Nordic through external assistance should be taken
involveme in the cooperatives in Kenya into account m the design of projects
shows ti assistance, in order to have a involving rural groups.
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Notes

1. SSA refers to Sub-Saharan Africa.

2. Infonnation on these associations came from the Groupe de Travail Coopration
Frangaise, 'Les Interventions en Milieu Rural. Principes et Approches
Methodologiques," Ministbre de la Coop6ration et du Ddveloppement, Paris, 1990,
pp. 138-39
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ANNEX

PROJECTED AFRICA AGRICULTURE PROJECTS
WIT EXPECTED COOPERATIME AND

OTHER RURAL ORGANIZATIONS COMPONENT
F'Y2R-u9

COUNTRY ID NO. TITLE FY

BENIN 3BENPA099 RURAL CREDIT 93

BURUNDI 3BUIPA073 AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS 93

MADAGASCAR 3MAGPAIOS RURAL FINANCE 93

GHANA 3GHAPA098 LIVESTOCK 93

GHANA 3GHAPAIlO ENVIRONMENT 93

BURICNA-FASO 3BURPA064 FOOD SECURITY 93

THE GAMBIA 3GAMPA022 AGRICULTURAL SEIRVICES 93

MALAWI 3MALPA074 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 93

ZAMBIA 3ZAMPA073 AGRICULTURAL MARKETING 93
AND PROCESSING

ii ________________ _____________ INFRASTRUCTURE

ZIMBABWE 3ZIMPAO57 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 93

TOGO 3TOGPA022 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 93

RWANDA 3RWAPA047 AGRICULTURAL SECTOR 93
ADJUSTMENT

GHANA 3GHAPA09B LIVESTOCK SERVICES 93

THE GAMBIA 3GAMPA022 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 93

MOZAMBIQUE 3MOZPA037 RURAL RESTRUCTURING 93

ZAMBIA 3ZAMPA073 MARKETING AND PROCESSING 93

ZIMBABWE 3ZIMPA0S7 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 93

COTE D'IVOIRE 31VCPA1OI LAND TENURE 94

CENTRAL AFRICAN 3CARPA036 NATIONAL LIVESTOCK 94
REPUBLIC

GUINEA 3GUIPAQS5 RURAL ENVIRONMENT 94
PROJECTION

COTE D'IV0ERE 3IVCPA100 NATIONAL AGRICULTURE 94

ETHIOPIA 3ETHPA097 FERTILIZER 94

KENYA 3KENPA154 DROUGHT
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SUDAN 3SUDPA097 AGRICICULTURAL SUPPLY 94

TANZANIA 3TANPA129 FORESTRY IEVIRONMENT 94

ANGOLA 3ANGPA025 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 94

GHANA 3GHAPA129 AGRIC. SECTOR INVESTMENT 94

GUINEA BISSAU 3GUBPA03S NATURAL RESOURCES 94

MAURITANIA 3MAUPA052 AGRIC. SERVICES 94

ZAMBIA 3ZAMPA070 AGRICULTURE 94

COTE D'IVOIRE 31VCPA1OI LAND TENURE 95

COTE D'IVOIRE 31VCPAIOS NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 95

COTE D-IVOIRE 31VCPA102 RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE 95

UGANDA 3UANPA084 COTTON SECTOR 95

ANGOLA 3ANGPAOO1 FISHERIES 95

MADAGASCAR 3MAGPAOS6 IRRIGATION REHABILITATION. 95

GHANA 3GHAPA130 FISHERIES 95

NIGERIA 3NIRPA136 FORESTRY III 95

NIGERIA 3NIRPA171 RURAL MARKETING 95

BURKINA-FASO 3BURPAOS7 RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE 95

CHAD 3CHDPA020 AGRIC. SERVICES 95

NIGER 3NIGPA034 NATURAL RESOURCES 95

SOUTH AFRICA 3SOUPAOQ4 SMALL FARM SUPPORT 95

CAMEROON 3CAMPA102 FORESTRY 96

GABON 3GABPA018 AGRICULTURE 96

ZIMBABWE 3ZIMPA058 FORESTRY 96

COTE DIVOIRE 31VCPA103 LIVESTOCK 96

COTE D'IVOIRE 31VCPAIll AGRICULTURE 96

ETHIOPIA 3ETHPA093 LIVESTOCK 96

MADAGASCAR 3MAGPA097 NATIONAL EXTENSION 96

NIGERIA 3NIRPA139 LIVESTOCK 96

NIGERIA 3NIRPA179 AGRICULTURE SECTOR 96

SIERRA LEONE 3SILPA04S AGRICULTURE NATIONAL 96
RESOURCES

MALI 3MLIPAC71 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 96

MAURiTANIA 3MTAPA049 IRRIGATION PROMOTION 96

NIGERIA 3NIGPAO64 AGRIC. SERVICES 96

96



SENEGAL 3SENPA089 NATURAL RESOURCES 96

MALAWI 3MALPA078 NATURAL RESOURCE 96

ZIMBABWE 3ZIMPAOS8 FORESTRY 96

ZAMBIA 3ZAMPA071 RESOURCES & EXTENTION 11 96

KENYA 3KENPA132 DAIRY DEVELOPMENT 97

KENYA 3KENPA143 ENVIRONMENT. 97

SUDAN 3SUDPA033 TECHNICAL 11 97

UGANDA 3UAN09S LIVESTOCK n 97

ANGOLA 3ANGPA032 ENVIRONMENT 97

BURUNDI 3BUIPA059 AGRIC. SECTOR III 97

RWANDA 3RWAPA070 LIVESTOCKtFORESTRY 97

RWANDA 3RWAPA079 FORESTRY 97

GHANA 3GHAPA114 FORESTRY 97

CHAD 3CHDPA040 NATURAL RESOURCES 97

NIGERIA 3NIRPA139 LIVESTOCK m 96

BURKINA-FASO 3BURPA0S7 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES I 95

MAURITANIA 3MTAPAOS2 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 94

RENYA 3KENPA132 SMALLHOLDER DAIRY 97
DEVELOPMENT

ETHIOPIA 3ETHPA0083 PEASANT AFRICA 98
DEVELOPMENT I

KENYA 3KENPA131 AGRICULTURAL MARKETING 98

UGANDA 3UANPA048 FORESTRY II 98

UGANDA 3UANPA065 AGRIC. ENTERPRISES 98

ETHIOPIA 3ETHPAO83 PEASANT AFRICA
DEVELOPMENT U

UGANDA 3UANPA096 FISHERIES 98
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WITH COOPERATIVE AND

AND OTHER RURAL ORGANIZATIONS COMPONENTS
06130192 IFY 92)

COUNTRY ID NO. TITLE FY

BURUNDI 3BUIPA032 COFFEE SECTOR 90

CAMEROON 3CAMPA048 WESTERN PROVINCE RURAL 84
DEV'3LOPMENT PROJECT

EQUATORIAL GUINEA 3EQGPAO04 COCOA REHABILITATION 85

CONGO 3COBPA031 NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION 91
& ADAPTIVE RESEARCH

ETHIOPIA 3ETHPA048 PEASANT AFICA DEVELOPMENT 1 89

GAMBIA 3GAMPAO11 AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT I 84

GUINEA 3GUIPA047 RESEARCH EXTENSION 89

KENYA 3KENPA11O COFFEE I 90.

MALI 3MLIPA043 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 91

MAURITANIA 3MTAPA020 SMALL SCALE IRRIGATON 85

NIGER 3NIGPA025 IRRIGATION REHABILITAION 85

NIGERIA 3NIRPA051 KADUNA AGRIC. DEVELOPMENT 84

SOMALIA 3SOMPA047 AGRIC. SECTOR ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM 86

UGANDA 3UANPA021 AGRIC. DEVELOPMENT IFAD H 85

UGANDA 3UANPA067 AGRIC. SECTOR ADJUSTMENT CREDIT 91

CAMEROON 3CAMPA083 COCOA REHABILITATION 8S

EQUATORIAL GUINEA 3EQGPA012 AGRICULTURAL EXP. & AGRICULTURAL 91
SERVICES

CENTRAL AFRICAN 3CARPA030 AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTIONS 92
REPUBLIC

COTE DIVOIRE 3IVDPA082 AGRICULTURAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT 90

MAURrTIUS 3MTSPA030 AGRICUTURAL SERVICES 91

NIGERIA 3NIRPA060 MULTI STATE 86

NIGERIA 3NIRPA098 MULTI STATE 89

NIGERIA 3NIRPA122 MULTI STATE 89

BURKINA-FASO 3BURPA046 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 89

MALI 3MLIPA062 AGRICULTURAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT 90

MALAWI 3MALPA070 INSTITUTION DEVELOPMENT 89

MOZAMBIQUE 3MOZPAO3S SMALL & MEDIUM SCALE ENERPRISE 90
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